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Preface

Within a few hundred years of the Industrial Revolution, humans discovered or 
fabricated thousands of foam fluids and materials that have been utilized in petroleum 
extraction, chemical engineering, the textile and architecture industries, and more. 
In addition to synthesized foams, there are considerable foams found in nature that 
are very stable evolutionary and bionic structures. Foam structures have been widely 
studied and applied in many subjects, and scholars in the field have played an indelible 
role in developing foam-related theories that are being used to figure out how to make 
better use of foams today.

Foams are ubiquitous in human life. For example, foams are found in sodas and sponges 
in liquid form and solid form, respectively. Various foams have distinctive properties that 
can be used to develop special usages in engineering applications. This book reviews, 
researches, and summarizes the knowledge and experience of foam fluids and porous 
foams in industry. Compared with simpler fluids, foam fluids are more complicated to 
describe by conventional rules because of their phase discontinuity. Considering that 
foam fluids can be applied to displace oil or gases underground, research on foam fluids 
is of great significance. Porous foams consist of solid metal and fluid-filled pores that 
take up a certain portion of the entire volume. This structural feature makes porous 
foams mechanically stable with lighter mass. In addition, porous foams have terrific 
performance when employed in energy absorption and heat exchange. Nevertheless, the 
pores existing in porous foams add the difficulties of modeling and calculating the fluid 
flow. Fortunately, this book addresses this issue and provides possible solutions.

Chapter 1 reviews recent developments in the manufacture and characterization 
of multiphase foams developed by incorporating new phases into open-pore 
foam materials. The new incorporated phases can significantly alter the macro-/
microstructure of the starting materials or modify the pore surfaces to achieve new 
functionalities, which exhibits a great potential for use in electronics, medicine, 
or catalysis.

Chapter 2 discusses state-of-the-art acoustic and thermal models and their application 
to cellular foam materials. Five different forecasting methods including traditional 
analytical, a modified analytical with a new proposed equation, and inverse procedures 
were employed to determine the Johnson–Champoux–Allard (JCA) parameters related 
to the sound-absorbing properties of foam materials. Numerical results indicate that the 
inverse procedure, using the thermal characteristic length derived from the scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) micrographs as the imposed parameter, well agrees with the 
modified analytical model.

Chapter 3 presents a turbulent heat transfer analysis of silicon carbide ceramic foam 
as a solar volumetric receiver. Both the Rosseland approximation and the P1 model 
are applied to consider the radiative heat transfer through the solar receiver. In light 
of the derived analytical solutions, it is found that the corresponding fluid and solid 
temperature variations generated under the Rosseland approximation agree fairly well 
with those based on the P1 model. Furthermore, optimal pore diameter that exists for 
achieving the maximum receiver efficiency under the equal pumping power is obtained, 
which provides effective guidance for a novel volumetric solar receiver design of silicon 
carbide ceramic foam.
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IV

Chapter 4 shows how to obtain sintered self-glazed glass-ceramics and/or glass ceramic 
foams with improved properties and differences in structure by means of a double-stage 
heat treatment. The sintering of the samples is studied by optical dilatometry and the 
foaming process by hot-stage microscopy, while the structure of the final materials 
is revealed by 3D computed tomography and SEM. The phase composition of the 
glass-ceramic foams is analyzed by XRD. Due to excellent material characteristics, the 
synthesized inorganic glassy-crystalline foam materials can be used as low-cost thermal 
insulating, soundproofing, and fire-resisting low-weight materials.

Chapter 5 uses casting techniques to design a new foam product and develop a new 
method of production to overcome shortcomings. The knowledge gained from this work 
is valuable for planning future actions for further improving aluminum metallic foam.

Chapter 6 proposes a novel approach to increase stability by introducing nano-sized 
additives SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols to improve the quality of construction foam on a protein 
basis for non-autoclaved foam concrete. Various stabilization mechanisms related to 
different energies of chemical bonds formed between the molecules of the foaming 
agent and the injected sols have been found. The stabilization of the construction foam 
leads to the possibility of using foam concrete hardening accelerators without destroying 
its structure, which is beneficial to obtain increased compressive and bending tensile 
strength and reduce thermal conductivity and shrinkage in drying.

Chapter 7 highlights the different CO2-foam generation mechanisms and the deterio-
ration effect of crude oil on CO2-foam stability, so as to improve sweep efficiency in 
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applications over that of polymers. Several nanoparticles 
such as aluminum oxide, copper oxide, and silicon dioxide are considered. The results 
indicate that silicone dioxide with a modified surface is more effective in foam stability 
applications.

In each of these chapters, we spared no efforts to provide sufficient and logical 
information for readers, and tried our best to establish the foundation of relevant 
research topics. Experts in the field reviewed each chapter of this book. As the author 
of this book, I am looking forward to receiving feedback and constructive comments 
from readers and experts.

Huijin Xu
China-UK Low Carbon College,

Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Shanghai, China

Chen Yang
College of Chemical Engineering,

Fuzhou University,
China

Dengwei Jing
International Research Center for Renewable Energy,

State Key Lab of Multiphase Flow in Power Engineering,
Xi’an Jiaotong University,

China
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Chapter 1

Open-Pore Foams Modified by 
Incorporation of New Phases: 
Multiphase Foams for Thermal, 
Catalytic and Medical Emerging 
Applications
Lucila Paola Maiorano Lauría and José Miguel Molina Jordá

Abstract

Recently, open-pore foam materials have acquired great interest in several 
technological sectors due to their excellent properties of low density, great specific 
surface area, adjustable thermal conductivity, and high-energy absorption. The rep-
lication method has proved to be one of the most widely used techniques for their 
manufacture, allowing a perfect control of the pores’ characteristics from which 
the main properties of the foams derive. However, these properties have limited the 
use of these materials in ultimate applications of the most demanding emerging 
technologies. This chapter reviews recent developments of open-pore foams that 
have been modified by the incorporation of new phases in order to enhance their 
properties. The inclusion of new phases taking part of the microstructure or modi-
fying the pore surfaces allows these materials to be considered promising for the 
most modern applications including, among others, thermal dissipation, catalytic 
supports, and medical implantology.

Keywords: open-pore foam, multiphase foam, inclusions, thermal management, 
catalysis, medical implantology

1. Introduction

Foam materials were originally conceived by clear inspiration in some natural 
porous materials, such as wood, bamboo canes, or bones, as they present a very 
attractive combination of properties such as excellent mechanical strength blended 
with low density [1]. Motivated by the versatility of those natural porous materials, 
human ingenuity succeeded in the design of new foam materials, their most suitable 
manufacturing processes, and their use in technologically demanding applica-
tions. In recent years, foam materials have reached a high level of maturity in their 
manufacture, development, applications, and integration into complex systems to 
fulfill specific applications.

Foam materials can be classified depending on their nature, pore intercon-
nectivity, morphology of their cellular structure, or other variables that allow their 
differences to be outlined. A widespread classification divides foams into open-pore 

XIV
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and closed-pore, depending on whether their porous cellular structures are inter-
connected or not, respectively. When more than half of the cells are open, the 
materials are considered open-pore foams. Closed-pore foams were proven useful in 
thermal insulation and structural applications (load-bearing components, energy 
absorbers, etc.) as well as in biomedical implants. Open-pore foams have cells that 
are not completely closed so a fluid can pass through the material. While open-pore 
foams are structurally less interesting, their open-pore space expands their utility 
to functional applications such as particle filters, bacteriological filters, active heat 
dissipation units, etc.

The fields of application of open-pore foam materials depend on their porous 
architectures and the nature of their solid phases. Open-pore ceramic foams have 
traditionally been used as thermal insulators, bio-scaffolds in tissue engineering, 
catalytic supports, and materials for sound and impact absorption, among oth-
ers [2]. Recently, their use has been extended to catalytic applications given their 
suitability to be catalyst supports in gaseous or liquid phase reactions, since the 
presence of interconnected pores allows the passage of fluids and, therefore, can be 
used in continuous reactors. Polymer foams show excellent properties which make 
them suitable for many applications such as construction, cushioning and insula-
tion, or sound dampening [3]. Open-pore metal foams also share some of these 
applications, but they deserve a special attention. Their outstanding mechanical 
and thermoelectrical conductive properties allow these materials being considered 
excellent candidates for a wide variety of applications depending on their porous 
structure, as it can be seen in Figure 1. Their high surface area per unit volume, low 
density, and great heat transfer capacity make them suitable for thermal manage-
ment (heat exchangers and heat sinks), electrode materials, catalyst carriers, and 
biomedical engineering as biocompatible and biodegradable scaffolds [4]. When 
used in medical implantology, the interconnected structure provides a transition 
space between the bone and the biomaterial structural support, which allow the 
in-growth of bone tissue and vascularization [5]. Other properties such as high 
strength and toughness, great sound-absorbing capacity, and high impact energy 

Figure 1. 
Applications of metal foams according to porous structure. Partially reproduced from [1].
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absorption make them interesting materials for structural applications in the 
aerospace, automotive, or marine industry.

Despite all their great attributes, traditional foams are often inappropriate to 
meet the requirements of the most advanced technological challenges; hence their 
designs have recently been reformulated by the incorporation of new functional 
phases. In this work, the authors focus the attention on this last type of open-pore 
foams, in which different components/phases have been incorporated to generate 
multiphase materials with a great potential of use in applications of different sectors 
such as electronics, medicine, or catalysis.

2. Current needs to incorporate new phases into open-pore foams

The development of emerging technologies such as new electronic devices in 
electronics, aeronautics, and aerospace; advances in the chemical industry; and the 
still incipient stage of biomedical engineering is concomitant with the accelerated 
progress of research into new materials. Some of the most demanding applications 
require further developments of open-pore foam materials and are discussed here 
below.

Thermal management has become a critical issue that often slows down or 
even hinders the progress of evolving power electronic technologies as a result of 
increasing power densities and decreasing transistor dimensions [4–8]. A success-
ful strategy for efficient heat removal in electronic systems, called active thermal 
management, consists in forcing the direct transfer of heat from hot spots to some 
carrier fluids through a conduction-convection mechanism by means of using 
high thermally conductive open-pore foams. Research into new materials for these 
applications was focused mainly on metal and carbon/graphite foams as they 
exhibit interesting physical properties, such as low density and high specific area 
per unit volume, as well as decent thermal conductivity [9–12]. Many authors have 
focused on the investigation of forced convection parameters, such as heat transfer 
coefficient and pressure drop for different metal foams. Although these materials 
exhibit interesting characteristics, their properties of relatively high heat transfer 
coefficient and low pressure drop are still insufficient for its use in final applications 
of the most demanding emerging electronic technologies. Recent developments 
have modified open-pore foams by the incorporation of new phases either into the 
solid or into the cavities of the porous structure. These materials show considerable 
improvements in their thermal properties [8, 13, 14].

Open-pore foams used in catalytic applications must meet two requirements: a 
high specific surface allowing high dispersion of the catalytically active phase and 
not too small pore sizes to prevent a high pressure drop of the fluid passing through 
it. Although the open-pore foams used so far in catalysis have roughly met these 
characteristics, the new demands for better catalytic performance require materi-
als with new structural pore designs and improved properties. To this end, porous 
materials must provide (i) the highest possible thermal conductivity to improve 
heat transport from or to the outside of the catalytic reactor (easily achievable when 
the nature of the solid is metallic) and (ii) the possibility to break the laminar flow 
in order to enhance the interaction between the fluid and the catalyst. The first 
requirement can be achieved by incorporating thermal inclusions into the solid 
phase of the foam and/or by a crystalline modification of the solid phase assisted 
by the catalytic action of the new present phases. The second requirement can be 
achieved by incorporating new phases into the porous cavities.

In addition to the mentioned applications, open-pore metal foams are 
recently being the subjects of intense study in medical implantology. These 
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by the catalytic action of the new present phases. The second requirement can be 
achieved by incorporating new phases into the porous cavities.

In addition to the mentioned applications, open-pore metal foams are 
recently being the subjects of intense study in medical implantology. These 
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materials are not only intended to fulfill a structural purpose in a body system 
but also to cover functional applications. It was recently proposed to incorporate 
guest phases in the porous cavities of open-pore foams charged with pharmaco-
logical substances, with the aim to set a drug delivery system to avoid postsurgi-
cal infections [15, 16].

By way of the commented examples, the authors intend to highlight that the 
inclusion of new phases into open-pore foams opens up a range of new properties 
in foam materials and seems to be a suitable way to overcome the requirements of 
modern applications such as some of those commented for thermal management, 
catalytic chemistry, and medical implantology. In addition, some research works 
focus on the incorporation of new phases into foams to enhance mechanical proper-
ties as in all the mentioned applications, better mechanical performances are also 
soaked.

3. Manufacture

3.1 Manufacturing techniques of open-pore foams

Manufacturing techniques of open-pore foams can be classified into four groups 
attending to the state of the precursor material: liquid, solid, vapor, and ions [1].

Liquid state processing: the precursor material is in liquid state. The most 
important processing techniques are:

a. Investment casting with polymer foams

b. Casting around space holder materials/infiltration of martyr preforms

Solid state processing: the precursor material is in solid state. The following 
techniques are the most important ones:

a. Partial sintering of powders and fibers

b. Foaming of slurries

c. Pressurization and sintering of powders in martyr preform

d. Sintering of hollow spheres

e. Sintering of powders and binders

f. Reaction sintering of multicomponent systems

Vapor state processing:

g. Vapor deposition onto polymeric foams

Ionic solution state processing:

h. Electrodeposition onto polymeric foams

Despite the wide range of fabrication methods that these four groups generate, 
there are actually only two different strategies for generating porosity [17]:
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• Self-formation: porosity is formed through a process of evolution according to 
the physical principles. Self-formation includes the d method.

• Predesign: the structure is created with the use of molds that determine the 
porous cavities. By means of this strategy, closed-pore (or not interconnected) 
and open-pore (or interconnected) foams can be manufactured, depending on 
whether the mold forms part of the final material or is removed, respectively. 
Predesign includes a, b, c, e, f, g, h, i, and j methods.

Among the manufacturing techniques, the infiltration of martyr preforms, 
also known as the replication (predesign) method, allows the best control over the 
material. This method was traditionally used to produce open-pore metal foams and 
recently adapted to produce carbon/graphite foams [18]. The replication method 
consists of the infiltration with molten metal or any other liquid precursors of a 
porous template preform that is later removed by dissolution or controlled reaction 
to leave a foam material with a porous structure that replicates the original preform. 
This method allows perfect control of size, shape, and size distribution of pores. 
Depending on the matrix material and the desired final porous architecture, differ-
ent raw materials have been used as templates. Nevertheless, the most widespread 
martyr material is sodium chloride in particulate form, which can be conveniently 
packaged and infiltrated with liquid metals at temperatures below its melting point 
(801°C) and then removed by dissolution in aqueous solutions [13].

3.2 Manufacturing techniques of multiphase open-pore foams

The multiphase open-pore foam materials developed so far are still scarce and 
can be manufactured by various methods, which are reviewed in Table 1 and later 
in the chapter.

3.2.1  Composite foams/foams with guest phases with preload of new phases in the 
preform

Loading of new phases is achieved by one of the following two strategies: (i) 
loading particles (inclusions) are packed together with larger martyr particles 
forming a porous bimodal preform, or (ii) loading particles are covered by a 
martyr material and packed forming a porous monomodal preform. Preforms are 
infiltrated and the martyr material is leached away. As a result, composite foams or 
foams with guest phases are obtained. They show homogeneous dispersion of new 
phases in a continuous matrix. Figure 2 represents the aforementioned material 
structures. In particular cases, loading powders are packed combined with larger 
martyr particles and sintered. The martyr particles are later removed to obtain an 
interconnected porous structure.

3.2.2 Composite foams with preload of new phases in the liquid precursor

Loading of new phases is achieved by the dispersion of particles into the liquid 
precursor. The preform is leached away after its infiltration with the liquid precur-
sor, and the final material shows a homogeneous dispersion of new phases in a 
continuous matrix. Material consolidation can also be obtained (instead of by 
infiltration) by electrochemical (co)-deposition of a metal and/or the new phases 
on a leachable preform or a preexistent porous material (the liquid precursor is 
an electrolyte that contains metal ions and dispersed particles of the new phases) 
(Figure 3).
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3.2.3 Finned foams

Finned foams are normally manufactured by physical bonding or by gluing 
preexistent monolith layers (herein called components) of porous and nonporous 
materials. The nonporous materials are considered the new phases which are 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. 
Schematic drawings showing preform compositions (a and c) and the structures of the final materials (b and 
d) for composite foams (a and b) and foams with guest phases (c and d) obtained by preload of new phases in 
the preform.

Figure 3. 
Schematic drawings showing preform compositions (a and c) and the structures of the final materials (b and 
d) for composite foams obtained by preload of new phases in the liquid precursor processed by infiltration  
(a and b) or by electrochemical (co)-deposition (c and d).

Figure 4. 
Schematic drawings showing component composition (a) and the structure of the final material after 
components joining (b) for finned foams.
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3.2.3 Finned foams

Finned foams are normally manufactured by physical bonding or by gluing 
preexistent monolith layers (herein called components) of porous and nonporous 
materials. The nonporous materials are considered the new phases which are 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. 
Schematic drawings showing preform compositions (a and c) and the structures of the final materials (b and 
d) for composite foams (a and b) and foams with guest phases (c and d) obtained by preload of new phases in 
the preform.

Figure 3. 
Schematic drawings showing preform compositions (a and c) and the structures of the final materials (b and 
d) for composite foams obtained by preload of new phases in the liquid precursor processed by infiltration  
(a and b) or by electrochemical (co)-deposition (c and d).

Figure 4. 
Schematic drawings showing component composition (a) and the structure of the final material after 
components joining (b) for finned foams.
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integrated into a material with a layered structure and a noncontinuous matrix 
(joints are present in between components) (Figure 4).

3.2.4 Monolithic finned foams

Another way to fabricate finned foams is to perform a casting of a liquid pre-
cursor into a mold where preexistent self-standing porous leachable preforms are 
conveniently located. As a result, monolithic finned foam materials with continuous 
matrix can be obtained (Figure 5).

3.2.5 Composite finned foams

Loading of new phases is achieved by building an assembly consisting of packed 
or self-standing porous leachable preforms alternated with packed beds of the new 
phases in finely divided form (inclusions). After infiltration and removal of the 
leachable materials, a final material with a layered distribution of components and 
continuous matrix is obtained (Figure 6).

Figure 5. 
Schematic drawings showing a mold with preexistent self-standing porous leachable preforms (a) and the 
structure of the final material (b) for monolithic finned foams.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. 
Schematic drawings showing an assembly consisting of packed or self-standing porous leachable preforms 
alternated with packed beds of finely divided inclusions (a) and the structure of the final material (b) for 
composite finned foams.
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4. Multiphase open-pore foams: examples and properties

4.1 Composite foams/foams with guest phases with preload of new phases in the 
preform

4.1.1 Magnesium/diamond composite foams

Open-pore magnesium foams, which have traditionally been discarded for 
active thermal management due to their low thermal conductivity values, can be 
appropriate for heat dissipation applications if they incorporate thermal inclusions 
such as diamond particles coated with a TiC layer of nanometric dimensions. These 
multiphase open-pore composite foams can be manufactured by the replication 
method following a strict processing control. First, a correct distribution of the 
preform components (NaCl and diamond particles) has to be achieved to ensure 
homogeneity and complete connectivity of the pores after dissolution. For this 
purpose, the selection of the composition of bimodal particle mixtures has been 
studied in detail following a predictive method described in [8, 34–37]. The results 
of these calculations are depicted in Figure 7a for the entire spectrum of NaCl par-
ticle fraction in the bimodal mixtures. The complete pore connectivity is achieved 
when the composition of NaCl in the bimodal (NaCl-diamond) mixture falls in the 
region of interest represented in Figure 7a. In this region the large NaCl particles are 
touching each other, and the smaller diamond particles are filling the voids left by 
the sodium chloride particles.

Another critical processing step is the proper control of TiC coating on 
diamond particles, which allows for high thermal conductance at the interface 
between the diamond particles and the matrix. The scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) images in Figure 8 illustrate some microstructural features of Mg/diamond 
composite foam. Figure 8a shows the diamond particles homogeneously distrib-
uted in the struts of the Mg matrix. Figure 8b depicts Si and Fe precipitates on 
diamond surfaces. During the metal solidification, traces of Si and Fe present in 
the nominal composition of magnesium segregate toward the interface, enhanc-
ing together with the TiC coating the magnesium-diamond interfacial thermal 
conductance.

Figure 7. 
Contour diagram of the total volume fraction of inclusions (considering diamond and salt particles mixtures) 
over the whole range of NaCl particle fraction (XNaCl) as a function of R (ratio of the diameters of coarse 
NaCl particles to small diamond particles) (a); (b) is a magnification of the region of interest show in (a). 
Reproduced with permission from [8].
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4. Multiphase open-pore foams: examples and properties

4.1 Composite foams/foams with guest phases with preload of new phases in the 
preform

4.1.1 Magnesium/diamond composite foams

Open-pore magnesium foams, which have traditionally been discarded for 
active thermal management due to their low thermal conductivity values, can be 
appropriate for heat dissipation applications if they incorporate thermal inclusions 
such as diamond particles coated with a TiC layer of nanometric dimensions. These 
multiphase open-pore composite foams can be manufactured by the replication 
method following a strict processing control. First, a correct distribution of the 
preform components (NaCl and diamond particles) has to be achieved to ensure 
homogeneity and complete connectivity of the pores after dissolution. For this 
purpose, the selection of the composition of bimodal particle mixtures has been 
studied in detail following a predictive method described in [8, 34–37]. The results 
of these calculations are depicted in Figure 7a for the entire spectrum of NaCl par-
ticle fraction in the bimodal mixtures. The complete pore connectivity is achieved 
when the composition of NaCl in the bimodal (NaCl-diamond) mixture falls in the 
region of interest represented in Figure 7a. In this region the large NaCl particles are 
touching each other, and the smaller diamond particles are filling the voids left by 
the sodium chloride particles.

Another critical processing step is the proper control of TiC coating on 
diamond particles, which allows for high thermal conductance at the interface 
between the diamond particles and the matrix. The scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) images in Figure 8 illustrate some microstructural features of Mg/diamond 
composite foam. Figure 8a shows the diamond particles homogeneously distrib-
uted in the struts of the Mg matrix. Figure 8b depicts Si and Fe precipitates on 
diamond surfaces. During the metal solidification, traces of Si and Fe present in 
the nominal composition of magnesium segregate toward the interface, enhanc-
ing together with the TiC coating the magnesium-diamond interfacial thermal 
conductance.

Figure 7. 
Contour diagram of the total volume fraction of inclusions (considering diamond and salt particles mixtures) 
over the whole range of NaCl particle fraction (XNaCl) as a function of R (ratio of the diameters of coarse 
NaCl particles to small diamond particles) (a); (b) is a magnification of the region of interest show in (a). 
Reproduced with permission from [8].
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The thermal conductivity of these materials was both measured and estimated 
with analytical methods. The measurement of the thermal conductivity was carried 
out by the so-called comparative stationary method, which provides accurate and 
relatively fast measurements. It consists of comparing the thermal conductivity of 
an unknown material (the sample) with that of a reference, connecting the sections 
of both and establishing a thermal gradient.

The thermal conductivity was estimated with the differential effective medium 
(DEM) scheme, which has been extendedly applied with success to model and 
interpret thermal conduction in different composite materials consisting of ran-
domly distributed monodispersed particles in a metal matrix [8, 34, 35, 37, 38]. The 
leading equation is expressed as the following integral:

   ∫  
K  m   

  K  C  
      dK ________________  
K  ∑ i      X  i     

−  (K −  K  r  eff )  ____________  
 (K −  K  r  eff ) p − K

  
     =   − ln  (1 − V)   (1)

where K is thermal conductivity and subscripts C and m refer to composite and 
matrix, respectively. Xi is the fraction of the i inclusion type in the total amount of 
inclusions of the composite (in composites containing only one type of inclusions 
i = 1; hence, X1 = 1). V is the total volume fraction of inclusions, and p is the polar-
ization factor of an inclusion (equal to one-third for spheres). Kr

eff is the effective 
thermal conductivity of an inclusion which, for spherical geometries, is related 
to its intrinsic thermal conductivity, Kr

in, the matrix/inclusion interface thermal 
conductance h, and the radius of the inclusion r, by

   K  r  eff    =      K  r  in  _ 
1 +    K  r  in  _ hr  

    (2)

In general, the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) has no analytical solution 
and needs to be solved numerically with appropriate mathematical software.

Foam materials can be considered composites where pores are inclusions of zero 
nominal thermal conductivity (Kr

in = 0 W/mK). Eq. (1) then becomes

   K  C     =    K  foam     =    K  m     (1 −  V  p  )      
1 _ 1−p     (3)

where Vp refers to the volume fraction of pores and p is now the polarization 
factor of the pores (equal to the polarization factor of the NaCl particles from which 

Figure 8. 
SEM micrographs of TiC-coated diamond particle distribution in the foam struts (a) and fine precipitates 
of silicon and iron on the TiC-coated diamond particles (b). Sample (a) was prepared by fracture, while 
sample (b) was prepared by fracture followed by magnesium electro-etching. Reproduced with permission 
from [8].
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the pore structure of the foam was derived, since the replication method maintains 
the morphological characteristics of the leachable particles in the pores of the final 
material). For spherical particles again p = 1/3 [8]; in more complicated particle 
geometries, the value of p can be derived from the slope of a plot of log(Kfoam) vs. 
log(1 − Vp) for foam materials in which Vp is varied. Km is the thermal conductivity 
of the matrix in the foam material, which can be in turn calculated with Eq. (1) by 
considering that the matrix is an effective composite material of pure magnesium 
with diamond particles as thermal inclusions.

The calculated thermal conductivities of Mg/diamond composite foams accord-
ing to Eqs. (1)–(3) are plotted in Figure 9a against the experimental results [8]. In 
general, large fractions and large average sizes of diamond particles in the matrix 
generate higher thermal conductivities, and the presence of nano-coated TiC 
diamond is necessary to overcome the thermal conductivity of magnesium foam, 
reaching values up to 82 W/mK when the material contains 30% of nano-coated 
TiC diamond.

Since there is no standardized methodology for testing heat sinks in induced-
convection active thermal management, the author of [8] proposed a new experi-
mental setup inspired by that reported in [39] to measure power dissipation density 
of open-pore materials. Results obtained with this setup showed that composite 
foams achieved excellent performance in active thermal management with values 
up to 100% higher than their equivalent magnesium foams and 20% superior than 
conventional aluminum foams (Figure 9b).

4.1.2 Aluminum/graphite flake composite foams

These multiphase foam materials were inspired by the recently developed 
family of highly anisotropic thermally conductive ternary composites formed by 
the combination of graphite flakes (Gf), ceramic particles, and a metal matrix 
[40, 41]. Aluminum/graphite flake (Al/Gf) composite foams combine the appeal 
of using Gf to improve thermal conductivity with the advantages of metal foams 
and configure a new family of foam materials with great potential for active 
thermal management applications. These materials are fabricated using the 
replication method, replacing the ceramic particles of the ternary composites with 

Figure 9. 
Experimental vs. calculated thermal conductivities for Mg/diamond composite foams developed in [8]  
(a) and a comparison of power density as a function of airflow between Mg-TiC/diamond composite foam 
and conventional metal foams (b). In (a), MBD4 refers to the quality of the diamond particles; in (b), XD is 
the diamond particles fraction in the original bimodal particle mixture preform. Reproduced with permission 
from [8].
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generate higher thermal conductivities, and the presence of nano-coated TiC 
diamond is necessary to overcome the thermal conductivity of magnesium foam, 
reaching values up to 82 W/mK when the material contains 30% of nano-coated 
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family of highly anisotropic thermally conductive ternary composites formed by 
the combination of graphite flakes (Gf), ceramic particles, and a metal matrix 
[40, 41]. Aluminum/graphite flake (Al/Gf) composite foams combine the appeal 
of using Gf to improve thermal conductivity with the advantages of metal foams 
and configure a new family of foam materials with great potential for active 
thermal management applications. These materials are fabricated using the 
replication method, replacing the ceramic particles of the ternary composites with 
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(a) and a comparison of power density as a function of airflow between Mg-TiC/diamond composite foam 
and conventional metal foams (b). In (a), MBD4 refers to the quality of the diamond particles; in (b), XD is 
the diamond particles fraction in the original bimodal particle mixture preform. Reproduced with permission 
from [8].
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sodium chloride particles, which act as templates and can be removed by dissolu-
tion to obtain a material with an interconnected porous structure. The preforms 
were prepared by packing under external pressure a homogeneous distribution of 
oriented Gf and NaCl particles.

Two restrictions were found according to the preparation of these preforms. 
The first one was related with the dissolution of the template. To ensure com-
plete and effective dissolution, the NaCl particles must achieve a coordination 
number for each particle of at least 3. This restriction defined a so-called 
percolation limit that is shown in Figure 10a as a dotted straight line. The 
second restriction has to do with the existence of a minimum volume fraction 
attained when particles are subjected to the sole action of gravity. This second 
restriction, the so-called compaction limit, is represented in Figure 10a by the 
line corresponding to a nominal zero pressure. As a consequence, preforms with 
compositions falling in regions below these two limits of Figure 10a cannot be 
manufactured.

For these microstructures where Gf are oriented and distributed homogeneously 
in a matrix, we can take the following expression for the longitudinal thermal 
conductivity of composite foams KC

L [13, 41]:

   K  C  L  =  K  foam   +  K  foam     V´ f  ____________________  
  πt _ 4D    (  1 − V´ f )     +      K  foam   _ 

 K  f  L    −    K  foam  
  
    (4)

where Kf
L is the longitudinal thermal conductivity of Gf, V´f is the volume frac-

tion of Gf in the composite material, and t and D are the thickness and diameter of 
Gf, respectively. Kfoam can be calculated with Eq. (3).

The calculated vs. the experimental results of longitudinal thermal conductiv-
ity for these composite foams are represented in Figure 11a. Figure 11b depicts 
the power dissipation densities of two Al/Gf composite foams (one with V´f = 0.54 
and another one with V´f = 0.34) and a conventional aluminum foam (with a 
porosity volume fraction of 0.78) vs. airflow, obtained with the setup described 
in [8]. It is clear that proper designs of Al/Gf composite foams can reach power 
dissipation densities three times higher than those achieved with conventional 
aluminum foams.

Figure 10. 
(a) Preform composition ternary phase diagram as a function of compaction pressure (in MPa) and (b) 
photograph of an Al/Gf foam with homogeneous distribution of oriented Gf along the porous material. In (b) 
the pores were infiltrated with epoxy resin for a better polishing. Reproduced with permission from [13].
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4.1.3 Foams with guest phases

Open-pore foams containing guest phases in porous cavities is one of the latest 
developments in the design of foam materials that brings specific functionalities 
and opens niches for new applications [15, 16]. Depending on the nature of the 
guest phases or the combination of them, several applications can be considered 
for these materials such as adsorption of gases, adsorption of liquids or species in 
solution, catalysis, filters of inorganic or biological substances, and medical implan-
tology. The processing route involves the generation of preforms by packaging 
particles coated with a sacrificial material (e.g., NaCl), their subsequent infiltration 
with a suitable precursor, and finally the dissolution of the sacrificial material. This 
results in open-pore foams in which the cavities contain other phases that provide 
certain functionalities. A distinctive feature is that there is no bond between the 
matrix and the guest phases, except for a simple contact generated by gravity, so 
that the interconnectivity of the pores remains assured. Figure 12 shows SEM 
images of a guest particle coated with a sacrificial material (NaCl in this case) (a) 
and the same guest particle inside the pore cavity of a metal foam (b).

Figure 11. 
(a) Calculated vs. experimental thermal conductivities for different Al/Gf composite foams and (b) a 
comparison of power dissipation density as a function of airflow between some selected Al/Gf composite foams 
and a conventional aluminum foam. Graphit flakes dimensions: 1000 μm average diameter and 20–45 μm 
thickness. Partially reproduced from [13].

Figure 12. 
Cobalt sphere with NaCl coating (a) and cobalt sphere as guest phase inside a cavity of an open-pore tin foam 
(b). Reproduced from [15, 16].
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These materials have not yet been widely characterized, but it is intuited that 
they have a great potential in the following applications:

• Thermal dissipation by forced convection: the presence of guest phases in the 
porous cavities alters the distribution of fluid flow lines inside the pores and gen-
erates a greater interaction of the fluid with the pore walls, which translates into 
increased fluid heating and consequently into greater heat  dissipation power.

• Catalysis: the material allows catalytically active specimens to be housed in the 
guest phases and under certain conditions promotes non-laminar regimes in 
the passage of fluids through it, which notably increases its catalytic activity. In 
addition, this material can be considered multi-catalytic when different cata-
lytic centers, supported on guest phases physically separated, are combined.

• Medical implantology: the material can act as an implant, allowing the in-
growth of living tissue. The presence of guest phases with adsorbent capacity 
may be helpful to retain some substances with pharmacological activity that 
can be released in a controlled manner by desorption and thus avoid possible 
infections.

4.2 Composite foams with preload of new phases in the liquid precursor

4.2.1 Graphite/TiC nanocomposite foams

TiC-supported metals are interesting systems for catalytic applications. In [14] a 
new route was presented for the manufacturing of mesophase pitch foam materials 
containing TiC nanoparticles selectively distributed in two locations (Figure 13): 
in the foam struts (A zone) and at the pore surfaces (B zone). The particles of the 
struts act as catalysts of the graphitization process to which the mesophase pitch 
foams are subjected in order to considerably increase their thermal conductivity. 
The TiC particles on the surface allow transition metals with catalytic capacity to be 
supported.

As expected, it was found that the higher the TiC content in A zone, the 
greater the thermal conductivity of these open-pore multiphase foams (thermal 

Figure 13. 
(a) SEM image showing the location of TiC nanoparticles in the foam struts (A zone) and at the pore surfaces 
(B zone) and (b) a schematic drawing showing the TiC nanoparticles at the pore surface, which are not 
completely embedded in the carbon-based material. Reproduced with permission from [14].
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conductivities up to 61 W/mK were measured for materials with 15% TiC in A 
zone and 45% pore surface coverage). The TiC particles at the pore surfaces do 
not modify the thermal conductivity of the foams, as they are not involved in the 
graphitization process. However, the higher the nanoparticle content at the pores, 
the greater the specific surface area of the foam, as the nanoparticles are only 
partially embedded in the mesophase pitch when infiltration takes place, as can be 
seen in Figure 13b.

4.2.2 Metal/ceramic composite foams

Composite foams are attractive because of their thermal properties, but also 
because they exhibit interesting mechanical properties when compared to their 
equivalent raw materials. Many research groups focused their efforts on modifying 
metal foam microstructures by adding particle reinforcements to enhance their 
mechanical properties. For that sake, Ni/SiC and Ni/Cu composite foams were 
proposed in literature [22]. They were manufactured by electrochemical (co)-
deposition of the metal and the ceramic particles on polymeric templates. Stainless 
steel/titanium carbonitrides were also successfully prepared by the replication 
method [23].

AC3A aluminum alloy/SiC composite foams were manufactured by a similar 
synthesis route as that described in Section 3.2.2 [20]. The incorporation of the 
ceramic particles in the foam material strongly improved the compressive strength, 
energy absorption, and microhardness. The improvement of these properties was 
due to the modification of the microstructure and the increased strength at the 
locations where SiC particles were incorporated.

4.3 Finned foams

Finned metal foams were also presented as new designs for thermal applica-
tions in [30, 31]. The multiphase open-pore materials developed by Bhattacharya 
and Mahajan [30] combine alternated parallel aluminum fins with 5 and 20 PPI 
aluminum foams joined with epoxy glue, as it was previously schematized in 
Figure 4. The results reported in [30] show that these finned foams enhance 
the heat transfer performance in comparison with conventional aluminum 
foams, being this increase proportional to the number of fins in the foam. 
Compared with equivalent aluminum foams, an increase of approximately 150% 
was reached when fine fins were incorporated. Despite the improved thermal 
performance of finned foams, the existent joints between components result in 
poor heat transfer among them. In order to improve the heat transfer between 
components, new finned foam structures with continuous matrix (no joints) 
were developed in the last years, and their main characteristics are detailed in 
next sections.

4.4 Monolithic finned foams

To maximize heat transport between components, monolithic finned copper 
foams with different geometries of pores were fabricated by a new manufacturing 
process presented in [33]. 3D printed polymeric or wax patterns were used as sac-
rificial materials in an investment casting process. This process eliminates the need 
to restrict design geometries to shapes that can be easily separated from a reusable 
mold. Their structure, hence, allow these materials to be classified as a combination 
of monolithic materials with a continuous matrix (Section 3.2.4).
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energy absorption, and microhardness. The improvement of these properties was 
due to the modification of the microstructure and the increased strength at the 
locations where SiC particles were incorporated.

4.3 Finned foams

Finned metal foams were also presented as new designs for thermal applica-
tions in [30, 31]. The multiphase open-pore materials developed by Bhattacharya 
and Mahajan [30] combine alternated parallel aluminum fins with 5 and 20 PPI 
aluminum foams joined with epoxy glue, as it was previously schematized in 
Figure 4. The results reported in [30] show that these finned foams enhance 
the heat transfer performance in comparison with conventional aluminum 
foams, being this increase proportional to the number of fins in the foam. 
Compared with equivalent aluminum foams, an increase of approximately 150% 
was reached when fine fins were incorporated. Despite the improved thermal 
performance of finned foams, the existent joints between components result in 
poor heat transfer among them. In order to improve the heat transfer between 
components, new finned foam structures with continuous matrix (no joints) 
were developed in the last years, and their main characteristics are detailed in 
next sections.

4.4 Monolithic finned foams

To maximize heat transport between components, monolithic finned copper 
foams with different geometries of pores were fabricated by a new manufacturing 
process presented in [33]. 3D printed polymeric or wax patterns were used as sac-
rificial materials in an investment casting process. This process eliminates the need 
to restrict design geometries to shapes that can be easily separated from a reusable 
mold. Their structure, hence, allow these materials to be classified as a combination 
of monolithic materials with a continuous matrix (Section 3.2.4).
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4.5 Composite finned foams

4.5.1 Aluminum/graphite flake composite finned foams

These multiphase materials were also inspired by those presented in [40, 41]. 
Preforms were prepared by uniaxial pressure packaging of alternating layers of 
graphite flakes and NaCl particles. Preforms were infiltrated by the gas pressure 
technique with liquid aluminum and later leached away by water dissolution.

In this type of preforms, there are no restrictions concerning percolation, 
as the structure could ideally be understood as composed of alternating porous 
NaCl and Gf monoliths. Even in the extreme case where the percentage of NaCl 
monoliths is negligible compared to that of Gf monoliths, the NaCl particles in 
the monolith still have enough coordination to be effectively removed by dissolu-
tion. Nevertheless, a compaction limit is detected for preforms prepared without 
external pressure as a result of the natural tendency of graphite flakes to lie on top 
of one another (Figure 14a). The resulting multiphase open-pore foams present 
microstructures with alternating layers of oriented graphite flakes and metal 
foam, as it is shown in Figure 14b.

For alternating layers of Al foam and Gf monoliths, the longitudinal thermal 
conductivity of the composite finned foams KcL can be estimated by the well-known 
Maxwell approach [13, 41]:

   K  C  L    =V´ f .    Kf
L   +   (1 − V´ f

 
)   .    K foam     (5)

where the symbols have the same meaning as in Eq. (4) and Kfoam is again calcu-
lated with Eq. (3).

Analytical values obtained from Eq. (5) are correlated with the experimental 
results in Figure 15a. As it can be seen, the model represented by Eq. (5) can reason-
ably predict the longitudinal thermal conductivities for the Al/Gf composite finned 
foams, which reach experimental values up to 290 W/mK. The power dissipation 
density results obtained under working conditions with the setup described in [8] 
are represented in Figure 15b. The experimental results show increments in power 
dissipation density up to 325% compared with conventional aluminum foams.

Figure 14. 
(a) Preform composition ternary phase diagram as a function of compaction pressure (in MPa) and (b) 
photograph of an Al/Gf foam with alternating layers of oriented graphite flakes and metal foam. Reproduced 
with permission from [13].
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5. Conclusions

This chapter reviews recent developments in the manufacture and characteriza-
tion of multiphase foams developed by incorporation of new phases into open-pore 
foam materials. The new incorporated phases can significantly alter the macro-/
microstructure of the starting materials or modify the pore surfaces to achieve new 
functionalities.

The incorporation of new phases into open-pore foams opens up a new 
range of properties in foam materials since improvements can be obtained in 
the mechanical, thermal, catalytic, or adsorptive properties, among others. 
The design and conception of multiphase open-pore foams seem to be a very 
suitable way to overcome the growing demands for very specific properties in 
some modern applications in sectors such as electronics, catalysis, or medical 
implantology.
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Figure 15. 
(a) Calculated vs. experimental thermal conductivities for different Al foams and Al/Gf composite finned 
foams and (b) a comparison of power dissipation density as a function of airflow between some selected Al/
Gf composite finned foams and a conventional aluminum foam. Graphite flake dimensions: 1000 μm average 
diameter and 20–45 μm thickness. Partially reproduced from [13].
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Chapter 2

Thermal and Acoustic Numerical
Simulation of Foams for
Constructions
Marco Caniato, Giada Kyaw Oo D’Amore and Jan Kašpar

Abstract

Cellular foams are widely employed as insulation materials, both thermal and
acoustic, often in competition with traditional fibrous insulation material, e.g., rock
wool. As for the acoustic and thermal properties, several models have been devel-
oped to predict acoustic properties of poroelastic materials, but they are usually
applied to fibrous layers or polyurethane foams, whereas their application to new
materials like complex cellular foams has not been assessed due to the different cell
microstructures. There is a very strong interest both in industrial and academic in
developing novel insulation materials; accordingly, the possibility of ideally design-
ing the cellular foam microstructure to achieve desired acoustic performances
appears a highly attractive target. The paper will first discuss the state-of-the-art
acoustic and thermal models and their application to cellular foam materials. Then
a novel sustainable alginate-based foam material will be analyzed as a case study, by
focusing the aspects related to their microstructure and acoustic properties. For the
derivation of an acoustic model, the determination of the parameters of Johnson-
Champoux-Allard (JCA) acoustic model (tortuosity, viscous characteristic length,
thermal characteristic length, porosity, and flow resistivity) was performed using
five different forecasting methods, including traditional analytical model for
fibrous materials as well as inverse procedure.

Keywords: sustainable cellular foam, acoustic properties of foams,
thermal properties of foams, JCA acoustic model, TMM acoustic model,
alginate foams

1. Introduction

Synthetic cellular foam materials have been developed in the late 1940s of the
last century, whereas mass production of polymeric, mostly polyurethane, foams
started a decade later [1]. There is a large variety of application of these materials,
ranging from lightweight structures to insulation, thermal, acoustical, filtering
applications, etc. [2, 3]. Consistently, about 10% of the annual production of poly-
mers is dedicated to produce foams, highlighting both technological and market
importance of these materials. As shown in Figure 1, cellular foams have also
attracted a still increasing attention of the researchers over the past 50 year or so,
totaling over 6300 papers. Equally increasing interest is manifested by industrial
researcher, and in line with the technological importance of these materials, the
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ratio of published patents/patent applications to the published documents is about
25. It is important to evidence that when the term “acoustic” is added to the
previous search, the total drops by about 90%, and most importantly, the above
quoted ratio increases up to 87, despite the fact that cellular foams, particularly
those with open cells, are widely employed as acoustic insulators [4]. Clearly,
despite the technological and market importance of these materials as acoustic
insulators, the acoustic aspects and performances of these materials have sparingly
been addressed in the scientific literature.

Among the cellular foam materials, polyurethane foams are widely employed,
especially in the building sector [5], due to their quite low thermal conductivity
(0.022–0.028 W/(m K)), which makes them one of the materials of choice in the
applications that require effective and lightweight insulation. In the recent years,
circular economy has become a priority in EU countries. Consistently, recycling of
waste into industrial products has become an important issue [6]. As far as foam
materials are concerned, whereas elastomers or similar waste residues could be
effectively recycled in a polyurethane foaming process or even bio-based binders
to form efficient acoustics absorbers [7, 8], reutilization of glass and ceramic
waste generally employs high-energy-demanding production process [9–11], often
leading to foam materials to be employed as insulators. An important class of
materials, difficult to be recycled, is represented by composites such as fiber-
reinforced thermoset polymers, used in a wide range of industrial application,
from automotive to industrial, transportation and naval sectors, etc. [12, 13].
Due to landfill restrictions, thermal (energetic recovery, recovery of fibers/
chemicals), mechanical (filler materials), and chemical (solvolysis) routes are
underdevelopment, yet their industrial applications still represent a burden,
both economic and technical [13]. Recently, we have developed a novel process
to recover glass and fiberglass waste via low-temperature foaming process
using natural alginate-based foaming agent as a novel route leading to
sustainable insulating materials, with interesting acoustic absorption properties
[14, 15]. An interesting aspect of this research was linked to the applicability and
the limitation of literature acoustic models when used to describe the behavior
to this novel cellular type of materials. Specifically, the focus is made on the

Figure 1.
Results of Scopus search using combination of the indicated keywords. Totals of documents/patens published in
1970–2019 period are also reported (search conducted in December 2019, the lines are used only as eye-guide).
Figure adapted from [15].
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interconnection between the material properties as obtained from the microstruc-
tural characterization and the parameters of Johnson-Champoux-Allard (JCA)
acoustic model (tortuosity, viscous characteristic length, thermal characteristic
length, porosity, and flow resistivity) [16, 17].

2. Cellular foams: modeling of thermal properties

Due to their intensive use as insulating materials, thermal properties of cellular
foams have been investigated quite intensively [18], and a number of models was
reported, first of these date back to the 1930s of the last century [19]. Here we
summarize only some of the models adopted.

Placido et al. [19] developed a predictive model which considers that heat trans-
fer takes place by both conductions through solid skeleton and included gas and by
radiation across the whole layer. The radiation is attenuated by material micro-
structures, via scattering and absorption phenomena. As for the contribution of the
free convection the heat transfer, it is generally considered negligible due to the
very small pore size so that the Raleigh number is much less than the critical value
[20, 21].

The one-dimensional thermal conduction occurring in a continuum layer is
regulated by the Fourier law:

qc ¼ �λ
dT
dx

(1)

where qc is the flux of the thermal conduction (W/m2), λ is the thermal
conductivity (W/(m K)),T is the temperature (K), and x is the thickness (m).
The thermal conductivity in foams results as the sum of bulk thermal conductivity
and gas one (λgÞ. The radiated effect can be modeled by a diffusive equation as
follows:

qr ¼ �λr
dT
dx

(2)

where qr is the flux of the thermal radiation (W/m2) and λr is the radiative
conductivity (W/(m K)) as follows:

λr ¼ 16 σBolz
T3
m

3 Kr
(3)

where σBolz is the constant of Stefan-Boltzmann,Tm is mean temperature, and Kr

is the Rosseland coefficient.
As per the conservation law, the final heat flux and the final conductivity will be

qtot ¼ qc þ qr (4)

λtot ¼ λþ λg þ λr (5)

For the radiative part, Cunsolo et al. [22] analyzed several analytical methodol-
ogies, concluding that those procedures provide results that are less reliable than
numerical ones. This difference is basically caused by porosity modeling, while cell
size distribution may not affect final outcomes.

Mendes et al. [23] predict the effective thermal conductivity by means of finite
volume methods, taking into account both regular cells and real ones.
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Klett et al. [24] demonstrated the paramount effect of rigid skeleton compared
to included gas.

Öchsner et al. [18] provided a very comprehensive analysis of thermal property
simulation and prediction of porous media, highlighting the difference in
approaches both from analytical and numerical point of view. Furthermore, they
explain how there are three main theoretical approaches:

i. Field approach, where the Laplace equation is solved taking into
consideration the microstructure of the system and the influence of the
structural elements in the linear propagation of the flux

ii. Resistor approach, where the bulk and gaseous phases are considered like
parallel parts which are assumed to be thermal resistors to flux propagation

iii. Phase averaging, where the effective thermal conductivity is obtained by
averaging the constituting phases

Many models were built on cells micro–macro structures like Pande et al. [25]
focusing on the heat flow propagation direction [26] or on cell distribution [27].

The Monte Carlo approach is used several time in order to compute temperature
profiles where there are randomly shaped borders with varying boundary
conditions [28].

Yüksel [29] presented a comprehensive review of measurement methods for
the determination of thermal conductivity of materials highlighting how for
porous ones only heat flow meter and guarded hot plate are useful to this aim.

3. Cellular foams: modeling of acoustic properties

As indicated above, the acoustic behavior of cellular foams, which is the focus
of this work, received less attention compared to thermal applications. The acoustic
efficiency of the foams can be easily understood when the principles of sound
absorption are considered [30, 31]. The incident sound energy (Ei) interacts whit
the material according to Eq. (6) where Er, Ea, and Et represent, respectively,
energy that is reflected, absorbed, and transmitted:

Ei ¼ Er þ Ea þ Et (6)

Clearly, as illustrated in Figure 2, in in order to minimize transmitted energy,
both absorption and reflection must be maximized for our material.

Sound absorption occurs in porous materials essentially via three mechanisms,
i.e., (i) interaction of air molecules which vibrate and interact with the pore walls;
(ii) air compression and expansion in the pores induced by the entering sound
wave, resulting in sound energy transformation into heat; and (iii) vibration and
resonance of pore walls [16, 32, 33]. Clearly, all the three mechanisms involve the
air located within the pores and its motion that lead to transformation and
dissipation of the original sound energy.

From a material point of view, sound absorption coefficient (α) is used to
quantify the efficiency of the porous sound absorption materials, which can be
measured by impedance tube or reverberation chamber by considering its
definition in terms of energy:

α ¼ 1� Er þ Et

Ei
¼ Ea

Ei
(7)
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Sound absorption coefficient can be calculated if the surface impedance (Zs) is
known according to Eq. (8):

α ¼ 1� Zs � ρ0c0
Zs þ ρ0c0

����
����
2

(8)

where the term ρ0c0, respectively, density and speed of sound, represents the
impedance of the air.

The aspects of energy dissipation are associated mainly with viscoelastic phe-
nomena that occur within the rigid material and in the interface between it and the
fluid in motion. For this reason, the material can be considered biphasic and can be
effectively modeled with the Biot theory [34–36]. Therefore, foams can be defined
by an equivalent fluid that features an equivalent density and equivalent bulk
modulus according to the following equation:

Δpþ ω2
ρ�eq
K�

eq
p ¼ 0 (9)

where ρ�eq and K�
eq are the equivalent density and the equivalent bulk compress-

ibility modulus and p corresponds to the acoustic pressure (the tilde symbol (�)
specifies that the associated variable is a complex value and related to the fre-
quency). To assess the Biot model with respect to the investigated material, knowl-
edge of macroscopic parameters such as porosity, flow resistance, etc. is necessary.
Thus, the knowledge of these parameters allows acoustic behavior to be modeled.
These models may use parameters that are based on the definitions from the theory
or experimental measurements [37]. Several techniques are, in fact, used to deter-
mine the experimental macroscopic parameters, as discussed in Ref. [37]; however,
these measurements are not trivial and often time-consuming.

Consequently, a large number of impedance predictive models for obtaining the
sound absorption coefficient have been published [16, 30, 38–40], which can be
grossly divided into two groups: empirical and theoretical. The empirical methods
were initially developed by applying regression methods to large sets of experi-
mental measurements which clearly links them to the specific material considered
[39]. Theoretical methods are based on the physics of the sound propagation in the
materials (phenomenological methods) and, desirably, include relationships
between microstructure and macroscopic properties [41, 42]. This, in fact, has been
the case for polyurethane foams, which, however, typically present a regular and

Figure 2.
Scheme of sound energy interaction with a sold: energy conservation [32].
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well-defined structure, as exemplified in Figure 3. For such materials, the tetrakai-
decahedra unit cells, Kelvin cell, which represents packing of equal-sized objects
together to fill space with minimal surface area, can effectively be applied to
describe the foam microstructure [41, 43, 44]. This bottom-up approach therefore
seems limited to specific materials with a very precise and defined morphology
of the cells.

Thus, a general approach typically employs a semi-phenomenological model.
For the frequency domain, Johnson et al. [45] proposed a model with arbitrary

cell shape of the porous material, while Champoux and Allard [46] derived a model
that includes the thermal effects inside the porous medium.

At present, the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model appears as the most effective
and reliable model to predict frequency behavior throughout the audible range [39].
This model depends on the following parameters:

• Flow resistivity σ (N s m�4)

• Porosity ϕ (–)

• Tortuosity α∞ (–)

• Viscous characteristic length Λ (μm)

• Thermal characteristic length Λ’ (μm)

The JCA model has been further modified by researchers with the aim of
improving some aspects: Pannetton [47] considered aspects related to the limp
frame, and further modification was incorporated in the Kino’s models [48]. To our
knowledge, successful application of these models is essentially limited to “simple”
foams, such as polyurethane ones, as above quoted.

Foams consist mainly of air interrupted by a very thin solid matrix that
constitutes the air cells, which leads to broadband sound absorption properties.

Figure 3.
SEM pictures of two samples of polyurethane (PU) foam and the relationship with the derived model
tetrakaidecahedron unit cell (Kelvin cell) of the PU structure (adapted from [44]). Notice the continuity of the
cell microstructure across the figure that includes two samples.
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Composite-made foams as those here investigated present a complex structure
where the alginate matrix is loaded with the glass-containing powder and thus
represents a new class of sustainable materials. Given their composite microstruc-
ture, it is of strong interest to assess whether traditional numerical acoustic pro-
cedures can be effectively used for describing and forecasting their properties.

3.1 Acoustic numerical simulation procedure

In the following paragraphs, the acoustic procedures employed in the present
chapter are described. The use of the chosen analytical models is justified by the fact
that there are the most used and simple predicting equations found in literature.
Thus, an attempt to understand if they could work also with complex foams is
important. For detailed description of the experimental details, we refer the reader
to our recent publication [15]. The results of this procedures performed on the
innovative cellular foams here employed are described in the next section.

3.1.1 Acoustic model parameters

From an analytical point of view, the JCA model parameter, i.e., flow resistivity
(σ), porosity (ϕÞ, tortuosity (α∞), and characteristic lengths (Λ, Λ’), can be deter-
mined using Eqs (10)–(14) [49]. These equations are derived by considering some
general assumptions such as periodicity of the microstructures, interconnected pore
structures, and small Knudsen number values (ratio of the gas molecular size to a
characteristic pore size):

ϕ ¼ 1� ρm
ρb

(10)

α∞ ¼ 2� ϕ (11)

Λ ¼ r0
ϕ 2� ϕð Þ
2 1� ϕð Þ (12)

Λ’ ¼ r0
ϕ

1� ϕ
(13)

where ρm is the overall density of the sample and ρb is the bulk material
composing the open cell.

For air flow resistivity, the most used model is Tarnow’s one [50]:

σ ¼ 4πη

b2 �0:64 ln dð Þ � 0:737 þ dð Þ (14)

where η is the air viscosity, b is the square root of area per fiber, and d is the
volume concentration of cylinders.

The acoustic model parameters were calculated form Eqs. (10)–(14) using
experimental data (SEMmeasurements, etc.) and then employed as input values for
the transfer matrix method (TMM) [51] calculation of the acoustic absorption
coefficient.

3.1.2 Acoustic indirect method

As discussed above, the measurement of the above quoted fluid-phase parame-
ters may be difficult to be obtained and time-consuming. The inverse identification
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Composite-made foams as those here investigated present a complex structure
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volume concentration of cylinders.

The acoustic model parameters were calculated form Eqs. (10)–(14) using
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methods fit the acoustical experimental data obtained in a standing wave tube to,
i.e., acoustic absorption coefficient as a function of frequency, to calculate the
fluid-phase parameters.

Accordingly, the five parameters related to the fluid phase were determined by
applying an inversion procedure algorithm described in [52, 53] to experimental
laboratory acoustic measurements.

The fitting of the experimental data is based on a nonlinear best-fit approach
implemented in the ICT_MAA software (http://www.materiacustica.it/mat_
Software_ICT.html).

3.1.3 Acoustic TMM numerical simulation

TMM was used to implement a Johnson-Champoux-Allard model. The general
scheme of the TMmethod is depicted in Figure 4where the matrix approach allows
introduction of dedicated models according the needed and contemporarily solved.

Eq. (15) reports the general analytical expression for TMM which is normally
considered as a two-dimensional problem which considers the impact of a flat
acoustic wave on the surface of a structure consistent of two or more layers:

V S1ð Þ ¼ T½ � V S2ð Þ (15)

The vector V(S1) contains the variables that define the acoustic indicators
(pressure, stresses, velocity, etc.) applied to the surface S1, whereas the vector V
(S2) contains the same variables for the surface S2. The matrix T is a function of the
physical and mechanical parameters associated with each specific layer.

Accordingly, the transfer matrix [T] models the transmission of sound waves
through the layered structure. The dimension of the matrix is a function of the type
of the layer, i.e., solid, fluid, poroelastic, or viscoelastic.

Assuming hard-wall boundary condition, i.e., the layered structure being
immersed in a semi-infinite fluid on both sides, the complex reflection coefficient
can be defined as follows:

R ¼ Zs cos θ � Z0

Zs cos θ þ Z0
(16)

Figure 4.
Optimization TMM functional scheme.
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where Z0 = ρ0c0 represents the characteristic impedance of the fluid calculated
my multiplying the density ρ0 and speed of sound c0. θ is the incidence angle
assumed to be equal to zero, for sound-absorbing coefficient measured at normal
incidence. Zs is the surface impedance of a layer of the package considered
calculated as follows:

zs ¼ det D1½ �
det D2�
� (17)

and

α θð Þ ¼ 1� R2
�� �� (18)

D1 and D2 matrices are obtained from a complete matrix D (combination of
transfer matrix of each layer, coupling matrices, and proper boundary conditions)
and α θð Þ the sound-absorbing coefficient calculated for any θ angle.

4. Cellular foam from recycled waste: synthesis, microstructure
and material properties

Generally speaking, cellular foams being porous materials find a large variety of
applications, irrespectively of their nature, wherever a lightweight porous material
is needed [3], applications as thermal and acoustic insulators being perhaps those
most important [54]. Ceramic or glass foam synthesis is traditionally carried out by
three routes: (i) replica technique, (ii) use of sacrificial template, and (iii) use of
direct foaming agents [2, 55]. There is a common strategy for the first two routes of
preparing a precursor of the porous structures at a low temperature. This can be
achieved either by impregnation of a “spongelike” material or by using sacrificial
particles incorporated in the precursor network. In a subsequent heating step, the
sacrificial material is removed, leaving the porous cellular microstructure. In prin-
ciple this allows to design a specific porous network in the low-temperature syn-
thesis step, which then creates a specific skeleton leading to the porous network
during the calcination step. Accordingly, porous structures, ranging from micropo-
rous and/or mesoporous to macroporous, could be synthesized [56]. Concerning the
third route, the foaming agent is added to the starting mixture. Upon calcination,
this agent decomposes generating gas bubbles in the melted material, thus creating
the porous structure upon cooling [2, 55]. Typical industrially employed foaming
agents are carbonates, particularly in the production of ceramic- and glass-based
foams [57].

As stated in the introduction section, there is an increasing attention to the
sustainability of material production, and effectively, acoustical sustainable mate-
rials, either natural or made from recycled materials, are quite often a valid alter-
native to traditional synthetic materials [58, 59]. However, the reutilization of glass
and ceramic waste generally employs high-energy-demanding production process
[9–11], which clearly impacts the sustainability of this route. Furthermore, the use
of sacrificial reagents for the synthesis as stated above, clearly contradicts the
principles of sustainable chemistry, whereas there is an increasing need for sustain-
ability of both processes and products [60].

We have recently reported synthesis of open-cell foams based on room temper-
ature co-gelling of alginates with glass waste as a viable and sustainable process for
production of glass-based cellular. Alginates biopolymers have been used mostly
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this agent decomposes generating gas bubbles in the melted material, thus creating
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in biomedical applications [61, 62], but recently different applications have been
reported, e.g., fire retardants and insulation materials [63], membranes [64], and
fuel cell applications [65]. The synthesis of these materials generally implies forma-
tion of a gel structure as the “foaming” principle. The gen consists of a continuous
solid porous network with pores filled with a fluid, water in our case. Removal of
the liquid from the gel to achieve the porous solid causes a significant collapse of
pores due to liquid surface tension, particularly high in the case of water, leading to
the so-called xerogels where more than 80–90% of pores initially present collapse.
Accordingly, to conserve the gel porous structure, water removal must be carried
avoiding the liquid–gas interphase. Under supercritical conditions there is no inter-
face between the liquid and gaseous phase; thus, during removal of the fluid, pore
collapse is prevented, obtaining high surface products called aerogels [66]. Simi-
larly, sublimation does not imply liquid surface tension, and using freeze-drying
technique, the so-called cryogels are obtained [67]. Notably directional freezing was
used for the synthesis of cryogels [68, 69], and even alginate gels could be prepared
with either isotropic or anisotropic pore structure according to the freeze-drying
conditions [70].

Since our interest was focused on eco-efficient glass/fiberglass recycling meth-
odologies [14, 71], the use of alginates, i.e., a natural product, represents a route to
improve the greenness of the process. We showed that alginates effectively incor-
porate recycled glass powders in the gelation step. When these materials are
subjected to freeze-drying, open-cell foam structures are formed. Since we were
interested in the influence of the coarse foam structure on the acoustic properties,
we do not add other bonding agents such as aggregators and plasticizers [72–75],
which could confer either flexibility of rigidity to our composite materials. How-
ever, we can anticipate that even if the specimens are flexible [76], we do not find
significant variation of sound absorption properties in the range of frequencies here
investigated. Last but not least, even if freeze drying is considered an energy-
demanding unit operation, the comparison of the gelation process with the high-
temperature industrial foaming processes showed this process being competitive,
less energy-demanding, and cost-effective.

Three samples A, B, and C were prepared containing, respectively, 10 and 20%
w/v of glass powders and 20% w/v of fiberglass (see Refs. [14, 71] for details of the
syntheses). Recycling fiberglass is difficult and costly being a thermoset composite
[13, 77]. In contrast when added in the gel synthesis, they contribute in the creation
of the pore structure, leading to a possible, environmentally friendly, recycle route.
Figure 5 shows the microstructure of the samples: macroporous open-cell mor-
phology is observed for all the samples, confirming the efficiency of the proposed
methodology for preparing cellular foams. As shown in Figure 5(a1, b1, and c1),
taken at higher magnifications, both glass and fiberglass are well dispersed and
engulfed within the cell walls made of the alginate polymer.

A perusal of Figure 5(a–c) reveals a net change of the shape and alignment of
the pores upon varying the nature of the glass-containing materials and its amount
(compare also Table 2). Samples A and B feature mostly cells of a quadratic/
rectangular form. When the amount of glass powder is increased from 10 to
20% w/v, the orientation of the cells is favored and their dimensions increase. Using
fiberglass (sample C), unoriented cells are formed with larger pores compared to
sample B. Table 1 summarizes both the microstructure and mechanical properties
of the samples, including the reference rock wool.

Particle size distribution (PSD) curves were measured on the starting glass and
fiberglass powders reported in Ref. [15] which provide some insight into this change
of microstructure. The glass powder consists of smaller particles compared to
fiberglass: the PSD peaks at ca. 8 μmwhich increases to ca. 128 μm for the fiberglass.
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Consistently, submillimeter fiber particles, indicated by arrows, are clearly detected
in the SEM micrographs reported in Figure 5(c). This change of powder morphol-
ogy is even more important by considering the particle number (PN) distribution:
about 90% of the glass particles are smaller than 4 μm, whereas for an equal
percentage, the dimension increases to ca. 60 μm in the case of the fiberglass
powder.

Figure 5.
SEM micrographs: (a) sample A 50�, (a1) details of sample A 50�, evidencing some of the glass powder
inclusions; (b) sample B 50�, (b1) details of sample B 2500� evidencing some of the glass powder inclusions;
(c) sample C 50�, (c1) details of sample C 500� evidencing some of the fiberglass inclusions. Figure adapted
from [15].
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The process conditions strongly affect freeze-drying synthesis since directional
freezing of the ice particles can be easily achieved leading to novel morphologies
such as monoliths [69, 78]. This technique can be widely applied, and also alginate-
based gels were produced in an anisotropic form [70]. Ordinary freezing conditions
were employed for the synthesis, which suggest that this effect should not be
operative in our case. It is well-known that during the crystallization of ice, both
solute and suspended particles/gels are segregated from the ice crystals. This may
generate an ice-templating effect where the morphology of the material is dictated
by the crystallized solvent [79]. A large number of small particles favors heteroge-
neous nucleation providing a large number of nucleation centers [80, 81]. The large
amount of small particles in the glass-containing samples A and B increase the ice
front velocity promoting formation of a columnar morphology [82], accounting for
the morphology detected by SEM. Sample C contains much less small particles, and
the rate of nucleation decreases compared to that of particle growth (ice crystalli-
zation). This generates an isotropic pattern of the open cells in sample C. The large
pore dimension is in line with the higher particle size of the fiberglass compared to
glass materials [79, 80].

Thus, the crystallization conditions and the particle distribution in the starting
waste material appear to represent factors capable of directing the microstructure
leading to distinct cell morphology and dimension. This is an important aspect as
the aim of the study is to find correlation between the microstructure and acoustic
properties of these materials.

The data reported in Table 1 show clear trends for the density and the com-
pression modulus which can be correlated with the dimension of the open cells. For
a fixed volume, the higher the pore area, the lower the number of cells, which
means that the density increases in the sequence samples A, B and C and the
opposite occurs for the compression modulus. Data for a rock wool sample are also
included in Table 1, as a standard sample for the acoustic studies.

5. Cellular foam from recycled waste: acoustic studies

In this section the results of the acoustic performance and application of the
different procedures to model the acoustic performance of these novel materials are
discussed, first using the analytical procedure to calculate the model parameters and
then using the TMM approach.

Sample A B C Rock wool

Pore medium area (mm2) 0.011 0.019 0.074

Standard deviation (mm2) 0.011 0.009 0.033

Radius mean value (μm) 29 38 75

Porosity 0.85 0.91 0.93

Density (kg/m3) 186 201 250 150

EC (MPa) 5.2 4.2 3.4 1.0

Standard deviation (MPa) 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1

Table adapted from [15].

Table 1.
Microstructure and properties of the alginate foams: average area and radius of the foam pores, density, and
compression modulus.
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5.1 Analytical model and acoustic performance

Experimentally measured acoustic absorption coefficient for the samples A, B, and
C are reported in Figure 6. Samples A and B show comparable shape of the curves
where sample B features better global sound-absorbing properties compared to A: the
highest absorption coefficient observed for sample B is 0.998 at 2190 Hz. Sample C
features a maximum of absorption at about 2100 Hz followed by a slow decline, at
variance with samples A and B where a rapid decline is observed. Clearly, different
morphologies of sample C compared to A and B lead to different acoustic properties.
For comparison, a reference rock wool sample features a nearly linear increase of the
sound absorption coefficient with a maximum value of ca. 0.85 at 2900 Hz.

As highlighted above, the application of the analytical model by calculating the
JCA parameters using Eqs. (10)–(14) was one of the important aspects of this study.
The question is, are the widely employed state-of-the-art parameter formulations
applicable to a novel type of material?

To answer this question, we report, for the sake of conciseness, only the result
obtained for sample A, but equivalent results have been obtained for samples
B and C [15].

In the first instance, in order to model the sound absorption coefficient, the five
parameters were calculated according to Eqs. (10)–(14) using the measured densi-
ties and the dimensions of the cells evaluated from the SEMmicrographs (Table 2).
As perusal of the data reported in Table 2 reveals a close similarity of the calculated
parameters notwithstanding the dissimilarity in their nature and morphology. This
demonstrates that the analytical model is not suitable for this kind of cellular foam
microstructure.

The frequency trends of the sound absorption coefficient, which were calculated
using these parameters as input for the TMM procedure, are shown in Figure 6.

The results (Figure 6) show that the analytical model procedure as implemented
using Eqs. (10)–(14) cannot be reliably applied to the complex foam structures, at
variance with the rock wool sample which is properly modeled. The observation is
in line with the above reported comments on the limits of the applicability of this
methodology to fibrous materials [48, 50].

The above presented microstructural data show that the morphology and
dimensions of the foam cells depend on the addition of the glass-containing pow-
ders. Since the powder is incorporated into the walls of the cells, increasing its
amount will result in an extension of the free path for the wave propagating within
the material itself. As a consequence, a modification of the tortuosity parameter is
expected. For this reason, we consider the tortuosity factor as calculated by
Eq. (11), developed for fibrous like materials, to inadequately describe this type of
novel material. Notice that a modification of the tortuosity parameter changes the
sound absorption leaving the thickness of the material unchanged.

Material Flow
resistivity

(Eq. (14)) (σ)
((N s) m�4)

Porosity
(Eq. (10))
(ϕ) (–)

Tortuosity
(Eq. (11))
(α∞) (–)

Tortuosity
(Eq. (19))
(αmod,∞)

(–)

Viscous
characteristic

length
(Eq. (12)) (Λ)

(μm)

Thermal
characteristic

length
(Eq. (13))
(Λ’) (μm)

A 24,428 0.92 1.07 2.89 31 57

Rock
wool

27,289 0.93 1.06 31 57

Table 2.
Analytical model results: flow resistivity, porosity (ϕÞ, tortuosity (α∞), tortuosity αmod,∞, and characteristic
lengths (Λ, Λ’).
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The process conditions strongly affect freeze-drying synthesis since directional
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5. Cellular foam from recycled waste: acoustic studies

In this section the results of the acoustic performance and application of the
different procedures to model the acoustic performance of these novel materials are
discussed, first using the analytical procedure to calculate the model parameters and
then using the TMM approach.

Sample A B C Rock wool

Pore medium area (mm2) 0.011 0.019 0.074

Standard deviation (mm2) 0.011 0.009 0.033

Radius mean value (μm) 29 38 75

Porosity 0.85 0.91 0.93

Density (kg/m3) 186 201 250 150

EC (MPa) 5.2 4.2 3.4 1.0

Standard deviation (MPa) 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1

Table adapted from [15].

Table 1.
Microstructure and properties of the alginate foams: average area and radius of the foam pores, density, and
compression modulus.
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5.1 Analytical model and acoustic performance
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JCA parameters using Eqs. (10)–(14) was one of the important aspects of this study.
The question is, are the widely employed state-of-the-art parameter formulations
applicable to a novel type of material?

To answer this question, we report, for the sake of conciseness, only the result
obtained for sample A, but equivalent results have been obtained for samples
B and C [15].

In the first instance, in order to model the sound absorption coefficient, the five
parameters were calculated according to Eqs. (10)–(14) using the measured densi-
ties and the dimensions of the cells evaluated from the SEMmicrographs (Table 2).
As perusal of the data reported in Table 2 reveals a close similarity of the calculated
parameters notwithstanding the dissimilarity in their nature and morphology. This
demonstrates that the analytical model is not suitable for this kind of cellular foam
microstructure.

The frequency trends of the sound absorption coefficient, which were calculated
using these parameters as input for the TMM procedure, are shown in Figure 6.

The results (Figure 6) show that the analytical model procedure as implemented
using Eqs. (10)–(14) cannot be reliably applied to the complex foam structures, at
variance with the rock wool sample which is properly modeled. The observation is
in line with the above reported comments on the limits of the applicability of this
methodology to fibrous materials [48, 50].

The above presented microstructural data show that the morphology and
dimensions of the foam cells depend on the addition of the glass-containing pow-
ders. Since the powder is incorporated into the walls of the cells, increasing its
amount will result in an extension of the free path for the wave propagating within
the material itself. As a consequence, a modification of the tortuosity parameter is
expected. For this reason, we consider the tortuosity factor as calculated by
Eq. (11), developed for fibrous like materials, to inadequately describe this type of
novel material. Notice that a modification of the tortuosity parameter changes the
sound absorption leaving the thickness of the material unchanged.
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Eq. (19), which is obtained by modifying the formulation of Archie for the
tortuosity [83], is therefore proposed as a partial modification of Eq. (11). Eq. (19)
is able to provide a reliable fit, up to 2500 Hz, as shown in Figure 6, because this
model depends only on the open porosity:

αmod,∞ ¼ 1
ϕ12:72 (19)

The exponent of the open porosity in Eq. (19) is calculated by a curve-fitting
procedure of all measured results. The value of the tortuosity calculated using
Eq. (19) is included in Table 2 for material A. As shown in Figure 6 (modified
model), using the modified tortuosity parameter (αmod,∞) as input, the TMM simu-
lation nicely fits the experimental data.

Accordingly, an important finding of this part of this study is the demonstration
of the necessity of adapting the analytical calculation of the parameters for the JCA

Figure 6.
Sound absorption coefficient as a function of frequency: analytical model (calculated with TMM) vs
experimental values obtained for rock wool, samples A, B, and C and sample A using modified tortuosity
Eq. (19). Figure adapted from [15].
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model to the specific material analyzed. In this case the predictive value of the
tortuosity clearly appears strictly related to the nature of the sample. Accordingly,
the “traditional” analytical model will not be considered further.

5.2 Acoustic indirect method

As discussed in the preceding section, the modeling of the acoustic properties of
porous materials requires to determine physical parameters of the porous solid,
namely, airflow resistivity, open porosity, tortuosity, and viscous and thermal
characteristic lengths [84]. In the recent years, an inversion method can be applied
which consists in a best-fit procedure of the experimental acoustic data to provide
all these parameters as the output has become a popular methodology [52]. Such
an approach could successfully be applied to a number of different types of porous
materials [38]. This is exemplified in Figure 7 which reports the comparison
between the measured and calculated trends for a free inversion of the rock wool
sample.

The picture reported in Figure 7 clearly suggests the effectiveness of this
procedure since the modeled data visibly better fit the experimental data compared
to the analytical model reported in Figure 6. As discussed in Section 4, the final goal
of the modeling procedures is to acquire a predictive capacity and, most impor-
tantly, the capability to properly correlate the microstructure of the investigated
material with its sound-absorbing capacity [42]. This clearly would open new hori-
zons for the material development by trying to develop correlations between the
synthesis conditions and material properties [44]. In this respect, it important to
recall that the inversion procedure involves a best fit of an experimental curve using
a number of parameters, 5 for the JCA model, which can increase up to 8, according
to the model considered [30, 85].

The inversion procedure algorithm was therefore applied to the experimental
acoustic measurements using three different approaches: in the first one, no
restriction has been applied to the inverse procedure. In the second one, restrictions
were applied to the values obtained from the modified analytical model. The limi-
tations were applied in terms of upper and lower limits of the flow resistivity (σ)
within which the inverse procedure can fit. In the third one, the thermal character-
istic length (Λ’) value was imposed based on the experimental data (pore radius in
Table 2) in the inverse procedure. The choice of these restrictions is motivated by

Figure 7.
Comparison of modeled and measured values for rock conditions and wool using parameters obtained from the
free inversion procedure. Figure adapted from [15].
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model to the specific material analyzed. In this case the predictive value of the
tortuosity clearly appears strictly related to the nature of the sample. Accordingly,
the “traditional” analytical model will not be considered further.

5.2 Acoustic indirect method

As discussed in the preceding section, the modeling of the acoustic properties of
porous materials requires to determine physical parameters of the porous solid,
namely, airflow resistivity, open porosity, tortuosity, and viscous and thermal
characteristic lengths [84]. In the recent years, an inversion method can be applied
which consists in a best-fit procedure of the experimental acoustic data to provide
all these parameters as the output has become a popular methodology [52]. Such
an approach could successfully be applied to a number of different types of porous
materials [38]. This is exemplified in Figure 7 which reports the comparison
between the measured and calculated trends for a free inversion of the rock wool
sample.

The picture reported in Figure 7 clearly suggests the effectiveness of this
procedure since the modeled data visibly better fit the experimental data compared
to the analytical model reported in Figure 6. As discussed in Section 4, the final goal
of the modeling procedures is to acquire a predictive capacity and, most impor-
tantly, the capability to properly correlate the microstructure of the investigated
material with its sound-absorbing capacity [42]. This clearly would open new hori-
zons for the material development by trying to develop correlations between the
synthesis conditions and material properties [44]. In this respect, it important to
recall that the inversion procedure involves a best fit of an experimental curve using
a number of parameters, 5 for the JCA model, which can increase up to 8, according
to the model considered [30, 85].

The inversion procedure algorithm was therefore applied to the experimental
acoustic measurements using three different approaches: in the first one, no
restriction has been applied to the inverse procedure. In the second one, restrictions
were applied to the values obtained from the modified analytical model. The limi-
tations were applied in terms of upper and lower limits of the flow resistivity (σ)
within which the inverse procedure can fit. In the third one, the thermal character-
istic length (Λ’) value was imposed based on the experimental data (pore radius in
Table 2) in the inverse procedure. The choice of these restrictions is motivated by
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Comparison of modeled and measured values for rock conditions and wool using parameters obtained from the
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the fact that these parameters are those usually experimentally measured in,
respectively, acoustic and material science studies.

Figure 8 compares the experimental sound-absorbing coefficient and the com-
plex impedance for the three materials with the calculated, ones using TMM, vs
frequency. A quite good agreement between the fitted and experimental curves is
found, unrestricted fitting giving the best result for sample A.

Figure 8.
Comparison of modeled and measured values for sample A using parameters obtained from the inversion
procedure, using free inversion, restricted analytical model values and imposing the measured Λ’ value:
absorbing coefficient vs frequency and complex impedance. Figure adapted from [15].
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To properly assess the goodness of fit, an attempt was performed using standard
deviation calculated as reported in Eq. (20):

σ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN

i¼1
xi � μð Þ2

r
(20)

The calculated values and standard deviation of the calculated α from the
experimental values assuming that the latter represent the average value, being an
average of three measurements in the range 200–3000 Hz, are reported in Table 3.

The values of the calculated deviation shows (i) minor effects of the restriction
on the parameters on the goodness of fit upon variation of the fitting procedure,
(ii) unrestricted fit is slightly better than those restricted, and (iii) samples A and B
are much better fitted than sample C (compare full data in Ref. [15]). As for the
latter aspect, this could be related to the irregular pore morphology sample C.
Accordingly, the fitting procedure, based on an idealized structure, fits better
regular structures compared to those irregular.

6. Comparison of the results

Let us now discuss the four sets of parameter derived by the above described
procedures (Tables 2 and 3), which were used to calculate the TMM-based forecast of
the sound adsorption capability and compared with the experimental data (Figure 8).

At first, we observe that by either restricting the inverse fitting procedure or
using the parameters calculated in the modified analytical model or imposing the
measured Λ’ value, the calculated TMM profile fits slightly worse the experimental
data compared to those obtained by the unrestricted inverse method.

However, it is important to consider that the derived ϕ, α, Λ and Λ’ parameters
should be properly related to the real microstructure of foam materials, which
should help to discriminate the proper fitting model among of the four considered.

For this purpose, Figure 9 compares the obtained acoustic parameters for the
four sets expressed in terms of relative percentages. For the scope of this paper, we
limit the analysis to sample A, being sufficient to provide relevant considerations
and insights. For a full comparison of the three samples, we refer the reader to our
original paper [15].

Material Flow
resistivity (σ)
((N s) m�4)

Porosity
(ϕ) (–)

Tortuosity
(α∞) (–)

Viscous
characteristic
length (Λ)

(μm)

Thermal
characteristic
length (Λ’)

(μm)

Standard
deviationa

(σ)

I. Fitting with no restriction

A 17,744 0.87 6.78 91 194 0.0142

II. Fitting using restricted method (based on analytical model)

A 59,676 0.81 4.34 53 53 0.0251

III. Fitting using experimental pore dimension

A 59,181 0.82 2.88 29 29 0.0323

Table adapted from [15].
aStandard deviation of the calculated α from the experimental values assuming that the latter represent the average
value of three experiments in the range 200–3000 Hz.

Table 3.
Parameters obtained from inverse procedure using different fitting approaches.
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experimental values assuming that the latter represent the average value, being an
average of three measurements in the range 200–3000 Hz, are reported in Table 3.

The values of the calculated deviation shows (i) minor effects of the restriction
on the parameters on the goodness of fit upon variation of the fitting procedure,
(ii) unrestricted fit is slightly better than those restricted, and (iii) samples A and B
are much better fitted than sample C (compare full data in Ref. [15]). As for the
latter aspect, this could be related to the irregular pore morphology sample C.
Accordingly, the fitting procedure, based on an idealized structure, fits better
regular structures compared to those irregular.

6. Comparison of the results

Let us now discuss the four sets of parameter derived by the above described
procedures (Tables 2 and 3), which were used to calculate the TMM-based forecast of
the sound adsorption capability and compared with the experimental data (Figure 8).

At first, we observe that by either restricting the inverse fitting procedure or
using the parameters calculated in the modified analytical model or imposing the
measured Λ’ value, the calculated TMM profile fits slightly worse the experimental
data compared to those obtained by the unrestricted inverse method.

However, it is important to consider that the derived ϕ, α, Λ and Λ’ parameters
should be properly related to the real microstructure of foam materials, which
should help to discriminate the proper fitting model among of the four considered.

For this purpose, Figure 9 compares the obtained acoustic parameters for the
four sets expressed in terms of relative percentages. For the scope of this paper, we
limit the analysis to sample A, being sufficient to provide relevant considerations
and insights. For a full comparison of the three samples, we refer the reader to our
original paper [15].
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A perusal of Figure 9 immediately reveals that the “free fit” inverse method
computes significantly different values for the α∞, Λ and Λ’ parameters compared to
the other fits. Since the calculated values are unrelated to the physical nature of our
materials, this is a clear indication that the fit end with a local minimum which,
however, has no physical meaning [38, 52].

To be noticed is that the calculated tortuosity (α∞) shows good agreement for
both the modified analytical method and the inversion method with the fixed Λ’
parameter. Since Λ’ parameter is evaluated from experimental data, this observation
confirms the reliability of Eq. (19).

It is worth to remind that conventional materials such as lightweight, fibrous
materials (e.g., fiberglass and rock wool) and reticulated foams (e.g., polyurethane
and melamine open-cell foams) typically feature porosity and tortuosity very close
to unity. In contrast, our and other materials feature tortuosity factors well above
unity [38].

The modified analytical methods and fixed Λ’ value inverse procedure show a
good agreement for ϕ e α parameters, whereas no method accurately estimates the
value of the Λ’ parameter. Our data indicate that this parameter should be measured
experimentally using SEM or an equivalent technique to get a reliable result. This
observation highlights direct link between the parameters used in the material
science and those used in acoustics.

Both the analytical model and the free inverse fitting (Table 3) lead to a low
value of the σ parameter compared to the other methods. This however may be
explained by the fact that a sensitivity analysis [52] revealed that variation of this
parameter scarcely affected the goodness of fit.

The pore geometry is associated with viscous and thermal characteristic lengths
[45], the average size of the foam cells being correlated to the thermal characteristic
length (Λ’). As for the characteristic viscose length Λ, this parameter, albeit linked
to pore geometry, can hardly be derived from the microstructural characterization,
whereas its influence is important since narrowing the interconnections between
the foam cells, blocks the fluid movement and transition, resulting in improved
sound absorption characteristics. As for the similarity of the thermal and viscous

Figure 9.
Comparison of modeled JCA values for sample A with modified analytical, the inversion techniques: values are
expressed as % of the maximum value observed for each material/parameter. Figure adapted from [15].
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characteristic length values, the complex foam cells of our materials feature a
parallelepiped interconnected geometry which appears consistent with the similar-
ity of the two parameters.

7. Conclusions

A novel class of sustainable innovative acoustic insulation materials has been
described in the present paper. The use of a natural alginate-based gelling agent
allows efficient incorporation of waste glass and fiberglass powders. The analysis of
the microstructure indicates a strong sensitivity of the pore morphology, on particle
dimensions of the doping powder and its amount. The formation of oriented regular
cell patterns was attributed to the presence of a large amount of small particles that
favors heterogeneous nucleation of ice formation leading to mono-dimensional
freezing process. Consistently, using coarse particles produces at comparable dop-
ing powder loading an unoriented cellular sample morphology.

Five different forecasting methods including traditional analytical, a modified
analytical with a new proposed equation, and inverse procedures were employed to
determine the JCA parameters related to the sound-absorbing properties of foam
materials. TMM to assess the reliability of the different procedures in comparison to
the experimental performance.

The analytical modeling of the JCA parameters, namely, tortuosity, viscous
characteristic length, thermal characteristic length, porosity, and flow resistivity
showed some limitations of the applicability of the traditional equation, because
they are strongly related to fibrous materials rather than foams and a new equation
for the determination of the tortuosity was proposed and validated against experi-
mental data using TMM calculation and inverse parameter determination.

The use of the inverse determination of the physical parameters allowed to
provide an insight between the materials’ properties and acoustic performance:
consistent with SEM microstructural analysis indicated comparable foam properties
for materials A and B, material C being somewhat different, a situation well consis-
tent with the acoustic performance. As in fact, the sound-absorbing performance
depends on cell shape and dimension identified by the thermal lengths. Thus, using
the same foaming agent with different doping powders leads to different sound
absorption trends: volcano-shaped for materials A and B with glass powder and flat
for material C with fiberglass inclusions, as the decline of the sound absorption
being less important. The effects of cell orientation impact the acoustic properties as
the unoriented cell morphology leads to enhanced sound absorption capacity com-
pared to the samples with more regular and oriented morphology.

An important warning arises from the present data which is the fact that
unrestricted fitting may lead to a reliable acoustic profile, corresponding to a local
minimum that, however, may not have a physical relationship with the materials
properties, e.g., pore morphology. As a matter of fact, the performed sensitivity
analysis indicated tortuosity as a factor that heavily affects the fit, which may easily
lead physically unreliable values for the other parameters.

Finally, it has been clearly shown that the “traditional” analytical model for
determination of JCA parameters cannot be a priori applied to these novel materials
due to their complex structure: modification of the calculation of the tortuosity was
necessary, and a new equation for the determination of the tortuosity is proposed
that has been assessed; the results of the inverse procedure, using the thermal
characteristic length derived from the SEMmicrographs as imposed parameter, well
agree with the modified analytical model. The use of measured values of thermal
characteristic length in the inverse procedure is recommended in order to obtain
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characteristic length values, the complex foam cells of our materials feature a
parallelepiped interconnected geometry which appears consistent with the similar-
ity of the two parameters.

7. Conclusions

A novel class of sustainable innovative acoustic insulation materials has been
described in the present paper. The use of a natural alginate-based gelling agent
allows efficient incorporation of waste glass and fiberglass powders. The analysis of
the microstructure indicates a strong sensitivity of the pore morphology, on particle
dimensions of the doping powder and its amount. The formation of oriented regular
cell patterns was attributed to the presence of a large amount of small particles that
favors heterogeneous nucleation of ice formation leading to mono-dimensional
freezing process. Consistently, using coarse particles produces at comparable dop-
ing powder loading an unoriented cellular sample morphology.

Five different forecasting methods including traditional analytical, a modified
analytical with a new proposed equation, and inverse procedures were employed to
determine the JCA parameters related to the sound-absorbing properties of foam
materials. TMM to assess the reliability of the different procedures in comparison to
the experimental performance.

The analytical modeling of the JCA parameters, namely, tortuosity, viscous
characteristic length, thermal characteristic length, porosity, and flow resistivity
showed some limitations of the applicability of the traditional equation, because
they are strongly related to fibrous materials rather than foams and a new equation
for the determination of the tortuosity was proposed and validated against experi-
mental data using TMM calculation and inverse parameter determination.

The use of the inverse determination of the physical parameters allowed to
provide an insight between the materials’ properties and acoustic performance:
consistent with SEM microstructural analysis indicated comparable foam properties
for materials A and B, material C being somewhat different, a situation well consis-
tent with the acoustic performance. As in fact, the sound-absorbing performance
depends on cell shape and dimension identified by the thermal lengths. Thus, using
the same foaming agent with different doping powders leads to different sound
absorption trends: volcano-shaped for materials A and B with glass powder and flat
for material C with fiberglass inclusions, as the decline of the sound absorption
being less important. The effects of cell orientation impact the acoustic properties as
the unoriented cell morphology leads to enhanced sound absorption capacity com-
pared to the samples with more regular and oriented morphology.

An important warning arises from the present data which is the fact that
unrestricted fitting may lead to a reliable acoustic profile, corresponding to a local
minimum that, however, may not have a physical relationship with the materials
properties, e.g., pore morphology. As a matter of fact, the performed sensitivity
analysis indicated tortuosity as a factor that heavily affects the fit, which may easily
lead physically unreliable values for the other parameters.

Finally, it has been clearly shown that the “traditional” analytical model for
determination of JCA parameters cannot be a priori applied to these novel materials
due to their complex structure: modification of the calculation of the tortuosity was
necessary, and a new equation for the determination of the tortuosity is proposed
that has been assessed; the results of the inverse procedure, using the thermal
characteristic length derived from the SEMmicrographs as imposed parameter, well
agree with the modified analytical model. The use of measured values of thermal
characteristic length in the inverse procedure is recommended in order to obtain
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physically reliable results related to the real microstructure. Thus, a direct link
between the materials science property and acoustics has been established.
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physically reliable results related to the real microstructure. Thus, a direct link
between the materials science property and acoustics has been established.
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Chapter 3

Turbulent Heat Transfer Analysis
of Silicon Carbide Ceramic Foam
as a Solar Volumetric Receiver
Chen Yang, Huijin Xu and Akira Nakayama

Abstract

A volumetric solar receiver receives the concentrated radiation generated by a
large number of heliostats. Turbulent heat transfer occurs from the solid matrix to
the air as it passes through the porous receiver. Such combined heat transfer within
the receiver, including radiation, convection and conduction, is studied using a local
thermal non-equilibrium model. Both the Rosseland approximation and the P1
model are applied to consider the radiative heat transfer through the solar receiver.
Furthermore, the low Mach approximation is exploited to investigate the com-
pressible flow through the receiver. Analytic solutions are obtained for the devel-
opments of air and ceramic temperatures as well as the pressure along the flow
direction. Since the corresponding fluid and solid temperature variations generated
under the Rosseland approximation agree fairly well with those based on the P1
model, the Rosseland approximation is used for further analysis. The results indi-
cate that the pore diameter must be larger than its critical value to obtain high
receiver efficiency. Moreover, it has been found that optimal pore diameter exists
for achieving the maximum receiver efficiency under the equal pumping power.
The solutions provide effective guidance for a novel volumetric solar receiver
design of silicon carbide ceramic foam.

Keywords: turbulent heat transfer, thermal non-equilibrium, Rosseland
approximation, P1 model, volumetric solar receiver, porous media, ceramic foam

1. Introduction

A solar volumetric receiver is required to have the resistance to temperature as
high as 1000 degree Celsius, high porosity for sufficiently large extinction volume
such that the concentrated solar radiation penetrates through the receiver, high cell
density to achieve large specific surface area and sufficiently high effective thermal
conductivity to avoid possible thermal spots. Extruded monoliths with parallel
channels (i.e. honeycomb structure) are being used in some solar power plants in
Europe, including the solar power tower plant of 1.5 MW built in 2009, in Julich in
Germany [1, 2]. However, in such conventional receivers, both thermal spots [3]
and flow instabilities [4] have been often reported. In the monolith receiver, locally
high solar flux leads to a low mass flow with high temperature, whereas locally low
solar flux leads to a high mass flow with low temperature. This causes the absorber
material to exceed the design temperature locally, which then leads to its
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1. Introduction

A solar volumetric receiver is required to have the resistance to temperature as
high as 1000 degree Celsius, high porosity for sufficiently large extinction volume
such that the concentrated solar radiation penetrates through the receiver, high cell
density to achieve large specific surface area and sufficiently high effective thermal
conductivity to avoid possible thermal spots. Extruded monoliths with parallel
channels (i.e. honeycomb structure) are being used in some solar power plants in
Europe, including the solar power tower plant of 1.5 MW built in 2009, in Julich in
Germany [1, 2]. However, in such conventional receivers, both thermal spots [3]
and flow instabilities [4] have been often reported. In the monolith receiver, locally
high solar flux leads to a low mass flow with high temperature, whereas locally low
solar flux leads to a high mass flow with low temperature. This causes the absorber
material to exceed the design temperature locally, which then leads to its
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destruction although the average temperature is comparatively low. These
difficulties encountered in the receiver must be overcome to run the power
plant safely.

In consideration of these requirements, ceramic foams have come to draw
attention as a possible candidate to replace the conventional extruded monoliths
with parallel channels. Many researchers including Becker et al. [4], Fend et al. [5]
and Bai [6] focused on porous ceramic foams as a promising absorber material.
Recently, Sano et al. [7] carried out a local non-thermal equilibrium analysis to
investigate the receiver efficiency under the equal pumping power. For the first
time, the complete set of analytical solutions based on the two-energy equation
model of porous media was presented, so as to fully account for the combined
effects of tortuosity; thermal dispersion and compressibility on the convective,
conductive and radiative heat transfer within a ceramic foam receiver. In their
analysis, however, the Rosseland approximation was applied to account for the
radiative heat transfer through the solar receiver. It is well known that the
Rosseland approximation ceases to be valid near boundaries. Although no wall
boundaries exist for the case of the one-dimensional analysis of the solar volumetric
receiver, the validity of applying the Rosseland approximation near the inlet
boundary of the receiver has not been investigated yet. Furthermore, the effects of
turbulence mixing on the heat transfer were not considered.

In this study, the validity of the Rosseland approximation [7] will be examined
by comparing the results based on the Rosseland approximation and the results
obtained from solving the irradiation transport equation based on the P1 model. The
set of the equations will be reduced to a fifth-order ordinary differential equation
for the air temperature. Once the air temperature distribution is determined, the
pressure distribution along the flow direction can readily be estimated from the
momentum equation with the low Mach approximation. Thus, the receiver effi-
ciency, namely, the ratio of the air enthalpy flux increase to the concentrated solar
heat flux, can be compared under the equal pumping power, so as to investigate the
optimal operating conditions. Some analytical and numerical investigations [3–8]
have been reported elsewhere. However, none of them appeared to elucidate well
the combined effects of turbulence, compressibility, radiation, convection and con-
duction within the volumetric receiver on the developments of air and ceramic
temperatures as well as the pressure along the flow direction. This study appears to
be the first to provide the complete set of analytical solutions based on the two-
energy equation model of porous media [9], fully accounting for the combined
effects of turbulence, tortuosity, thermal dispersion, compressibility and radiative
heat transfer within a ceramic foam receiver.

2. Volume averaged governing equations

As illustrated in Figure 1, the structure of silicon carbide ceramic foam volu-
metric receiver may be treated as homogeneous porous medium. Since the depen-
dence of the Darcian velocity on the transverse direction can only be observed in a
small region very close to the walls of the passage, we may neglect the boundary
effects (i.e. Brinkman term).

Based on a theoretical derivation of Darcy’s law, Neuman [10] pointed out that
the application of Darcy’s law to compressible fluids is justified as long as Knudsen
numbers are sufficiently small to ensure the no-slip conditions at the solid–gas
interface. This is usually the case for the volumetric receivers. Thus, allowing the
density to vary through the receiver, the following Forchheimer extended Darcy
law should hold:
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where K and b are the permeability and the inertial coefficients, respectively.
Furthermore, by virtue of the volume averaging procedure [11–13], the microscopic
energy equations of the compressible fluid flow phase and the solid phase may be
integrated over an elemental control volume V, so as to derive the corresponding
macroscopic energy equations. Since the porous medium is considered to be homo-
geneous, the integration of the two distinct energy equations gives:
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where the intrinsic volume average of a certain local variable ϕ in the fluid phase
and solid matrix phase can be defined as.

ϕh i f � 1
V f

ð

V f

ϕdV, ϕh im � 1
Vm

ð

Vm

ϕdV (4)

Note that subscripts f and m refer to the fluid phase and solid matrix phase,
respectively. The decomposition of the local variable ϕ can be expressed in terms of
its intrinsic average and the spatial deviation from it:

Figure 1.
Volumetric receiver.
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dence of the Darcian velocity on the transverse direction can only be observed in a
small region very close to the walls of the passage, we may neglect the boundary
effects (i.e. Brinkman term).
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the application of Darcy’s law to compressible fluids is justified as long as Knudsen
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ϕ ¼ ϕh i f þ ~ϕ (5)

Moreover, qR is the radiative heat flux, Aint is the interfacial surface area
between the fluid and solid matrix phases, while n j is the normal unit vector from
the fluid phase to the solid matrix phase.

In order to simplify the foregoing set of the equations, the low Mach approxi-
mation is applied due to the relatively lowMach number when the air flows through
a porous medium. Thus, the dynamic pressure change is sufficiently small as com-
pared to the absolute pressure prevailing over the system, such that the stagnant
enthalpy is approximated by hstag ¼ hþ ukuk=2 ffi h. Combining the foregoing two
energy equations namely Eqs. (2) and (3), and, then, noting the continuity of
temperature and heat flux at the interface, we obtain the one-equation model for
the steady state as follows:
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For the time being, let us assume ∂ Th i f=∂x j ffi ∂ Th is=∂x j ffi ∂ Th i=∂x j

(this assumption will be relaxed shortly). Then, the equation reduces to
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where

ϕh i � 1
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ð

V
ϕdV (8)

is the Darcian average of the variable ϕ such that u j
� � ¼ ε u j

� � f is the Darcian
velocity vector. From the foregoing equation, that is, Eq. (6), the macroscopic heat

flux vector qi ¼ qx, qy, qz
� �

and its corresponding stagnant thermal conductivity

kstag may be defined as follows:
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The term ε ρ f

D E f
~h~ui
D E f

in Eq. (9) describes the thermal dispersion heat flux

vector, which serves an additional heat flux resulting from the hydrodynamic mixing
of fluid particles passing through pores. On the other hand, the second term on the
right-hand side term in Eq. (10) is associated with the surface integral, and it describes
the effects of the tortuosity on the macroscopic heat flux, which adjusts the level of the
stagnant thermal conductivity from its upper bound εk f þ 1� εð Þks

� �
to a correct one.

Yang and Nakayama [9] introduced the effective porosity ε ∗, which is defined as

ε ∗ ¼ ks � kstag
ks � k f

¼ εþ εk f þ 1� εð Þks � kstag
ks � k f

(11)

such that
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¼ 1
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Using the effective porosity ε ∗ and the equation of state ph i f ¼ ρ f

D E f
R Th i f and

hh i f ¼ cp Th i f , the volume average energy equations Eqs. (2) and (3) may be
concisely rewritten for the steady state for air as:

εcp
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for the solid matrix phase as:

∂

∂x j
1� ε ∗ð Þks ∂ Th is

∂x j
þ qR

� �
� hv Th is � Th i f

� �
¼ 0 (14)

Note that the assumption of equal temperature gradients, ∂ Th i f=∂x j ffi
∂ Th is=∂x j ffi ∂ Th i=∂x j, has been discarded. This practice has been proven to be quite
effective in a series of computations (e.g. [8, 9]). According to the gradient diffu-
sion hypothesis [14], the thermal dispersion term is usually expressed as:

ρ f

D E f
~h~u j

D E f
¼ ρ f

D E f
cp ~T~u j
� � f ¼ �kdisjk

∂ Th i f
∂xk

(15)

while the interfacial heat transfer between the solid and fluid phases is modeled
using Newton’s cooling law:

1
V

ð

Aint

k f
∂T
∂x j

n jdA ¼ hv Th is � Th i f
� �

(16)

where hv is the volumetric heat transfer coefficient. The Maxwell approxima-
tions may be used for the dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of the air:
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and
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where the exponent n is 0.7 according to [4]. The specific heat capacity of the air
cp ¼ 1000 J=kgK½ � and the Prandtl number Pr ¼ 1:8� 10�5 � 1000=0:025 ¼ 0:72 are
assumed to be constant.

3. One-dimensional analysis for volumetric receiver

In this section, we perform one-dimensional analysis to obtain analytic solutions
for convective-radiative heat transfer in volume receiver. Prior to that, the radiative
heat flux qR needs to be determined in advance. In the literature, there are two
models, namely, the Rosseland approximation and the P1 model.

3.1 Analysis based on the Rosseland approximation

In the Rosseland approximation, the radiative heat flux is given by

qR ¼ � 16σ
3β

Th isð Þ3 ∂ Th is
∂x j

(19)

where σ ¼ 5:67 � 10�8 W=m2K4� �
is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant while β is

the mean extinction coefficient.
As schematically shown in Figure 1, the air is flowing through a passage of

length L at the rate of the mass flux G ¼ ρ f

D E f
uh i. Under the low Mach number

approximation, namely, ρ f

D E f
∝ 1= Th i f , the macroscopic governing equations

Eqs. (1), (13) and (14) can be simplified to be a one-dimensional set of equations as
follows:
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(21)

d
dx

1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ
3β

Th isð Þ3
� �

d Th is
dx

� hv Th is � Th i f
� �

¼ 0 (22)

According to Calmidi and Mahajan [15, 16], Dukhan [17], Kuwahara et al. [18]
and Yang et al. [19, 20], the permeability and inertial coefficient of foams are
given by
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K ¼ 0:00073 1� εð Þ�0:224 1:18
1� e� 1�εð Þ=0:04

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ε

3π

r !�1:11

dm
2 (23)

and

b ¼ 12 1� εð Þ
dm

(24)

respectively, where dm is the pore diameter of foam. The longitudinal dispersion
coefficient is roughly about 20 times more than the transverse one. Thus, following
Calmidi and Mahajan [16], we may evaluate the longitudinal dispersion coefficient
using the following expression:

εkdisxx ¼ 1:2cpG
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
(25)

With respect to the stagnant thermal conductivity and the volumetric heat
transfer coefficient for foams, Calmidi and Mahajan [15, 16] empirically provided
the following correlations:

kstag ¼ εk f þ 0:19 1� εð Þ0:763ks (26)

hv ¼ 8:72 1� εð Þ1=4 1� e� 1�εð Þ=0:04

ε
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 !1=2

Pr0:37
k f

dm
2 (27)

Kamiuto et al. [21] experimentally affirmed that the Rosseland model is quite
effective. Therefore, it can be deduced that the Rosseland model is also applicable
for the present case of silicon carbide ceramic foam. Based on the measurements
made on cordierite ceramic foams by Kamiuto et al., the mean extinction coefficient
β is calculated by the following correlation:

β ¼ 8 1� εð Þ=dm (28)

For a given mass flux G ¼ ρ f

D E f
uh i, the foregoing three equations along with

the equation of state may be solved for the four unknowns, namely, Th i f , Th is, ph i f

and ρ f

D E f
. The boundary conditions are given as follows:

x ¼ 0 (inlet):
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(31)
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� �

¼ 0 (22)

According to Calmidi and Mahajan [15, 16], Dukhan [17], Kuwahara et al. [18]
and Yang et al. [19, 20], the permeability and inertial coefficient of foams are
given by
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K ¼ 0:00073 1� εð Þ�0:224 1:18
1� e� 1�εð Þ=0:04

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ε

3π

r !�1:11

dm
2 (23)

and

b ¼ 12 1� εð Þ
dm

(24)

respectively, where dm is the pore diameter of foam. The longitudinal dispersion
coefficient is roughly about 20 times more than the transverse one. Thus, following
Calmidi and Mahajan [16], we may evaluate the longitudinal dispersion coefficient
using the following expression:

εkdisxx ¼ 1:2cpG
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
(25)

With respect to the stagnant thermal conductivity and the volumetric heat
transfer coefficient for foams, Calmidi and Mahajan [15, 16] empirically provided
the following correlations:

kstag ¼ εk f þ 0:19 1� εð Þ0:763ks (26)

hv ¼ 8:72 1� εð Þ1=4 1� e� 1�εð Þ=0:04

ε

� �1=2
Gdm
μh i f

 !1=2

Pr0:37
k f

dm
2 (27)

Kamiuto et al. [21] experimentally affirmed that the Rosseland model is quite
effective. Therefore, it can be deduced that the Rosseland model is also applicable
for the present case of silicon carbide ceramic foam. Based on the measurements
made on cordierite ceramic foams by Kamiuto et al., the mean extinction coefficient
β is calculated by the following correlation:

β ¼ 8 1� εð Þ=dm (28)

For a given mass flux G ¼ ρ f

D E f
uh i, the foregoing three equations along with

the equation of state may be solved for the four unknowns, namely, Th i f , Th is, ph i f

and ρ f

D E f
. The boundary conditions are given as follows:

x ¼ 0 (inlet):

Th i f ¼ Th i f0 ¼ 300 K½ � (29)

ph i f ¼ ph i f0 ¼ 105 Pa½ � (30)

such that ρ f

D E f
¼ ρ f

D E f

0
¼ ph i f0=R Th i f0 ¼ 105= 287 � 300ð Þ ¼ 1:2 kg=m3½ �

� ε ∗ k f
� � f þ εkdisxx

� �d Th i f
dx

�����
x¼0

� 1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ
3β

Th isð Þ3
� �

d Th is
dx

����
x¼0

¼ I0 cos ξ� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0
� �4 � Th i f0

� �4� �
þ hconv Th is0 � Th i f0

� �� �
(31)
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where I0 is the intensity of radiation and ξ is the incidence angle. Moreover,
a ffi 0:9 is the emissivity of the front surface of the receiver, while hconv is the
convective heat transfer coefficient at the frontal surface. The properties of the air
depend on the temperature, which makes the integrations of the foregoing
governing equations formidable. In order to obtain analytic expressions for the
unknown variables, we may approximate these properties by their representative
values evaluated at the average air temperature over the receiver as given by

Th i f ¼ 1
L

ðL
0
Th i f dx (32)

Likewise we shall define the solid phase average temperature as follows:

Th is ¼ 1
L

ðL
0
Th isdx (33)

The two energy equations, that is, Eqs. (21) and (22) may be added together and
integrated using the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29) and (31) to give

cpG Th i f � Th i f0
� �

¼ ε ∗ k0
Th i f
Th i f0

 !n

þ εkdisxx

 !
d Th i f
dx

þ 1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ
3β

Th is
� �3� �

d Th is
dx

þ I0 cos ξ

� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0
� �4 � Th i f0

� �4� �
þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0

� �� �

(34)

This equation is substituted into Eq. (21) to eliminate Th is in favor of Th i f . The
resulting ordinary differential equation for Th i f runs as

d3 Th i
dx3

f

¼ Gcp

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

d2 Th i
dx2

f

þhv
kstag þ εkdisxx þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3� � d Th i
dx

f

�hv
Gcp

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3� � Th i f

þhv
I0 cos ξ� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0

� �4 � Th i f0
� �4� �

þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0
� �� �

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3� �

(35)
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This ordinary differential equation, with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29),

(30) and (31) and the auxiliary asymptotic condition d Th i f0=dx ¼ d2 Th i f0=dx2 ¼ 0,
yields

Th i f ¼ Teq � Teq � Th i f0
� �

e�γλx (36)

and

Th is ¼ Teq � Teq � Th is0
� �

e�γλx (37)

where γ is the positive real root, which can uniquely be determined from the
following cubic equation:

γ3 þ Gcp

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
λ

γ2 � γ � Gcp

kstag þ εkdisxx þ 16σ
3β Th is
� �3� �

λ

¼ 0 (38)

where

λ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kstag þ εkdisxx þ 16σ

3β Th is
� �3� �

hv

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β Th is
� �3� �

vuuuuut (39)

The solid phase temperature at the inlet Th is0 and temperature at the thermal
equilibrium, namely, Teq ¼ Th i f∞ ¼ Th is∞, are given by

Th is0 ¼ Teq þ Teq � Th i f0
� �Gcp þ ε ∗ k0

Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
γλ

1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ
3β Th is
� �3� �

γλ

(40)

and

Teq ¼ Th i f0 þ
I0 cos ξ� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0

� �4 � Th i f0
� �4� �

þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0
� �� �

Gcp
(41)

respectively. Usually, the receiver length L is sufficiently long to reach the local
thermal equilibrium. Thus, the average air and solid temperatures are evaluated
from

Th i f ¼ 1� e�γλL

γλL
Th i f0 þ 1� 1� e�γλL

γλL

� �
Teq ffi 1

γλL
Th i f0 þ 1� 1

γλL

� �
Teq (42)

Th is ¼ 1� e�γλL

γλL
Th is0 þ 1� 1� e�γλL

γλL

� �
Teq ffi 1

γλL
Th is0 þ 1� 1

γλL

� �
Teq (43)

As one of the most important performance parameters, the receiver efficiency is
defined by
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where I0 is the intensity of radiation and ξ is the incidence angle. Moreover,
a ffi 0:9 is the emissivity of the front surface of the receiver, while hconv is the
convective heat transfer coefficient at the frontal surface. The properties of the air
depend on the temperature, which makes the integrations of the foregoing
governing equations formidable. In order to obtain analytic expressions for the
unknown variables, we may approximate these properties by their representative
values evaluated at the average air temperature over the receiver as given by

Th i f ¼ 1
L

ðL
0
Th i f dx (32)

Likewise we shall define the solid phase average temperature as follows:

Th is ¼ 1
L

ðL
0
Th isdx (33)

The two energy equations, that is, Eqs. (21) and (22) may be added together and
integrated using the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29) and (31) to give

cpG Th i f � Th i f0
� �

¼ ε ∗ k0
Th i f
Th i f0

 !n

þ εkdisxx

 !
d Th i f
dx

þ 1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ
3β

Th is
� �3� �

d Th is
dx

þ I0 cos ξ

� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0
� �4 � Th i f0

� �4� �
þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0

� �� �

(34)

This equation is substituted into Eq. (21) to eliminate Th is in favor of Th i f . The
resulting ordinary differential equation for Th i f runs as

d3 Th i
dx3

f

¼ Gcp

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

d2 Th i
dx2

f

þhv
kstag þ εkdisxx þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3� � d Th i
dx

f

�hv
Gcp

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3� � Th i f

þhv
I0 cos ξ� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0

� �4 � Th i f0
� �4� �

þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0
� �� �

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β
Th is

� �3� �

(35)
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This ordinary differential equation, with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29),

(30) and (31) and the auxiliary asymptotic condition d Th i f0=dx ¼ d2 Th i f0=dx2 ¼ 0,
yields

Th i f ¼ Teq � Teq � Th i f0
� �

e�γλx (36)

and

Th is ¼ Teq � Teq � Th is0
� �

e�γλx (37)

where γ is the positive real root, which can uniquely be determined from the
following cubic equation:

γ3 þ Gcp

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
λ

γ2 � γ � Gcp

kstag þ εkdisxx þ 16σ
3β Th is
� �3� �

λ

¼ 0 (38)

where

λ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kstag þ εkdisxx þ 16σ

3β Th is
� �3� �

hv

ε ∗ k0
Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ

3β Th is
� �3� �

vuuuuut (39)

The solid phase temperature at the inlet Th is0 and temperature at the thermal
equilibrium, namely, Teq ¼ Th i f∞ ¼ Th is∞, are given by

Th is0 ¼ Teq þ Teq � Th i f0
� �Gcp þ ε ∗ k0

Th i f

Th i f
0

� �n

þ εkdisxx

� �
γλ

1� ε ∗ð Þks þ 16σ
3β Th is
� �3� �

γλ

(40)

and

Teq ¼ Th i f0 þ
I0 cos ξ� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0

� �4 � Th i f0
� �4� �

þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0
� �� �

Gcp
(41)

respectively. Usually, the receiver length L is sufficiently long to reach the local
thermal equilibrium. Thus, the average air and solid temperatures are evaluated
from

Th i f ¼ 1� e�γλL

γλL
Th i f0 þ 1� 1� e�γλL

γλL

� �
Teq ffi 1

γλL
Th i f0 þ 1� 1

γλL

� �
Teq (42)

Th is ¼ 1� e�γλL

γλL
Th is0 þ 1� 1� e�γλL

γλL

� �
Teq ffi 1

γλL
Th is0 þ 1� 1

γλL

� �
Teq (43)

As one of the most important performance parameters, the receiver efficiency is
defined by
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η ¼
I0 cos ξ� 1� εð Þ aσ Th is0

� �4 � Th i f0
� �4� �

þ hcov Th is0 � Th i f0
� �� �

I0 cos ξ
(44)

Having established the temperature development, the momentum equation, that
is, Eq. (20) along with the equation of state can easily be solved to find out the
pressure distribution along the receiver as

ph i f ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ph i f0

� �2
� 2R

μ0
K

Th i f
Th i f0

 !n

Gþ bG2

 !
1� e�γλx

γλ
Th i f0 þ x� 1� e�γλx

γλ

� �
Teq

� �vuut

(45)

Under the low Mach approximation, the required pumping power per unit
frontal area may be evaluated from

PP ¼ G
ðL

0

� d ph i f

ρ f

D E f ¼ G
ðL

0

� 1

ρ f

D E f

d ph i f
dx

dx

¼ R

ph i f0

 !2

G
μ0
K

Th i f
Th i f0

 !n

Gþ bG2

 !ðL

0

Th i f
� �2

dx

¼ R

ph i f0

 !2

G
μ0
K

Th i f
Th i f0

 !n

Gþ bG2

 !
L Teq

2 � 2 1� e�γλL
� �

γλL
Teq Teq � Th i f0
� ��

þ 1� e�2γλL

2γλL
Teq � Th i f0
� �2�

ffi G

ρh i f0
� �2

μ0
K

Th i f
Th i f0

 !n

Gþ bG2

 !
1
2γλ

2γλL� 3ð Þ Teq

Th i f0

 !2

þ 2
Teq

Th i f0

 !
þ 1

0
@

1
A

(46)

Note that the dynamic pressure change is sufficiently small as compared to the

absolute pressure such that ρ f

D E f
∝ 1= Th i f .

3.2 Analysis based on the P1 model

Since the Rosseland approximation used in the previous analysis ceases to be
valid near boundaries, the validity of applying the Rosseland approximation near
the inlet boundary of the receiver should be investigated. In order to examine the
validity of the Rosseland approximation, the results based on the Rosseland
approximation will be compared with the results obtained from solving the irradia-
tion transport equation based on the P1 model. Since the silicon carbide ceramic
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foam is optically thick, the radiant energy emitted from other locations in the
domain is quickly absorbed such that the radiative heat flux is given by

qR ¼ � 1
3β

∂G
∂x j

(47)

where the diffuse integrated intensity Gr satisfies the irradiation transport
equation based on the P1 model as follows:

∂

∂x j

1
3β

∂Gr

∂x j

� �
þ κ 4σ Th isð Þ4 � Gr

� �
¼ 0 (48)

where κ is the absorption coefficient.
Moreover, the effects of turbulence mixing on the heat transfer are also consid-

ered. Therefore, the energy equation for the air will be written as

εcp
∂

∂x j
ρ f

D E f
u j
� � f Th i f ¼ ∂

∂x j
ε ∗ k f
� � f ∂ Th i f

∂x j
þ ε kdisjk þ

cp f
μth i f
σT

 !
∂ Th i f
∂xk

δjk

 !

� hv Th i f � Th is
� �

(49)

where turbulent Prandtl number σT ¼ 0:9 is assumed to be constant.
Under the low Mach number approximation, namely, we may reduce the

macroscopic governing equations namely Eqs. (1), (49), (14) and (48) to a
one-dimensional set of the equations as follows:

� d ph i f
dx

¼ μh i f
K

G

ρ f

D E f þ b
G2

ρ f

D E f ¼
R

ph i f
μh i f
K

Gþ bG2

 !
Th i f (50)

cpG
d Th i f
dx

¼ d
dx

ε ∗ k f
� � f þ ε kdisxx þ

cp f
μth i f

σT

 ! !
d Th i f
dx

� hv Th i f � Th is
� �

(51)

d
dx

1� ε ∗ð Þks d Th is
dx

þ 1
3β

dGr

dx

� �
� hv Th is � Th i f

� �
¼ 0 (52)

d
dx

1
3β

dGr

dx

� �
þ κ 4σ Th isð Þ4 � Gr

� �
¼ 0 (53)

The turbulence kinetic energy is dropped from the momentum equation since it
stays nearly constant within the receiver.

Nakayama and Kuwahara [22] established the macroscopic two-equation turbu-
lence model, which does not require any detailed morphological information for the
structure. The model, for given permeability and Forchheimer coefficient, can be
used for analyzing most complex turbulent flow situations in homogeneous porous
media. For the case of fully developed turbulent flow in an isotropic porous
structure, the eddy viscosity is given by
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Having established the temperature development, the momentum equation, that
is, Eq. (20) along with the equation of state can easily be solved to find out the
pressure distribution along the receiver as

ph i f ¼
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Under the low Mach approximation, the required pumping power per unit
frontal area may be evaluated from

PP ¼ G
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Note that the dynamic pressure change is sufficiently small as compared to the

absolute pressure such that ρ f

D E f
∝ 1= Th i f .

3.2 Analysis based on the P1 model

Since the Rosseland approximation used in the previous analysis ceases to be
valid near boundaries, the validity of applying the Rosseland approximation near
the inlet boundary of the receiver should be investigated. In order to examine the
validity of the Rosseland approximation, the results based on the Rosseland
approximation will be compared with the results obtained from solving the irradia-
tion transport equation based on the P1 model. Since the silicon carbide ceramic
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foam is optically thick, the radiant energy emitted from other locations in the
domain is quickly absorbed such that the radiative heat flux is given by

qR ¼ � 1
3β

∂G
∂x j

(47)

where the diffuse integrated intensity Gr satisfies the irradiation transport
equation based on the P1 model as follows:

∂
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1
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þ κ 4σ Th isð Þ4 � Gr
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¼ 0 (48)

where κ is the absorption coefficient.
Moreover, the effects of turbulence mixing on the heat transfer are also consid-

ered. Therefore, the energy equation for the air will be written as
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where turbulent Prandtl number σT ¼ 0:9 is assumed to be constant.
Under the low Mach number approximation, namely, we may reduce the

macroscopic governing equations namely Eqs. (1), (49), (14) and (48) to a
one-dimensional set of the equations as follows:
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þ 1
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¼ 0 (52)
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dGr
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þ κ 4σ Th isð Þ4 � Gr
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¼ 0 (53)

The turbulence kinetic energy is dropped from the momentum equation since it
stays nearly constant within the receiver.

Nakayama and Kuwahara [22] established the macroscopic two-equation turbu-
lence model, which does not require any detailed morphological information for the
structure. The model, for given permeability and Forchheimer coefficient, can be
used for analyzing most complex turbulent flow situations in homogeneous porous
media. For the case of fully developed turbulent flow in an isotropic porous
structure, the eddy viscosity is given by
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μth i f ¼ 2GbK (54)

Note that

kdisxx= cp f
μth i f=σT

� �
¼ 0:6σT=εb

ffiffiffiffi
K

p
> 1

such that the dispersion thermal conductivity usually overwhelms the eddy
thermal conductivity.

For absorption coefficient κ, the measurements made on cordierite ceramic
foams by Kamiuto et al. [22] give the following correlation:

κ ¼ 4a 1� εð Þ=dm (55)

The boundary conditions of Th i f and ph i f are the same as Eqs. (29) and (30).
The other boundary conditions are given as follows:

qRx
¼ � 1

3β
dGr

dx
¼ �Gr

2
(56)

and
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(57)

Furthermore, the streamwise gradients of the dependent variables Th i f , Th is and
Gr are set to zero sufficiently far downstream at x = L.

The two energy equations, namely, Eqs. (51) and (52) may be added together
and integrated using the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29) and (57) to give
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Eqs. (52) and (53) are combined to give

Gr ¼ 4σ Th isð Þ4 þ hv
κ

Th is � Th i f
� �

� 1� ε ∗ð Þks
κ

d2 Th is
dx2

(59)

This equation, Eq. (59), and Eq. (51) are substituted into Eq. (58) to eliminate
Gr and Th isin favor of Th i f . The resulting ordinary differential equation for Th i f
runs as
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(60)

This ordinary differential equation, with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29),
(56) and (57) and the zero derivative conditions far downstream (x ! ∞: Note L is
sufficiently large), yields Eqs. (36) and (37). Note that γ is the positive real root
which can be determined from the following characteristic equation:
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(61)

where
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thermal conductivity.
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This ordinary differential equation, with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (29),
(56) and (57) and the zero derivative conditions far downstream (x ! ∞: Note L is
sufficiently large), yields Eqs. (36) and (37). Note that γ is the positive real root
which can be determined from the following characteristic equation:
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The solid phase temperature at the inlet Th is0 and temperature at the thermal
equilibrium, namely,Teq ¼ Th i f∞ ¼ Th is∞, are determined from the following
implicit equations:

Gcp Teq � Th i f0
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(63)
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� �4� �
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� �� �

Gcp

(64)

where the boundary condition in Eq. (56) is utilized. Usually, the receiver length
L is sufficiently long to reach the local thermal equilibrium. Thus, the average air
and solid temperatures are evaluated from Eqs. (42) and (43).

4. Validations of the Rosseland approximation

Smirnova et al. [23] numerically studied the compressible fluid flow and heat
transfer within the solar receiver with silicon carbide monolithic honeycombs. In
their paper, the following input data were collected to obtain the analytic solutions
based on the present local thermal non-equilibrium model:

ρ f

D E f

0
¼ 1:2 kg=m3½ �, Th i f0 ¼ 300 K½ �ð ph i f0 ¼ 105 Pa½ �Þ, cp ¼ 1000 J=kgK½ �,

G ¼ 1:2 kg=m2s½ �, L ¼ 0:05 m½ �, I0 ¼ 106 W=m2½ �, ξ ¼ 0, hconv ¼ 0 W=m2K½ �,
ks ¼ 150 W=mK½ �kdis ¼ 0 W=mK½ �, hv ¼ 8:8� 104 W=m3K½ �, ε ¼ 0:5, β ¼ 50 1=m½ �:

However, it should be noticed that the porosity of the silicon carbide monolithic
honeycombs is not available in Smirnova et al. [23], its value was estimated to be
ε ¼ 0:5 from the figure provided by Agrafiotis et al. [24]. The mean extinction
coefficient β for silicon carbide monolithic honeycombs is not available in their
paper. Finally, the value was estimated to be 50[1/m] by correlating the present
results against theirs. It should also be noted that the convective heat transfer
coefficient was set to zero since radiation predominates over convection in the
receiver front.

As for possible instabilities, the fifth-order characteristic Eq. (61) based on the
P1 model should be examined carefully. Figure 2 shows the residual of the fifth-
order characteristic equation f R γð Þ. The figure clearly shows that the fifth-order
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characteristic Eq. (61) under a possible range of the silicon carbide parameters
yields two positive roots γh and γl, which are fairly close to each other. The
corresponding temperature variations of both phases however depend strongly on
its value, which results in a non-unique value of equilibrium temperature. Since
flow instability is inferred by an unexpected nature of the quadratic pressure dif-
ference with respect to equilibrium temperature, the existence of two positive roots
may be responsible for possible hydrodynamic and thermal instabilities reported
previously. A further investigation based on an unsteady procedure is definitely
needed to explore possible causes of these instabilities, closely related to the radia-
tive heat transfer mode.

The third-order characteristic Eq. (38) based on the Rosseland approximation,
on the other hand, yields only one positive root γ1. The corresponding fluid and

Figure 2.
Residual of the fifth-order characteristic equation.

Figure 3.
Comparison of the temperature developments with the Rosseland approximation and P1 model.
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where the boundary condition in Eq. (56) is utilized. Usually, the receiver length
L is sufficiently long to reach the local thermal equilibrium. Thus, the average air
and solid temperatures are evaluated from Eqs. (42) and (43).

4. Validations of the Rosseland approximation

Smirnova et al. [23] numerically studied the compressible fluid flow and heat
transfer within the solar receiver with silicon carbide monolithic honeycombs. In
their paper, the following input data were collected to obtain the analytic solutions
based on the present local thermal non-equilibrium model:

ρ f
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0
¼ 1:2 kg=m3½ �, Th i f0 ¼ 300 K½ �ð ph i f0 ¼ 105 Pa½ �Þ, cp ¼ 1000 J=kgK½ �,

G ¼ 1:2 kg=m2s½ �, L ¼ 0:05 m½ �, I0 ¼ 106 W=m2½ �, ξ ¼ 0, hconv ¼ 0 W=m2K½ �,
ks ¼ 150 W=mK½ �kdis ¼ 0 W=mK½ �, hv ¼ 8:8� 104 W=m3K½ �, ε ¼ 0:5, β ¼ 50 1=m½ �:

However, it should be noticed that the porosity of the silicon carbide monolithic
honeycombs is not available in Smirnova et al. [23], its value was estimated to be
ε ¼ 0:5 from the figure provided by Agrafiotis et al. [24]. The mean extinction
coefficient β for silicon carbide monolithic honeycombs is not available in their
paper. Finally, the value was estimated to be 50[1/m] by correlating the present
results against theirs. It should also be noted that the convective heat transfer
coefficient was set to zero since radiation predominates over convection in the
receiver front.

As for possible instabilities, the fifth-order characteristic Eq. (61) based on the
P1 model should be examined carefully. Figure 2 shows the residual of the fifth-
order characteristic equation f R γð Þ. The figure clearly shows that the fifth-order
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characteristic Eq. (61) under a possible range of the silicon carbide parameters
yields two positive roots γh and γl, which are fairly close to each other. The
corresponding temperature variations of both phases however depend strongly on
its value, which results in a non-unique value of equilibrium temperature. Since
flow instability is inferred by an unexpected nature of the quadratic pressure dif-
ference with respect to equilibrium temperature, the existence of two positive roots
may be responsible for possible hydrodynamic and thermal instabilities reported
previously. A further investigation based on an unsteady procedure is definitely
needed to explore possible causes of these instabilities, closely related to the radia-
tive heat transfer mode.

The third-order characteristic Eq. (38) based on the Rosseland approximation,
on the other hand, yields only one positive root γ1. The corresponding fluid and

Figure 2.
Residual of the fifth-order characteristic equation.

Figure 3.
Comparison of the temperature developments with the Rosseland approximation and P1 model.
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solid temperature variations generated under the Rosseland approximation are com-
pared with those based on the P1 model with the larger root γh. Figure 3 shows that
both sets of the temperature developments agree fairly well with each other. Thus, the
Rosseland approximation for this case, despite its failure near the inlet boundary, is
fairly accurate and may well be used for quick estimations and further analysis.

In Figure 4, the present analytic solutions are compared against the large-scale
FEM numerical calculations based on COMSOL, reported by Smirnova et al. [23]. It
should be mentioned that the direct numerical integrations of Eqs. (20)–(22) were
also carried out using the finite volume method code, SAINTS [12]. As the conver-
gence criteria, the residuals of all equations are less than 10�5. It can be clearly seen
that the air temperature increases as receiving heat from the monolithic receiver.
Eventually, these two phases reach local thermal equilibrium near the exit. Both sets
of solutions agree very well with each other, indicating the validity of the present
local thermal non-equilibrium model.

5. Applications to silicon carbide ceramic foam volumetric receiver

In order to overcome the problems associated with thermal spots and flow
instabilities, we would like to study fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics in
silicon carbide ceramic foams based on the analytical expressions of pressure and
temperature fields within a solar volumetric receiver. The performance of the
receiver may be assessed in terms of the receiver efficiency η under equal pumping
powerPP. Thus, the effects of the pore diameter dm on the receiver efficiency η are
presented in Figure 5, since dm is a crucial geometry parameter affecting hydrody-
namic and thermal characteristics of foam shown in Eqs. (23), (24) and (27). The
pore diameter dm is varied whereas the other parameters are fixed as follows:

ρ f

D E f

0
¼ 1:2 kg=m3½ �, Th i f0 ¼ 300 K½ �ð ph i f0 ¼ 105 Pa½ �Þ, cp ¼ 1000 J=kgK½ �,

L ¼ 0:03 m½ �, I0 ¼ 106 W=m2½ �, ξ ¼ 0, hconv ¼ 0 W=m2K½ �, ks ¼ 150 W=mK½ �, ε ¼ 0:9:

Figure 4.
Axial developments of the fluid and solid phase temperatures: comparison of the present analysis and FEM
analysis.
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All other parameters are evaluated using Eqs. (17), (18) and from Eq. (23) to (28).
As shown in Figure 5, it is interesting to note that η suddenly increases at some

critical value of dm for a given value of PP, which means that the pore diameter dm
must be larger than this critical value to achieve high η. This finding is useful to
design a volumetric receiver, and can be interpreted in what follows.

As indicated in Eq. (46), it can be easily deduced that G∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP

p
for low PP and

G∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP3

p
for high PP, which results in that the amount of heat carried by the air,

G Teq � Th i f0
� �

∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP

p
, increases drastically on increasing the pumping power PP

from zero. Nevertheless, its rate of increase diminishes for the higher PP range, in

which G Teq � Th i f0
� �

∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP3

p
. Moreover, it can also be concluded that the sharp rise

in the receiver efficiency occurs around the transition from the Darcy to
Forchheimer regime, namely,

μ0
K

Teq

Th i f0

 !n

Gtr ffi bGtr
2 (65)

or

Gtr ffi μ0
bK

I0 cos ξ

cp Th i f0

 !n ! 1
1þn

(66)

since

Teq

Th i f0
ffi cpGtr Th i f0 þ I0 cos ξ

cpGtr Th i f0
ffi I0 cos ξ

cpGtr Th i f0
(67)

Thus, Eq. (46) may be written for the case in which the sharp rise in η takes
place as follows:

Figure 5.
Effects of the pore diameter on the receiver efficiency.
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solid temperature variations generated under the Rosseland approximation are com-
pared with those based on the P1 model with the larger root γh. Figure 3 shows that
both sets of the temperature developments agree fairly well with each other. Thus, the
Rosseland approximation for this case, despite its failure near the inlet boundary, is
fairly accurate and may well be used for quick estimations and further analysis.

In Figure 4, the present analytic solutions are compared against the large-scale
FEM numerical calculations based on COMSOL, reported by Smirnova et al. [23]. It
should be mentioned that the direct numerical integrations of Eqs. (20)–(22) were
also carried out using the finite volume method code, SAINTS [12]. As the conver-
gence criteria, the residuals of all equations are less than 10�5. It can be clearly seen
that the air temperature increases as receiving heat from the monolithic receiver.
Eventually, these two phases reach local thermal equilibrium near the exit. Both sets
of solutions agree very well with each other, indicating the validity of the present
local thermal non-equilibrium model.

5. Applications to silicon carbide ceramic foam volumetric receiver

In order to overcome the problems associated with thermal spots and flow
instabilities, we would like to study fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics in
silicon carbide ceramic foams based on the analytical expressions of pressure and
temperature fields within a solar volumetric receiver. The performance of the
receiver may be assessed in terms of the receiver efficiency η under equal pumping
powerPP. Thus, the effects of the pore diameter dm on the receiver efficiency η are
presented in Figure 5, since dm is a crucial geometry parameter affecting hydrody-
namic and thermal characteristics of foam shown in Eqs. (23), (24) and (27). The
pore diameter dm is varied whereas the other parameters are fixed as follows:

ρ f

D E f

0
¼ 1:2 kg=m3½ �, Th i f0 ¼ 300 K½ �ð ph i f0 ¼ 105 Pa½ �Þ, cp ¼ 1000 J=kgK½ �,

L ¼ 0:03 m½ �, I0 ¼ 106 W=m2½ �, ξ ¼ 0, hconv ¼ 0 W=m2K½ �, ks ¼ 150 W=mK½ �, ε ¼ 0:9:

Figure 4.
Axial developments of the fluid and solid phase temperatures: comparison of the present analysis and FEM
analysis.
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All other parameters are evaluated using Eqs. (17), (18) and from Eq. (23) to (28).
As shown in Figure 5, it is interesting to note that η suddenly increases at some

critical value of dm for a given value of PP, which means that the pore diameter dm
must be larger than this critical value to achieve high η. This finding is useful to
design a volumetric receiver, and can be interpreted in what follows.

As indicated in Eq. (46), it can be easily deduced that G∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP

p
for low PP and

G∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP3

p
for high PP, which results in that the amount of heat carried by the air,

G Teq � Th i f0
� �

∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP

p
, increases drastically on increasing the pumping power PP

from zero. Nevertheless, its rate of increase diminishes for the higher PP range, in

which G Teq � Th i f0
� �

∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP3

p
. Moreover, it can also be concluded that the sharp rise

in the receiver efficiency occurs around the transition from the Darcy to
Forchheimer regime, namely,

μ0
K

Teq

Th i f0

 !n

Gtr ffi bGtr
2 (65)

or

Gtr ffi μ0
bK

I0 cos ξ

cp Th i f0

 !n ! 1
1þn

(66)

since

Teq

Th i f0
ffi cpGtr Th i f0 þ I0 cos ξ

cpGtr Th i f0
ffi I0 cos ξ

cpGtr Th i f0
(67)

Thus, Eq. (46) may be written for the case in which the sharp rise in η takes
place as follows:

Figure 5.
Effects of the pore diameter on the receiver efficiency.
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(68)

which, for given PP, gives the minimum value of the pore diameter dmtr:
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f εð Þ ¼ bdmð Þn
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2

 ! 1
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¼ 12 1� εð Þð Þn

0:00073 1� εð Þ�0:224 1:18
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ffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�ε
3π
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0
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1
CA

1
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(70)

For PP = 300, 500 and 1000 W/m2 studied here, Eq. (69) gives dmtr= 0.0022,
0.0016 and 0.0010 m, respectively. It is consistent with what is observed in
Figure 5, since an increase in dm (i.e., decrease inβ) from dmtr makes further
penetration of the solar radiation possible. This works to keep the solid temperature
at the inlet comparatively low such that heat loss to the ambient by radiation is
suppressed. As a result, high receiver efficiency can be achieved. However, the
increase in dm on the other hand results in decreasing the volumetric heat transfer
coefficient, as can be seen from Eq. (27). Too large dm deteriorates interstitial heat
transfer from the solid to air. Thus, as can be seen from the figure, the optimal size
of dm exits under the equal pumping power constraint.

In order to achieve local thermal equilibrium for the two phases within the
receiver, the length of the receiver is assumed to be sufficiently long in the present
study. In view of minimizing the required pumping power, however, it is noticeable
that shorter length is better, as clearly seen from Eq. (46). Hence, a minimum
length required to approach local thermal equilibrium may be chosen to design a
receiver, which would guarantee both maximum receiver efficiency and minimum
pumping power. Therefore, we may roughly set the optimal receiver length as

L ¼ 3
γλ

(71)

such that

Th i f
���
x¼L

� Teq

Th i f0 � Teq

¼ Th isjx¼L � Teq

Th is0 � Teq
¼ e�3 ffi 5% (72)

Eq. (71) together with Eq. (69) provides useful information for designing a
volumetric solar receiver of silicon carbide ceramic foam.

6. Conclusions

For the first time, the complete set of analytical solutions, which fully considers
the combined effects of turbulence, tortuosity, thermal dispersion, compressibility
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on the convective, conductive and radiative heat transfer within a ceramic foam
receiver, is presented based on the two-energy equation model of porous media.
Both the Rosseland approximation and the P1 model are applied to account for the
radiative heat transfer through the solar receiver, while the low Mach approxima-
tion is exploited to investigate the compressible flow through the receiver. Based on
the P1 model, two positive roots were found from the characteristic equations of the
fifth-order differential equation, indicating possible occurrence of hydrodynamic
and thermal instabilities. However, it has been found that the Rosseland approxi-
mation for this case, despite its failure near the inlet boundary, is fairly accurate and
may well be used for quick estimations and further analysis. Due to their advan-
tages, such as high thermal conductivity and fluid mixing, silicon carbide ceramic
foams are considered as a possible candidate for the receiver, which can overcome
the problems associated with thermal spots and flow instabilities. The results show
that the pore diameter must be larger than its critical value to achieve high receiver
efficiency. As a result, there exists an optimal pore diameter for achieving the
maximum receiver efficiency under the equal pumping power. The optimal pore
diameter yielding the maximum receiver efficiency may be found around the crit-
ical value given by Eq. (71). A simple relation is derived for determining the length
of the volumetric solar receivers of silicon carbide ceramic foam.
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Nomenclature

A surface area (m2)
Aint interfacial surface area between the fluid and

solid (m2)
b inertial coefficient (1/m)
c specific heat (J/kg K)
cp specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg K)
dm pore diameter (m)
G mass flux (kg/m2 s)
h specific enthalpy (J/kg)
hv volumetric heat transfer coefficient (W/m3K)
I0 intensity of radiation (W/m2)
k thermal conductivity (W/m K)
K permeability (m2)
L receiver length (m)
n j normal unit vector from the fluid side to solid

side (�)
PP pumping power per unit frontal area (W/m2)
Pr Prandtl number (�)
q heat flux (W/m2)
R gas constant (J/kg K)
T temperature (K)
ui velocity vector (m/s)
V representative elementary volume (m3)
xi Cartesian coordinates (m)
x axial coordinate (m)
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the P1 model, two positive roots were found from the characteristic equations of the
fifth-order differential equation, indicating possible occurrence of hydrodynamic
and thermal instabilities. However, it has been found that the Rosseland approxi-
mation for this case, despite its failure near the inlet boundary, is fairly accurate and
may well be used for quick estimations and further analysis. Due to their advan-
tages, such as high thermal conductivity and fluid mixing, silicon carbide ceramic
foams are considered as a possible candidate for the receiver, which can overcome
the problems associated with thermal spots and flow instabilities. The results show
that the pore diameter must be larger than its critical value to achieve high receiver
efficiency. As a result, there exists an optimal pore diameter for achieving the
maximum receiver efficiency under the equal pumping power. The optimal pore
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β mean extinction coefficient (1/m)
γ dimensionless parameter (�)
ε porosity (�)
ε ∗ effective porosity (�)
ξ incidence angle (rad)
η receiver efficiency (�)
λ characteristic coefficient (1/m)
μ viscosity (Pa s)
ν kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
ρ density (kg/m2)
σ Stephan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2K4)
κ absorption coefficient (1/m)
τij stress tensor (Pa)

Special symbols

~φ deviation from intrinsic average
ϕh i Darcian average
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Subscripts and superscripts

dis dispersion
eq equilibrium
f fluid
s solid
stag stagnation
0 reference
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Chapter 4

Sintered Iron-Rich Glass-Ceramics 
and Foams Obtained in Air and 
Argon
Nicolai B. Jordanov, Esmat M.A. Hamzawy, Dragomir Tatchev 
and Alexander Karamanov

Abstract

The subsequent synthesis of sintered self-glazed glass-ceramics and/or glass-
ceramic foams using metallurgical slag is the topic under discussion. The observed 
intensive sample expansion can be considered as an autocatalytic process related 
to the oxygen release due to thermal reduction of Fe2O3 and MnO2 present in the 
slag. The sintering of the samples is studied by optical dilatometry and the foam-
ing process by hot-stage microscopy, while the structure of the final materials is 
revealed by 3-D computed tomography and SEM. The phase composition of the 
glass-ceramic foams is analyzed by XRD. The species are characterized by mod-
erate crystallinity, 80–85 vol.% porosity and fire resistance above 1000°C. The 
innovative point of this study is the synthesis in argon of sintered glass-ceramic 
materials where reduction is inhibited, together with a double-stage foam forma-
tion in air and argon, leading to lower working temperatures and better material 
characteristics.

Keywords: industrial waste, glass-ceramics, sintering, foaming

1. Introduction

The development of methods and technologies for the production of glass-
ceramic materials and foams, as a particular case of glass-ceramics, has recently 
revealed an interesting economically grounded field for research in the synthesis of 
advanced materials with unique properties for application in the civil engineering 
and in a variety of different industries.

Many industrial streams in the metallurgy provide large amounts of waste raw 
materials, e.g., in the form of slag, containing the necessary composition making it 
suitable to be entirely recycled with just minor modifications into new glass-ceramic 
materials via melting and a subsequent sinter-crystallization treatment [1, 2]. This 
is especially appropriate when speaking of large-scale production projects.

The most significant producers of iron-rich waste are the iron and steel 
industries. The different final products (e.g., steel or cast iron) and the different 
processes used determine the variations in the waste material composition [1]. Blast 
furnace slag (BF) is easier to be converted to a glass and further to glass-ceramics 
[3] than the other slags due to the high content of silica and alumina. Other slags 
like the basic oxygen furnace slag (BOF) and electric arc furnace slag (EAF) are on 
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Chapter 4

Sintered Iron-Rich Glass-Ceramics 
and Foams Obtained in Air and 
Argon
Nicolai B. Jordanov, Esmat M.A. Hamzawy, Dragomir Tatchev 
and Alexander Karamanov

Abstract

The subsequent synthesis of sintered self-glazed glass-ceramics and/or glass-
ceramic foams using metallurgical slag is the topic under discussion. The observed 
intensive sample expansion can be considered as an autocatalytic process related 
to the oxygen release due to thermal reduction of Fe2O3 and MnO2 present in the 
slag. The sintering of the samples is studied by optical dilatometry and the foam-
ing process by hot-stage microscopy, while the structure of the final materials is 
revealed by 3-D computed tomography and SEM. The phase composition of the 
glass-ceramic foams is analyzed by XRD. The species are characterized by mod-
erate crystallinity, 80–85 vol.% porosity and fire resistance above 1000°C. The 
innovative point of this study is the synthesis in argon of sintered glass-ceramic 
materials where reduction is inhibited, together with a double-stage foam forma-
tion in air and argon, leading to lower working temperatures and better material 
characteristics.

Keywords: industrial waste, glass-ceramics, sintering, foaming

1. Introduction

The development of methods and technologies for the production of glass-
ceramic materials and foams, as a particular case of glass-ceramics, has recently 
revealed an interesting economically grounded field for research in the synthesis of 
advanced materials with unique properties for application in the civil engineering 
and in a variety of different industries.

Many industrial streams in the metallurgy provide large amounts of waste raw 
materials, e.g., in the form of slag, containing the necessary composition making it 
suitable to be entirely recycled with just minor modifications into new glass-ceramic 
materials via melting and a subsequent sinter-crystallization treatment [1, 2]. This 
is especially appropriate when speaking of large-scale production projects.

The most significant producers of iron-rich waste are the iron and steel 
industries. The different final products (e.g., steel or cast iron) and the different 
processes used determine the variations in the waste material composition [1]. Blast 
furnace slag (BF) is easier to be converted to a glass and further to glass-ceramics 
[3] than the other slags due to the high content of silica and alumina. Other slags 
like the basic oxygen furnace slag (BOF) and electric arc furnace slag (EAF) are on 
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the contrary more enriched in iron oxides but far more poor in glass formers. They 
can be used after a certain composition modification [4]. Zinc hydrometallurgy 
turns out to be another important source of iron-rich waste raw material. Most 
recent research refers to iron-rich waste from the nonferrous metallurgy [5, 6].

Recent developments in the field of thermal analytical methods and instrumen-
tation result constantly in cutting-edge machines providing faster and far more 
reliable laboratory measurements. In particular the high-temperature imaging 
systems like modern optical dilatometers (ODLT) allow in situ contactless observa-
tions of the sintering shrinkage during the synthesis of ceramics and glass-ceramics 
and technology development on a laboratory scale as well. Among the most sig-
nificant physical parameters governing the technology of sintered glass-ceramic 
production are the firing temperatures, the thermal treatment rates, the thermal 
regimes governing the viscosity of the forming material and, as it turns out, the 
used atmosphere (air or inert).

An innovative part of the presented research is the synthesis in a dual air/argon 
environment. The authors have initiated pioneering research in this field of glass-
ceramic synthesis staring in the year 2000 with some experimentation with air and 
inert nitrogen atmosphere [7–9] and a further development recently (started 2017) 
by N.B. Jordanov and A. Karamanov with argon and dual air/argon atmosphere. This 
development allows currently the process of synthesis of glass-ceramic samples to be 
separated and carried out in different stages of controlled environment, thus allow-
ing the effect of redox determined processes to be carefully studied, understood and 
implemented in the design of new materials. At the same time, the crystallinity of 
thus obtained materials is considered higher, leading to better properties [1, 10].

The influence of the atmosphere in the particular case of foaming in inert 
environment of sintered iron-rich pressed powder samples however has not been 
examined yet and is currently the subject of profound investigations.

The overall theoretical description of effective mechanical properties and struc-
ture of cellular solid foam materials was considered and proposed first by Gibson 
and Ashby in 1982 [11] in terms of their famous original equations.

The theoretic development of Gibson and Ashby on the closed-cell foams 
however is based generally speaking on the presence of regular shape and size (e.g., 
cubic or hexagonal) of the closed cells determining the foams. When the case is 
foam of irregular structure, arbitrary shape and broad cell volume distribution, 
then the method of 3-D computed tomography is very helpful toward the descrip-
tion and characterization of cellular materials [12, 13].

In the case of cellular solid mechanics, Gibson and Ashby provide equations 
of the effective Young modulus of foams of closed porosity based on wide experi-
mental data. Here the 3-D computed tomography aid is highly welcome. Actually a 
certain restriction here is the assumption that all closed cells are filled with a fluid. 
In the particular case of iron-rich glass-ceramic foams however, the inner cellular 
space is filled with gas. If one assumes that the pressure inside the cells is compa-
rable to the atmospheric pressure, we can write the following equation of Young 
modulus [14]:

     E   ∗  _  E  V     =  C  1    φ   2  (   ρ   ∗  _  ρ  V    )  +  C  2   (1 − φ)     ρ   ∗  _  ρ  V      (1)

where E* is the effective modulus of the foam, EV is the volume modulus, φ is the 
ratio of cell edge to the whole solid part, ρ* is the effective density of the foam, ρV is 
the volume density, and C1 and C2 are geometry shape constants.

The successful synthesis in the presented investigation of glass-ceramic 
foams from simultaneously iron-rich and manganese-rich waste slag is crucially 
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determined besides by the thermal treatment, by the redox couple ratio equilibria 
of Fe(II) ↔ Fe(III) and Mn(III) ↔ Mn(IV) [15]. The state of these redox couples 
is of greatest importance since it is entirely responsible for the foaming process to 
proceed successfully. The latter is being realized by the release of gas molecules in 
the bulk of the sample in the form of oxygen microbubbles determining the poros-
ity. This is possible due to the reversible thermal partial reduction of the manganese 
and iron oxides of higher oxidation state into lower states, taking place during 
thermal foam formation. This process is vastly influenced by the environment. 
Recently it has been shown by the authors and other research teams as well that not 
only carrying out the thermal synthesis in atmospheric air but also separating the 
synthesis to subsequent stages in air and in inert gas environment (e.g., argon) can 
lead to very surprising results. Materials with different structure and properties 
could be thus obtained. The conditions of synthesis are also technologically favored 
this way using different environments.

Having already synthesized the sintered glass-ceramic material with appropri-
ately formulated composition, one has obtained a partially crystalline and densified 
final product with more than satisfactory industrial features obtained at economi-
cally favorable conditions (compared to the expensive production of classic ceramic 
materials). Thus obtained materials from iron-rich industrial slag are ready for 
implementation in a number of engineering projects as well. They can be (and are 
actually ready to be) however further processed in terms of just a well-engineered 
additional thermal exposure scan at temperatures generally speaking higher than 
the temperature of sintering. This can be realized either isothermally or by a linear 
thermal scan.

The use of the novel applied method of sinter-crystallization developed experi-
mentally in the last two decades and still being subject to theoretical progress can 
lead to very promising results mainly due to the relatively moderate treatment tem-
peratures required for simultaneous sintering and crystallization of the samples. 
Just for the reference of the reader, the foaming process is taking place at higher 
temperatures after completion of the sintering and the phase formation. Glass-
ceramic foams are a particular case of the general division of the so-called cellular 
glasses possessing high surface area, low density, low specific heat, high thermal 
and acoustic insulation and high chemical resistance [10]. When most of the cells 
are closed, the material is referred as foam.

The synthesis of sintered glass-ceramics depends on the relationship between 
viscous flow sintering and crystallization, while the production of glass-ceramic 
foams depends on the balance between apparent viscous flow sintering and gas 
evolution [1].

The gas release usually depends on the oxidation or decomposition reactions 
with the modifying compounds in glass-ceramic foaming. Oxidation reactions are 
associated with the release of COx gas from carbon-containing compounds like 
carbon black, graphite, silicon carbide (SiC) and organics reacting with the oxygen 
in the atmosphere. Typical decomposition reactions are such with carbonates or 
sulfates leading to the release of CO2 or SOx [1, 10]. A special case is when the par-
ent glass contains intermediate oxides (called conditional glass formers) either iron 
oxides or manganese oxides undergoing transition from higher to lower oxidation 
state, connected to the release of oxygen gas. This is the actual case here which is the 
subject of investigation in the presented research.

So the production of glass-ceramics from iron-rich metallurgical slag can be 
terminated at the stage of obtaining just well-sintered glass-ceramics and extended 
any time further to the stage of glass-ceramic foams (in the particular case of, e.g., 
iron-rich parent frit).
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2. Sinter crystallization and foaming

The sintering of glass-ceramics is a typical example of induced structural 
densification of a solid sample. The latter is provoked by volume-density variations 
in the material’s bulk. This is the first step (besides an eventual parallel oxidation 
process) taking place during new glass-ceramic material formation determined by, 
e.g., a linear thermal scan. The degree of densification is one of the most important 
characteristics of sintered glass-ceramics. It is being mainly determined to a great 
extent by the granulometric composition, the crystallization ability (the crystal-
lization trend) of the parent glass and the rate of heating of the compressed powder 
sample. At an elevated crystallization trend, the sintering could be blocked because 
the higher the crystallization trend, the lower the sinter ability and vice versa, 
respectively. It is well known that the sinterability of a glass-ceramic powder can be 
significantly improved by using finer glass fractions and/or higher constant linear 
heating rates [1, 10].

One can thus make the conclusion (and this is actually the case!) that both pro-
cesses should be carefully balanced in order for a really good material with increased 
indicators to be successfully produced. This means that both extreme cases of a 
minimal or a maximal crystallization of the glass-ceramics should be avoided. The 
crystalline structure determines the stability and durability of the material. On the 
contrary, a species with higher crystallinity however cannot be sintered.

In the framework of current state of knowledge, it is assumed that both pro-
cesses of sintering and crystallization are taking place in the same temperature 
interval. For the sake of a theoretical description however, it is accepted that the 
sintering stage precedes the crystallization stage. In fact the sintering stops after 
formation of a critical percentage of crystal phases.

Of crucial importance here is the apparent viscosity of the glass-ceramics. Its 
value should be maintained in a range, such that the expansion of the structure is 
possible and the formation and the propagation of open porosity are temporarily 
unavailable.

The foaming in the studied case is determined by the formation and distribution 
of a closed porosity population in the bulk of the material due to the release of gas 
molecules (most often oxygen) during the high-temperature partial reduction of 
certain oxides from higher to lower oxidation state. These are most often the iron 
[16] and the manganese [15] oxides. The high-temperature interval of foaming 
indicates that the mechanism of gas formation is directly related to the oxygen 
release as a result of the reversible partial Fe(III) and Mn(IV) reduction [15–19]. 
Moreover when the oxides of the iron and the manganese are naturally present in 
a sufficient amount in the parent glass frit, this is the most favorable case because 
there is no need for the process of foaming to be artificially and additionally cata-
lyzed. An inorganic material is thus being formed by autocatalytic foaming.

3. Experimental

For the purpose of current experimentation with sintered materials and foams, 
a slag from the iron and steel company Helwan, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (with 
a slag production capacity of 30 kt p.a.), was used for the synthesis of the investi-
gated samples.

This slag is relatively poor in glass formers (SiO2 and Al2O3); that’s why it had to 
be enriched in silica by mixing 70 wt.% slag and 30 wt.% industrial sand. The par-
ent batch of 150 g was brought to melting in corundum crucibles using an electric 
furnace. After an exposure for 2 hours at a temperature of 1450°C, the resulting 
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homogenous melt was quenched in water, and a dark brown-colored glass frit was 
obtained. Thus obtained glass frit was crushed, grinded several times in a planetary 
mill FRITSCH (Germany) for 10 minutes and sieved below 75 μm with a digitally 
programmed sieving machine CISA (Spain).

The investigations were performed by a thermal-optical measuring and imag-
ing system with an ESS HSM-1400 MISURA (Italy). This instrument combines 
two techniques: a high-precision, high-resolution horizontal contactless optical 
dilatometer and a hot-stage microscope (HSM). This is an established laboratory 
method in recent years, since it turns out to be reliable and fast and is used already 
by many research groups worldwide [2, 20].

The sintering behavior of all glass-ceramic samples was investigated by means 
of ODLT, a method which allows measurements with very high precision. This is 
mainly due to the absence of a mechanical push rod in the system, as it is the case 
with classical contact dilatometer devices. A monochrome optical arrangement 
employing two video cameras providing high magnification and high resolution is 
used instead. Typical measurements were performed with holding times of 30 min-
utes at 950°C in air or argon.

To the sintered glass powder, a small amount of 7 wt.% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 
aqueous solution was added to form a granular mass, which then is mechanically 
homogenized and placed in a matrix of 50 × 5 × 3 mm. Multiple samples of equal 
forming are prepared by stuffing loosely the material in a pressing matrix. Then by 
applying uniaxial pressure at 40 MPa in a hydraulic pressing machine NANNETTI 
(Italy), samples of almost perfectly equal dimensions and densities, with an 
increased green strength and a decreased porosity, are produced.

Subsequently a burnout step at 270°C is required to be carried out before pro-
ceeding further with the heat treatment processes in order to remove the binding 
agent (e.g., PVA). The burnout can be performed in ODLT separately or as an initial 
programmed step preceding the oxidation, sintering and foaming steps.

The studied thermal behavior in the range up to 1300°C in air and argon of the 
sintered samples was studied and analyzed by the optical HSM method. As far as 
the samples used for ODLT measurements have a standard parallelepiped shape (as 
described above), the samples used for HSM measurements are not the same but 
represent upright standard cylinders instead.

In addition the foaming trends of the samples were examined by carrying out 
measurements both isothermally with holding times of 30 minutes (e.g., at 950°C 
for simultaneous oxidation and sintering and at 1100°C for foaming initiation) and 
non-isothermally as well (by using constant linear thermal scans). Typically such 
thermal scans were used with heating rates of 20°C min−1.

During all measurements the ODLT/HSM instrument was mounted in a closed 
aluminum box (developed and manufactured at the mechanical workshop of 
IPC-BAS Sofia), allowing measurements in a controlled environment. The box can 
be purged with dry argon gas on demand. The latter application allows continu-
ous maintenance of an overpressure of ~10 mbar argon to be kept over the entire 
synthesis and optical measurement of the thermal variation of the structure of the 
sample. This is achieved by the use of a fine-graded rotameter, Yokogawa (Japan), 
for manual control of the gas flux in the sample chamber and a high-precision 
digital manometer with a ceramic membrane, Profimess (Germany), for overall gas 
pressure monitoring.

According to the current state of knowledge of the authors, such a laboratory 
experimental setup—a combined ODLT/HSM mounted in a closed vessel for 
examinations of the sintering and foaming behavior of iron-rich glass-ceramics in 
different atmospheres—is unique in Southeastern Europe and even was probably 
used for the first time in this respect here.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to analyze the structure of the 
sintered glass-ceramics by taking pictures of both fractures and the surfaces of the 
samples. A JEOL 6390 (Japan) instrument was used. To provide electron conductiv-
ity, all samples were metalized with gold by vapor deposition technique.

3-D computed micro-tomography was used for entire bulk scanning of the foam 
glass-ceramic species. The tomographic measurements were carried out with an X-ray 
micro-tomograph, Bruker SKYSCAN 1272 (Germany), which uses a white beam 
with cone geometry. The following setup conditions were applied: X-ray tube voltage 
70 kV, current 142 mA and 0.11 mm Cu filter. The voxel (3-D pixel) size was 1 μm and 
the optical magnification was 7.4. A typical 360° scan took 21 hours and 27 minutes. 
Reconstruction of the 3-D images was done with the commercial software InstaRecon.

The phase composition of the sintered glass-ceramic foams was determined by X-ray 
diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) using a Panalytical Empyrean (USA) spectrometer.

4. Summary of results and discussion

As we have already noted, the innovative point of current research is, besides 
the use of the applied method of sinter-crystallization toward the production of 
sintered glass-ceramics and/or glass-ceramic foams, the use of a controlled environ-
ment during the synthesis of sintered glass-ceramics and in particular extended to 
the design and production of glass-ceramic foams.

In Figure 1, a comparative graphical representation is presented, together with 
images at respective temperatures of interest, of the shape alteration during real-
time in situ filming of two samples being synthesized in air or in argon atmosphere.

Up to temperatures of about 1050°C, the thermal behavior of both species is 
quite comparable. Both samples undergo similar densification during the interval of 
low temperature sintering. At higher temperatures however, iron-rich glass-ceramic 
materials heated up in different (air or inert) atmosphere reveal a completely differ-
ent thermal behavior compared to each other when they are subject to a subsequent 
thermal treatment.

In the case of an argon-sintered sample, further heating of the material leads 
to sample melting (to, e.g., a hemispheric spill at 1155°C). However, the sample 
sintered in air starts expanding its volume during heat treatment above 1050°C, and 
at the same reference temperature of 1155°C, it reveals a maximal value of the struc-
tural expansion determined by gas evolution—the foaming in the entire bulk of the 
newly formed material. This difference in the thermal behavior of both samples is 
mainly due to differences in the respective material’s viscosity values.

The phenomena described above are entirely determined by the state of the 
redox couple equilibrium Fe(II) ↔ Fe(III) in a sense that an inert environment 
(e.g., argon) is going to maintain the equilibrium drawn at a maximal extent to the 
left (oxidation is inhibited [9]), while the air atmosphere is going to keep the ratio 
Fe(II)/Fe(III) at a minimal value, i.e., the equilibrium is drawn to the right.

In Figure 2a, the sintering curves are presented during an isothermal scan and the 
respective low temperature behavior of the glass-ceramic samples in air and argon. 
One can clearly and unambiguously note the effect of the environment on sintering: 
the onset of the sintering process in argon is shifted to lower temperatures. It starts 
earlier, and the degree of structural densification is to a certain extent higher than the 
one in air (14 vs. 12% shrinkage, c.f. again Figure 2a). The shaded area in Figure 2a 
represents actually the area of temperatures where the glass transition point, Tg, 
which is the most important physical characteristic of a glass, is to be observed.

In Figure 2a, the shaded area reveals in fact, as it is obvious in Figure 2b, that an 
ODLT measurement represents certainly a method for truly reliable measurements 
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of the temperature of vitrification, Tg, of pressed powder objects as well. It is 
evident that the glass transition point of the sample sintered in argon is significantly 
diminished and the difference in Tg between glass-ceramics synthesized in air and 
argon amounts to ΔT = 20°C.

One can thus summarize that utilizing the ODLT technique for the sake of 
synthesis of well-sintered glass-ceramic materials is a good approach. It also reveals 
the possibility for reliable measurements of Tg, due to its high precision as a result of 
lack of mechanical parts, and for exact tuning of the appropriate firing regimes.

XRD spectra of the glass-ceramic foams obtained in air and argon environment 
are presented in Figure 3. The phase analysis of the samples results in the detec-
tion of pyroxene crystal phases. The crystallinity of the samples is between 30 and 
40% as referred also by Strnad [21]. The crystallinity in argon however is higher 
than that in air. A shift of the peak positions in air to lower theta angles has been 
observed as well.

Figure 1. 
Typical HSM curves of the thermal behavior of pressed iron-rich glass-ceramic samples in air and argon.
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The two features described above confirm that the absence of oxidation in argon 
environment leads unambiguously to higher crystallinity and to some differences in 
the chemical composition of the pyroxene phases. These differences can hypotheti-
cally be due to the facilitated entering of the Fe(II) and Mn(III) ions in the pyroxene 
structures. Also a change in the lattice interplanar distance is present.

In order for the microstructure of the sintered glass-ceramic species subject to 
current investigation to be studied, a series of scanning electron microscope images 
of two sintered glass-ceramic samples are shown in Figure 4. Images have been taken 
from the surface and from a fracture of both species. Figure 4a and c represents 
photos of the surface of the air-sintered sample; Figure 4b and d is from the surface 
of the argon-sintered sample; Figure 4e, g and h is images from a fracture of the air-
sintered sample; and Figure 4f is a picture of a fracture of the argon-sintered sample.

Despite the well overall sintering in both atmospheres, it has been found that in 
argon environment an even better sintering of the sample than that in air is present.

Figure 2. 
(a) Sintering curves measured by ODLT in air and argon. (b) Sintering curves; zoom-in of the shaded area of 
(a). The glass transition temperature (Tg) is unambiguously to be recognized in both curves.

Figure 3. 
XRD spectra of glass-ceramic foams synthesized in different environment.
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Figure 4. 
SEM images from a fracture and the surface of two sintered glass-ceramic foam samples in air and argon: 4a 
and 4c: surface of the air sintered sample; 4e, 4g, 4h: fracture of the air sintered sample. 4b and 4d: surface of 
the argon sintered sample; 4f: fracture of the argon sintered sample.
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Figure 4. 
SEM images from a fracture and the surface of two sintered glass-ceramic foam samples in air and argon: 4a 
and 4c: surface of the air sintered sample; 4e, 4g, 4h: fracture of the air sintered sample. 4b and 4d: surface of 
the argon sintered sample; 4f: fracture of the argon sintered sample.
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An interesting observation is that on the surface of the argon-sintered glass-
ceramics (Figure 4b), the pores reveal a concave morphology. This might be an 
indication for the formation of these pores in the interval of softening which 
initiates together with the beginning of the process of high-temperature reduction 
as well. In both cases of sintering, a large population of small spherical holes on the 
surface is present, which is almost a certain indication for gas release.

In both cases of sintering, a non-spherical, sharp-edge intergranular porosity is 
predominant.

The proposed possibility for a selective environment of synthesis of sintered 
glass-ceramics and glass-ceramic foams provides the option of the synthesis to be 
carried out and thus to be experimented by using different stages.

Thus after a low temperature sintering stage in air (e.g., see Figure 1), the 
process of foaming of a pressed glass sample can be carried out in a second stage 

Figure 5. 
Measurements of the thermal shape alteration behavior during foaming in argon by HSM; snapshots of the 
sample at a respective characteristic temperature.
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entirely in argon environment. The process of foaming of this sample traced by 
a HSM measurement is shown in Figure 5. The snapshots in Figure 5 during the 
run of a thermal scan represent the evolution of structural alteration at charac-
teristic temperatures.

In order for the effect of the atmosphere on the foaming of sintered glass-
ceramics to be carefully analyzed, a graphical plot of the structural evolution during 
foaming in different atmospheres is given in Figure 6. The plot in the expansion-
time domain of foaming in air and argon during an isothermal scan at a temperature 
of 1100°C with 30 minutes holding time (Figure 6) provides a clear and detailed 
picture on the process under consideration.

The expansion of the structure due to the release of oxygen gas and forma-
tion of the closed-cell system during high-temperature reduction initiates in both 
environments (air and inert) in a similar way and almost at the same time as well. 
The process of foaming in argon however turns to be more effective. The bloating of 
the material reaches a maximal value of nearly 200%, considerably earlier than the 
maximal foaming in air (up to 190%); then after a slight volume shrinkage, a stable 
material with 180% expanded structure is being formed and maintained in the 
course of the working isotherm.

The entire foam material formation (i.e., the formation of closed porosity 
population) proceeds relatively quickly with the programmed isotherm in Figure 6. 
The foaming in argon takes ~5 minutes to complete followed by a small shrinkage 
and a structural stabilization. The foaming in air takes longer time to complete than 
argon (15 minutes) and reaches stabilization again. The foam material formation in 
air and argon atmospheres results in obtaining a new material characterized in both 
cases generally with fire resistance properties at temperatures of 1100°C.

For the sake of investigation of the entire bulk structure of the newly formed 
foam material, 3-D X-ray tomographic analysis has been used. In Figure 7a (left), a 
false-color 3-D reconstruction of the surface is presented and the volume by tomo-
graphic scanning of an iron-rich glass-ceramic foam sample synthesized in air. In 
Figure 7a (right), a selection of three cross sections of the bulk of the same sample 
is presented. In Figure 7b (left), similar 3-D false-color surface-volume reconstruc-
tion of a glass-ceramic foam sample synthesized in argon is presented. In Figure 7b 
(right), cross-section slices of the material’s bulk are shown, respectively.

Figure 6. 
Temporal evolution of foaming curves in air and argon of sintered glass-ceramic samples.
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From visual observations and the performed analysis, one can clearly note 
that the porosity in the bulk of both samples is predominantly of closed type and 
amounts to about 80–85% in both species. It is also evident that the walls of the 
samples are abundant of pores. Another interesting feature is that the closed cells 
of the species foamed in air are larger than the cells in the volume of the sample 
foamed in argon. Moreover the thickness of the walls in the sample synthesized in 
air is on average lower than the wall thickness in the glass-ceramic foam material 
obtained in argon environment.

5. Conclusions

In current investigation the authors have shown the possibility for carrying out 
successful synthesis depending on the temperature and the applied atmosphere of 
well-sintered glass-ceramics and/or glass-ceramic foams.

It was shown that synthesis in inert environment leads to the production of 
materials with higher degree of sintering.

If properly engineered, the practice and experience show that a glassy-crystal-
line material with low density and high porosity of about 80% can be obtained, 
which can be considered as more than a satisfactory result [1, 22]. In addition thus 
obtained foams are characterized by fire resistance features up to 1100°C as well.

By applying a double-stage heat treatment, first stage, low temperature sinter-
ing at 950°C, and second stage, foaming at 1100°C, foam materials with improved 
properties and differences in the structure have been successfully obtained.

The SEM images from the fractures of both glass-ceramic foam species reveal 
a well-sintered material. They show a good degree of sintering and total porosity 
below 10–15%.

Figure 7. 
X-ray computed tomography, (a) 3-D reconstruction of the surface and the bulk of a glass-ceramic foam 
synthesized in air (left); volume cross sections (right), and (b) 3-D reconstruction of the surface and the bulk of 
a glass-ceramic foam synthesized in argon (left); volume cross sections (right).
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Chapter 5

Design and Development of
Manufacturing System Design for
Producing Metallic Foam
Shyam Sunder Sharma

Abstract

This chapter involves the development of a new metal foam composite material
using casting techniques. This work included the design and the development of a
process to produce the metal foam and control it. The materials used to produce the
foam consisted of aluminum. Using prefabricated hollow spheres assures a uniform
pore size and cell wall thickness. Casting a metal into the interstitial space provides
a solid medium to add a structural support to the foam. The experimental setup was
designed and fabricated. By the use of the developed setup, aluminum metallic
foam was developed from the raw aluminum. Some characteristics were studied to
verify the findings with the published data.

Keywords: metallic foam, pores, honeycomb, foaming

1. Introduction

The development of the metal foam starts in the late 1940s. Many patents were
registered in the 1950s and 1970s. The popularity of metal foam arises in the 1980s,
and the old techniques are modified and re-established. Researchers are trying to
mechanize the foaming method to minimize the production cost and increase the
productivity [1–3]. For the development of complex shapes and large quantities,
powder metallurgy and casting techniques were used. For refractory metals electro-
deposition method was used. The metal foam has a better strength-to-weight ratio,
higher stiffness, increased energy absorption and high temperature tolerance. It gives
higher stiffness than a solid metal [4, 5]. The metal foam can be classified according
to the foam structure. It has an open structure, close structure and combination of
open and closed structures [6, 7]. The properties of metal foam are lightweight,
energy absorption, high stiffness and higher compression strength [8, 9].

There are various methods for developing metallic foam. These production
methods are classified according to the state of the material and process followed.
Metallic foam was categorized into four groups as given in Figure 1:

i. Casting method (liquid metal): In this method a liquid metal is poured into
the mold, and a foaming agent is added which creates a metal foam around
the solid filler metal.

ii. Powder metallurgy (solid metal in powdered form): In this process metals
are converted into a powdered form, and then a foaming agent is added
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with the metal powder; after that the blend is compressed to yield a dense.
In this method, compaction can be performed by any technique that
ensures that the foaming agent is embedded in the metal matrix without
any residual open porosity.

iii. Metal vapor: A metal foam is commonly produced by injection of foaming
gas into the liquid metal or by adding a foaming agent into the metal
powder. In this method melts can be foamed by creating gas bubbles in the
material. Normally, bubbles in the molten metal are highly buoyant in the
high-density liquid and rise quickly to the surface.

iv. Metal ion solution: The alkali metal ions in the solution electrostatically
adsorb onto the many bubbles by bubbling ionic surfactant solution, and
they transfer to the air/water interface. These bubbles change to the foam
state that is removed using a long glass tube.

2. Design and fabrication

For producing metallic foam liquid state, a casting processing technique was
used. In this process calcium carbonate was added into the liquid aluminum and was
stirred. When aluminum liquid was stirred, calcium carbonate released gases, and
these gases are entrapped in aluminum and created porosity. For producing metallic
foam, a setup was required, and this was fabricated in the production engineering
department. For design and fabrication, the resources which are available in the
department are used. This was the first setup fabricated for producing metallic
foam. According to the resources, different elements have been designed and
fabricated.

For fabricated setup different elements were required, and these were designed
according to the requirement. Some elements are available in the lab and they are
directly taken according to the requirement, and others were fabricated. Fabricated
setup resources were used that were available in lab, because this was the first setup
and after the successful of that setup go for the standardization. The process sheets
of fabrication are given in the appendix. The design given in Figure 2 was taken as
the reference design. The elements that were required are given below:

Figure 1.
Production methods of metallic foam [10].
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1.Induction motor.

2.Shaft.

3.Selection of bearing and bearing socket.

4.Driver and driven pulley.

5.Milling socket.

2.1 Specification of induction motor

An induction motor was used for a rotate stirrer that was placed in the end of the
shaft. When the setup will be standardized, a standard motor will be used. The
speed of the motor was constant. Driver and driven pulleys were connected by a
rope. The specifications of the motor are given below:

1.Power = 1 HP.

2.rpm = 1380.

3.Efficiency = 72%.

4.Machine no. = 88A615–204.

5.Diameter of the shaft = 19.19 mm.

2.2 Design of the shaft

A shaft was a rotating element which is used for a rotate stirrer and produces
metallic foam.

2.2.1 Calculation

Material of shaft = Mild steel, it has tough material and it was absorbing
vibration that was caused by the motor.

Figure 2.
Basic design for producing foam [10].
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Length of the shaft = 315 mm.
Diameter of the shaft from top 225 mm = 20 mm.
Diameter of the shaft at lower 80 mm length = 19.98 mm.
Dimension of thread = 10 � 1.5 mm.

Considering the load at the top, i.e. load of the pulley mounted on the shaft.

Slenderness ratio of the shaft ¼ L
K

¼ 315
10

¼ 31:5

(1)

Thus, the shaft is a medium type (Figure 3).

2.2.2 Rankine formula for calculating the crippling load

Wcr ¼ σc � A

1þ σc�A�L2

π2�E�I

(2)

where Wcr = crippling load, σc = crushing stress or yield stress, A = cross-sectional
area, L = length of the shaft, E = modulus of elasticity, I = moment of inertia.

Wcr ¼ σc � A

1þ a L
K

� �2 (3)

a ¼ Rankine’s constant ¼ σc
π2E

(4)

a ¼ 1
7500

For one end fixed and another end free.

L ¼ 2L

¼ 2� 315

¼ 630 mm

K ¼ 10 mm

L
K
¼ 630

10
¼ 63

Wcr ¼
320� π

4
20ð Þ2

1þ 1
7500

63ð Þ2

σc ¼ 320:

Wcr ¼ 65:707 N
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2.2.3 Considering the weight of pulley

Figure 4 shows the vertical position of the shaft, and Figure 5 shows the
horizontal position of the shaft. In Figure 6 power is transmitted from the driver
pulley to driven pulley. For designing a shaft and pulley, the following calculations
are required.

Figure 4.
Shaft in vertical position.

Figure 5.
Shaft in horizontal position.

Figure 3.
Shaft.
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weight of the pulley ¼ 400 g

¼ 400� 9:81
1000

Wp ¼ 3:9 N

The shaft bears more load; hence, the design is safe.

2.2.3.1 Power of motor

P ¼ 2πNT0

60
(5)

T0 = Torque.

746 ¼ 2�π�1380�T0�:72
60 .

T0 = 7.18 N mm.
T = (T1 � T2) � 44.

T1
T2

¼ eμθ (6)

T1 = Tension in the tight side.
T2 = Tension in the slack side.
μ = Coefficient of friction.
The distance between the driven and driven pulley is 330 mm:
θ = 180-2α.
θ = Angle of contact.

Sinα ¼ r2 � r1
330

¼ 60� 44
330

¼ 0:484 (7)

r1 & r2 = radii of the driving and driven pulley.
α = 2.778°.
θ = 180–5.55.
θ = 174.44° = 3.03 rad.
μ = 0.25.
T1
T2 ¼ e0:25�3:02

T1 = 2.12 T2.
(2.12–1)T2 � 44 = 7.18.
T2 = 0.159 N mm.

Figure 6.
Power transmitted by rope.
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T1 = 0.33 N mm.
R = T1 + T2.
R = 0.489 N mm.
Mb = T � L = 0.489 � 315 = 154.03 N mm.
Mt = T0 = 7.18 N mm.

Load is steady hence.
Km = 1.5.
Kt = 1.0.
Km = Combined shock and fatigue factor for bending.
Kt = Combined shock and fatigue factor for torsion.

2.2.4 Equivalent bending moment

Me ¼ 1
2

Km �Mb þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Km �Mbð Þ2 þ Kt � Tð Þ2

q� �
(8)

Me ¼ 1
2

1:5� 154:035þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5� 154:035ð Þ2 þ 7:18ð Þ2

q� �

Me ¼ 231:108 N mm:

Determine the equivalent bending moment:

231:108 ¼ π
32

σb � d3:

σb ¼ 231:108� 32

π� 20ð Þ2 :

σb ¼ 0:294 N=mm2:

This was very less than the allowable tensile or compressive stress. Hence the
design was safe.

2.3 Selection of bearing

In order to select a most suitable ball bearing, first, the basic dynamic load was
calculated. It was multiplied by the service factor to get the basic dynamic load
capacity. After finding the basic dynamic load capacity, the selection of bearing was
made from the catalog of a manufacturer (Figure 7).

2.3.1 Striebeck formula for the strength of a single ball in compression

Fe ¼ Kd2 (9)

K = 7200.
d = diameter of ball.
Fe = 7200 � 72.
Fe = 352,800 N/mm2.
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1000
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Figure 6.
Power transmitted by rope.
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T1 = 0.33 N mm.
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Me ¼ 1
2

Km �Mb þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Km �Mbð Þ2 þ Kt � Tð Þ2

q� �
(8)

Me ¼ 1
2

1:5� 154:035þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5� 154:035ð Þ2 þ 7:18ð Þ2

q� �
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2.3.2 The maximum load per ball

Fc ¼ 4:37
n

� C (10)

C ¼ Fc � n
4:37

¼ Knd2

4:37
(11)

n = no. of balls.
C = capacity of the bearing.

C ¼ 7200� 8� :0072

4:37
:

C ¼ 6:45 kg:

Fc ¼ 4:37
8

� 6:45

Torque ¼ 9550�H:P
N

¼ 9550� :75
1380

:

T = 5.19 N m.
where HP in kW, N in rpm.

2.3.3 Basic dynamic load of bearing

Cd ¼ Fc � n cos αð Þo:7Z2=3D1:8 (12)

¼ 3:46� 8 cos 15ð Þ0:7 � 471:8:

Cd ¼ 14807:3 N:
Cd ¼ 14:8 kN:

Figure 7.
Axial view of ball bearing.
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α ¼ nominal angle of contact:
D ¼ diameter of outer race:

2.3.4 Life of bearing in revolutions

The life of an individual ball bearing may be defined as the number of revolu-
tions which the bearing runs before the first evidence of fatigue develops in the
material of one of the rings or any of the rolling elements.

The rating life of a group of apparently identical ball bearing as the number of
revolutions that 90% of a group of bearings will complete or exceed before the first
evidence of fatigue develops:

Ln ¼ Cd

P

� �
¼ 14:8

2
¼ 12:3 (13)

P = weight of pulley + weight of shaft.
P = total load (.400 + .800) = 1.2 kg.
Life of bearing = 1800 million revolution.

2.3.5 Bearing number

Bore diameter = 20 mm.
Outer race diameter = 47 mm.
ISI no. = 20BC02.
Bearing of basic design no. = 04.
Basic capacity of dynamic load = 1000 kg.

2.3.6 Bearing socket

The outer diameter of the bearing race is 47 mm.
The diameter of the socket bore is 47 mm (Figure 8).

2.4 Design of driver and driven pulleys

The pulley was used to transmit power from one shaft to another by means of a
flat belt, V-belt or rope.

Figure 8.
Bearing socket.
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2.4.1 Diameter of driver pulley

D ¼ 110–113ð Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P KWð Þ
2πNmax

3

s
(14)

D ¼ 113�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

:75
2� π� 1380

3

r
:

D = 5.3 cm.
D = 6 cm (consider) = 60 mm (Figure 9).

2.4.2 Diameter of driven pulley

The velocity of driven pulley is increased by 1.4 times (Figure 10):

velocity ratio ¼ N2

N1
¼ 1:4 (15)

Diameter of driven pulley ¼ 60
1:4

¼ 43 mm:

2.4.3 Thickness of web and depth of groove

T ¼ 0:252
ffiffiffiffi
D

p
þ 1:6 mm for light duty pulley

� �
(16)

T = 0.252
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
60

p þ 1:6 = 3.55
T ≈ 4 mm.
Depth of groove on driver and driven pulley, where the rope is bounded =3 mm.
Angle of taper on groove = 5°.

2.4.4 Dimension of collar

A collar is used for locking of pulley on the shaft. The pulley is locked on the
shaft by bolt. So, the pulley is not coming out when the shaft is rotating.

Diameter of shaft of driver pulley = 19.19 mm.

Figure 9.
Driver pulley.
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Diameter of shaft of driven pulley = 20.00 mm.

Then,
Diameter of bore of collar of driver pulley = 20 mm.
Diameter of bore of collar of driven pulley = 20.02.
Length of collar of driver pulley = 14 mm.
Length of collar of driven pulley = 14 mm.
Diameter of tap = 4 mm (for both).

2.5 Design of milling socket

Material of socket = G.I.
Diameter of pipe = 27 mm.
Wall thickness of pipe = 3 mm.
Length of socket = 130 mm.
Morse taper = 1.5°.
Length of morse taper = 100 mm.
Material of inserted piece = M.S.
Length of inserted piece = 30 mm.
Diameter of through hole in inserted piece = 21 mm.
Internal threading = M10 � 1.5.
Length of thread = 15 mm (Figure 11).

Figure 10.
Driven pulley.

Figure 11.
Milling socket.
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Diameter of shaft of driven pulley = 20.00 mm.
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Length of collar of driver pulley = 14 mm.
Length of collar of driven pulley = 14 mm.
Diameter of tap = 4 mm (for both).
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Material of socket = G.I.
Diameter of pipe = 27 mm.
Wall thickness of pipe = 3 mm.
Length of socket = 130 mm.
Morse taper = 1.5°.
Length of morse taper = 100 mm.
Material of inserted piece = M.S.
Length of inserted piece = 30 mm.
Diameter of through hole in inserted piece = 21 mm.
Internal threading = M10 � 1.5.
Length of thread = 15 mm (Figure 11).

Figure 10.
Driven pulley.

Figure 11.
Milling socket.
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3. Experiment

The setup that was fabricated, with the use of this setup metallic foam, has been
produced. For producing metallic foam, calcium carbonate is added into liquid
aluminum and was stirred. Gases are formed at the time of stirring, and gas is
entrapped into the liquid aluminum, and holes (porosity) are created into the
aluminum. The foam that was formed can be cooled down, and after cooling the
metallic foam can be taken out from the mold. Six experiments were done, and how
much amount of aluminum and calcium carbonate can be taken is given below.

3.1 Experiment no. 1

Weight of aluminum = 887 g.
Amount of CaCo3 = 50 g (approximate).

This was the first experiment and the amount of aluminum was 887 g. The
amount of calcium carbonate added was 50 g (approximate), and after liquid
aluminum was stirred and foam was developed. The foam was cooled down, and
after cooling metallic foam was taken out from the mold. The porosity of foam was
very low, so it was improved in the next experiments.

3.2 Experiment no. 2

Weight of aluminum = 900 g.
Amount of CaCo3 = 30 g.

In first experiment, a satisfactory result was not obtained, so a second experi-
ment will be performed. In this experiment the amount of aluminum was 900 g.
The amount of calcium carbonate that was added was 30 g. It was added in three
parts. The first part of calcium carbonate was in the mold before pouring aluminum.
The second part of calcium carbonate was added when molten aluminum was
poured into the mold. The remaining 10 g of aluminum was added at the time of
stirring. The stirring time of a molten metal was 67 s. When calcium carbonate was
added into molten aluminum, viscosity of aluminum was increased. After stirring,
the stirrer was taken out from the mold and was cooled down. After cooling the
foam was taken out from the mold. Metallic foam can be cut into pieces with the

Figure 12.
Microstructure of metallic foam sample 2. (a) Microstructure of metallic foam; (b) section of metallic foam.
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help of a wire cut electric discharge machining. The microstructure of metallic foam
is given in Figure 12a and b.

3.3 Experiment no. 3

Weight of aluminum = 665 g.
Amount of CaCo3 = 30 g.

Experiment 3 was not successful because calcium carbonate was directly added
into the molten metal at the time of melting. All gases were escaped, and foam was
not produced.

3.4 Experiment no. 4

Weight of aluminum = 969 g.
Amount of CaCo3 = 20 g.

This was the fourth experiment. In the previous experiments, some ideas are
obtained, and some standardization step was taken. The amount of aluminum was
969 g and the amount of calcium carbonate was 20 g (2% of weight). The process of
producing metallic foam was shown in Figures 13–19. In Figure 13 the setup is
shown, which was used for producing metallic foam. In Figure 14 aluminum metal
was melt in a pit furnace. When aluminum melted, a slag was formed due to the
impurities in the metal. In Figure 15 mold was there in which molten metal was
pouring. The mold was preheated with the help of a torch of gas welding.
Preheating was required to reduce the temperature difference. In the mold there
was one hole in the bottom. It was taken out molten metal after the foam was
produced. In Figure 16 the molten metal was poured into the mold. 20 g of calcium
carbonate is divided into three parts. One part of 6 g was drawn before the molten
metal is poured into the mold. When half of molten motel was poured, 7 g of
calcium carbonate was added. In Figure 17 the molten metal was stirred and the
remaining amount of calcium carbonate was added. The stirring time was 60 s.
After stirring, the stirrer was taken out. In Figure 18 foam was generated due to the
formation of gases, and these gases were entrapped in the aluminum. When the

Figure 13.
Setup for making a foam.
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is given in Figure 12a and b.
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Amount of CaCo3 = 30 g.
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not produced.
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obtained, and some standardization step was taken. The amount of aluminum was
969 g and the amount of calcium carbonate was 20 g (2% of weight). The process of
producing metallic foam was shown in Figures 13–19. In Figure 13 the setup is
shown, which was used for producing metallic foam. In Figure 14 aluminum metal
was melt in a pit furnace. When aluminum melted, a slag was formed due to the
impurities in the metal. In Figure 15 mold was there in which molten metal was
pouring. The mold was preheated with the help of a torch of gas welding.
Preheating was required to reduce the temperature difference. In the mold there
was one hole in the bottom. It was taken out molten metal after the foam was
produced. In Figure 16 the molten metal was poured into the mold. 20 g of calcium
carbonate is divided into three parts. One part of 6 g was drawn before the molten
metal is poured into the mold. When half of molten motel was poured, 7 g of
calcium carbonate was added. In Figure 17 the molten metal was stirred and the
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Figure 15.
Mold.

Figure 16.
Aluminum poured into the mold.

Figure 14.
Aluminum melted in a pit furnace.
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Figure 17.
Add calcium carbonate and stir it.

Figure 18.
Metallic foam.

Figure 19.
Microstructure of metallic foam sample 4.
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Figure 15.
Mold.

Figure 16.
Aluminum poured into the mold.

Figure 14.
Aluminum melted in a pit furnace.
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Figure 17.
Add calcium carbonate and stir it.

Figure 18.
Metallic foam.

Figure 19.
Microstructure of metallic foam sample 4.
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aluminum was cooled down, casting can be taken out from the mold. In Figure 19
the microstructure of metallic foam that was produced was shown.

3.5 Experiment no. 5

Weight of aluminum = 776 g.
Amount of CaCo3 =?

Experiment 5 was not completed because the molten metal was drained out from
the hole.

3.6 Experiment no. 6

Weight of aluminum = 330 g.
Amount of CaCo3 = 6 g.

This was the sixth experiment in which the amount of aluminum was 330 g and
amount of calcium was 6 g (2% of weight). The stirring time was 60 s. All procedure
was the same as described above. The drainage time of the molten metal from the
bottom hole was 60 s. The microstructure was shown in Figure 20.

4. Result

Test the aluminum that was used is pure or not, Archimedes’ principle was used.
In Archimedes’ principle water taken in a bucket and that bucket was full of water
at the top level. Then a piece of aluminum that was used for producing metallic
foam was dipped into the water, and the water that was coming out from the bucket
was collected into the next bucket. The weight of water was calculated and
calculations that are given below are performed:

Weigh of aluminum piece = 85 g.
Weight of water displaced out = 35 g.

Density of water ρw ¼ mw

vw
(17)

Figure 20.
Microstructure of metallic foam sample 4.
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vw ¼ mw
ρw

= 3.5�10�5 m3.
The volume of water was equal to the volume of the aluminum piece:
Density of aluminum: ρAl ¼ mAl

vAl
.

ρAl = 2.42 � 103 kg/m3.

The density of pure aluminum was 2.319 � 103 kg/m3.
So, there were some impurities in the aluminum that are used in this research.

5. Density of metallic foam

Cut a rectangular piece of metallic foam and take the weight of that piece.
Calculate the dimensions of piece also and find the volume of that piece:

Dimension of piece = 65 � 20 � 15 mm.
Volume of piece = 1.9500 � 10�5 m3.
Weight of metallic foam piece = 8.25 g = 0.00825 kg.
ρf = 0.4230 � 103 kg/m3.

6. Conclusion

There is a large potential for metal foam applications. However, there are several
deficiencies with the current technology. With these opportunities for the
improvement identified, research objectives were set to design a new foam product
and develop a new method of production to overcome the present shortcomings.
Given the current results of this research work, it is evident that these areas for
improvement have been addressed, and the knowledge gained from this work lends
valuable information to plan future actions for further improvement to this
product.

The system was designed, fabricated and controlled for aluminum foam genera-
tion. The obtained foam was tested, and the density of metallic foam was
0.4230 � 103 kg/m3.
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of Nanosize Additives
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Abstract

In order to improve the quality of a construction foam on a protein basis for non-
autoclaved foam concrete, a proposal has been made to increase its stability by
introducing nanosize additives—SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols. It is shown that the effect
obtained is connected with various stabilization mechanisms. It is stated that these
mechanisms are connected with different energies of chemical bonds formed
between the molecules of the foaming agent and the injected sols. By means of
electron microscopy, it is stated that the growth of foam stability is connected with
an increase in the foam film thickness by one order. An increase in the coefficient of
the foam resistance in the cement paste is shown. The stabilization of the construc-
tion foam leads to the possibility of using foam concrete hardening accelerators
without destroying its structure. The resulting foam concrete is proved to get the
increased compressive and bending tensile strength and reduced thermal conduc-
tivity and shrinkage in drying. The porosity of the foam concrete obtained is tested
by means of mercury porometry. Its phase composition is investigated by X-ray
phase and derivatographic analysis.

Keywords: construction foam, foam stability, protein foaming agent,
nanosize additives, sol SiO2 and Fe(OH)3, non-autoclaved foam concrete

1. Introduction

Under the stability of the foam, one understands its ability to maintain the
dispersed composition, volume, and ability to prevent delamination. Foam stability
is directly connected with the properties of liquid thin layers (foam films) which
determine the structure of the foam. To evaluate quantitatively the stability of the
foam, the rate of its destruction is determined [1].

Foaming agents used for the production of foam concrete of different hardening
are considered in [2, 3]. The paper presents the classification of foaming agents
according to their chemical characteristics [4, 5]. Properties of various foams, the
bases of their obtaining, and destruction are investigated in the works [6, 7]. For
foam concrete on the cement binder, the influence of the foaming agent used on the
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degree of cement hydration is considered. It is shown that the protein-based
foaming agent is the best one [8].

Instability and destruction of the construction foam is one of the causes of
volume instability in foam concrete. Especially sharply this question is on the
lightweight foam concretes, because the volume of the foam in their composition is
up to 90% [9].

In this regard, one of the ways to improve the stability of the foam concrete
mixture can be the stabilization of the construction foam introduced into the
cement-sand paste.

At present there are various ways to improve the stability of foams based on
various stabilization mechanisms. The use of additives (glycerin, methylcellulose,
ethylene glycol) increases the viscosity of foaming agent solutions and slows down
the liquid slug from foam films [10]. Also, for the stabilization of foams, it is
possible to use substances that contribute to the formation of colloidal particles in
films, preventing their dehydration. This group includes gelatin, joiner’s glue,
starch, and polysaccharides [10, 11].

For the production of thermal insulation materials, it is also recommended to use
substances polymerized in the foam as stabilizers. Such additions strengthen the
foam film significantly. They include polymer compositions based on synthetic
resins and latex [12].

In addition, there are some ways of improving the stability of the foam based on
other mechanisms of stabilization.

In [13] the influence of spherical monodisperse SiO2 particles with a diameter of
20 to 700 nm on the stabilization of foam based on sodium sulfonate was investi-
gated. The positive effect obtained in this case is shown.

The question of obtaining stable foams formed from water dispersions of
laponite modified by hexylamine is considered in [14]. It is shown that such
a composition “surrounds” foam bubbles with a thin layer, providing a
stabilizing effect.

It is also known that the foam can be stabilized by hydrophobic polymer
particles with a diameter of less than 1 μm and a length of several tens of μm [15].
The stabilization effect is connected with the formation of dense thick layers of
these particles around the foam films.

The paper [16] provides information that submicrometer-sized polystyrene par-
ticles in combination with poly[2–(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate] of various
degrees of polymerization—30, 60, and 90—can be used as stabilizers for foam. A
higher degree of polymerization results in the highly stable foams.

It is also known that the use of hydrophilic silica particles and liquid paraffin in
the foam increases its stability considerably [17]. It is shown that the stabilizing
effect is connected with the adsorption of silica particles and oil droplets on the air-
water layer of the foam film.

The publication [18] provides information that a significant increase in the
stability of the foam can be achieved by the introduction of silica particles of the
micrometer size. It is also proposed to use spherical silica particles with a diameter
from 150 to 190 nm with their subsequent modification by silane substances [19]. It
is established that the hydrophobicity of the surface achieved is a key factor affect-
ing the stability of the foam.

In [20] the data confirming the fact that the stabilization of foams by solid
particles is possible and results in a good effect are given. The result depends on the
packaging of the particles on the surface of the foam films. The denser the packag-
ing, the better the effect. Also, on the basis of calculations, it is shown that for
stabilization of foams on the water basis and on the basis of the liquid, aluminum
particles with a diameter less than 3 and 30 μm, respectively, are required.
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In [21] the method of determining the coefficient of effectiveness and critical
coverage as well as the coefficient of adsorption of particles on the interface of foam
bubbles is considered. The possibility of obtaining the most stable foam is stated to
depend on them.

The possibility of obtaining porous ceramics from a foamed suspension based on
Al2O3–TiO2/ZrO2–SiO2 is discussed in [22]. Suspension particles have a stabilizing
effect and allow to obtain foam with air content up to 87%.

The carried out analysis suggests that the increase in the stability of the foam is
mainly due to the mechanism of “armoring” the surface of the foam bubble by the
injected solid particles. This process prevents the liquid from leaking out of the
foam film under the influence of gravity and so prevents its subsequent destruction.
The mechanisms of foam chemical stabilization with the purpose of getting the
foam concrete are not considered yet.

The use of additives based on SiO2 nanoparticles in modern construction is well
known [23–25].

One of the highly effective nano-additives used today is known to be silica
(SiO2) sol [26–28]. Sols are colloidal aqueous solutions containing nanosize particles
(1–100 nm) [29]. Chemistry of colloidal silica and its applications are discussed in
detail in literature and primarily in [30, 31].

As the literature review shows, there is no knowledge concerning the methods of
stabilization of construction foam on a protein basis for foam concrete at the
expense of the introduction of sols of different nature into its composition. Also, the
problems of improving the physical, mechanical, and thermal properties of the
foam concrete of non-autoclaved hardening obtained on the basis of such a foam are
not considered.

2. Method

The main idea of the work is: it is possible to use SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols as
stabilizers for protein foaming agent (PFA), as it is possible to form various chem-
ical bonds between them, for example, hydrogenous, in the case of using SiO2 sol
[30], or covalent, in the case of using Fe(OH)3 sol [12]. These bonds should con-
tribute to the formation of strong spatial silicon- and iron-protein complexes which
will increase the thickness of the foam film and prevent its destruction. This effect
should preserve the volume of foam when it is introduced into the cement-sand
mixture, as well as improve the physical, mechanical, and thermal characteristics of
foam concrete and its products.

The expected chemical bonds formed in the system “aqueous solution of protein
foaming agent, sol of different nature,” are shown in Table 1. The spatial stabilizing
complexes based on them are also shown. The formation of these complexes is
assumed to provide the foam stability increase. The expected influence of these
effects on the physical and technical properties and quality of non-autoclaved foam
concrete and its products is described.

The foam stabilization effect can be important for the production of heat-
insulating foam concrete of low density (class of average density ≤ D200), as it will
prevent volume instability of raw foam concrete mixture. Also, this effect will make
it possible to use hardening accelerators—electrolytes—in the composition of foam
concrete which usually destroy it. In high-rise construction when the foam concrete
mixture is fed vertically to a great height, foam stabilization will prevent its
destruction under the influence of its own pressure in the falling pipeline [12].

It is known that when getting foam concrete products by cutting technology,
there appear problems with cutting the mass of foam concrete—there arise chips
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and other geometric defects. They reduce the quality category of foam concrete
products to category II (according to GOST 31360-2007).

To obtain the first quality category is important because in carrying out a
brickwork, it allows to place the foam concrete blocks on the construction glue
(coefficient of thermal conductivity, λ ≈ 0.3 W/(m∙°C)), and not on the cement
mortar λ ≈ 0.3 W/(m∙°C)). The use of construction glue is proved to increase the
thermal insulating properties of masonry walls significantly. It is assumed that the
stabilized foam and the use of the hardening accelerator will considerably increase
the number of products of the first quality category.

3. Study of the stabilized foam properties

To confirm the stabilizing effect of SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols, the stability of the
construction foam was investigated depending on the concentration of the dis-
persed phase of the sols in the solution of the protein foaming agent.

In the study, a protein foaming agent “Foamcem” was used as a foaming agent,
on the basis of which a 3% aqueous solution was prepared. In addition, SiO2 sol of
the industrial production “SITEC” was used, its characteristics being shown in
Table 2. Also, Fe(OH)3 sol obtained in the laboratory was used.

Fe(OH)3 sol was obtained by the following method: 5 ml of a 10% solution of
iron chloride FeCl3 was slowly poured into boiling water with a volume of 100 ml.

System “aqueous solution of protein foaming agent—sol of different nature”

Stabilizer Stabilizing
complex

Type of
chemical bond

Expected effect

SiO2 sol Silicon-protein complex Hydrogenous
H—N • The foam stability increase

• The increase of the foam
stability rate in the cement
paste and preservation of
the concrete mix volume

• The possibility of
additives-electrolyte
application

• The increase of
compressive and tensile
strength of foam concrete

• The reduction of thermal
conductivity coefficient
and shrinkage of foam
concrete in drying

• The quality category
increase of the foam
concrete products

Fe(OH)3
sol

Iron-protein complex Covalent
Fe — O,
Fe — N

Table 1.
The expected influence of sols of different nature on the quality of foam, foam concrete, and its products.

Title Density
(kg/m3)

Concentration,
ω¼SiO2 (%)

pН Specific surface
area, S (m2/g)

KZ-1
“SITEC”

1165 25.6 3.2 120–140

Table 2.
Main characteristics of the industrial SiO2 sol.
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The stability of the foam was evaluated as the time of extraction (in minutes) of
a half of the liquid phase from which the foam was prepared.

Foam stability in the cement paste was evaluated by the coefficient of the foam
resistance. Determination of the resistance coefficient was made by mixing equal
volumes of cement paste and foam for 1 min followed by measuring the volume of
the porous paste. The resistance coefficient of foam in the cement paste is calculated
as the ratio of the volume of the porous paste to the sum of the volumes of the
cement paste and foam (with water/cement ratio = 0.4).

The results of the studies are shown in Figures 1–4. From the figures it can be
seen that the stability of the foam stabilized with the SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols
increases up to four times and the foam resistance coefficient in the cement

Figure 1.
Stability of the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol.

Figure 2.
Stability of the foam stabilized with Fe(OH)3 sol.
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paste increases from 0.9 up to 0.98. These results agree with the forecast as
shown in Table 1.

Further, in order to clarify the stabilizing mechanism, the surface tension of the
foaming agent solution was measured at different concentrations of the dispersed
phase of SiO2 sol, as shown in Table 3 [10]. The table shows that with increasing the
sol concentration, the surface tension practically does not change.

Further, the foam multiplicity (frequency rate) when introducing of SiO2 and Fe
(OH)3 sols into the solution of the foaming agent was investigated. The foam
multiplicity was determined by the ratio of the foam volume (l) to the foam
solution volume (l). It was found that the multiplicity of the foam on the sol basis
does not change, which correlates with the results of measuring the surface tension
of the modified foam solutions. The value of the foam multiplicity was 13.

Figure 3.
The coefficient of resistance of the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol in the cement paste.

Figure 4.
The coefficient of resistance of the foam stabilized with Fe(OH)3 sol in the cement paste.
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Further, in order to determine the possible chemical bonds formed between the
molecules of the protein foaming agent and the injected sols, infrared Fourier
spectroscopy of the following model systems was carried out: “aqueous solution of
the protein foaming agent” and “aqueous solution of the protein foaming agent—
the injected sol” (Figures 5 and 6).

From spectrum No. 2, Figure 5, the shift and broadening of the band in the
region of 3311 cm�1 corresponding to the valence vibrations of the hydroxide
(OH�) groups in comparison with spectrum No. 1 are seen. This effect can charac-
terize the occurring hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen atom in the protein and
hydrogen of the OH� group of SiO2 sol with the formation of a silicon-protein
complex, as shown in Figure 7a.

In both spectra (Figure 6) the bands in the region of adsorption 1630–1510 cm�1

correspond to the deformation vibrations of the carbonyl group С=O of protein.
The shift and broadening of this line can be observed on spectrum No. 1, which may
correspond to the formation of a covalent bond of iron ion (III) with oxygen of the
amide group in the composition of the iron-protein complex formed, as shown in
Figure 7b. The region of 1150 cm�1 corresponds to the deformation vibrations of
the NH▬C=O group, the shift and broadening of this band on spectrum No. 1
indicate a possible covalent bond of the iron ion (III) with nitrogen in the composi-
tion of the iron-protein complex formed, as shown in Figure 7b.

Thus, it can be concluded that the decoding of IR spectra of foaming agent
solutions stabilized with various sols confirms the assumption expressed in Table 1

Figure 5.
IR spectra: No. 1, the system “aqueous solution of the protein foaming agent.”No. 2, the system “aqueous solution
of the protein foaming agent—SiO2 sol.”

Concentration of the dispersed phase of the sol in the
foaming agent solution (%)

0 0.306 0.610 3013

The surface tension coefficient of the foaming agent
solution, σ*, 10�3 (J/m2)

52.9 � 0.8 52.9 � 0.8 53.2 � 1.2 52.1 � 1.1

*The value of the surface tension coefficient at the ambient temperature of 21°C.

Table 3.
Values of the surface tension coefficient of foaming agent solution stabilized with SiO2 sol.
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paste increases from 0.9 up to 0.98. These results agree with the forecast as
shown in Table 1.

Further, in order to clarify the stabilizing mechanism, the surface tension of the
foaming agent solution was measured at different concentrations of the dispersed
phase of SiO2 sol, as shown in Table 3 [10]. The table shows that with increasing the
sol concentration, the surface tension practically does not change.
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multiplicity was determined by the ratio of the foam volume (l) to the foam
solution volume (l). It was found that the multiplicity of the foam on the sol basis
does not change, which correlates with the results of measuring the surface tension
of the modified foam solutions. The value of the foam multiplicity was 13.

Figure 3.
The coefficient of resistance of the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol in the cement paste.

Figure 4.
The coefficient of resistance of the foam stabilized with Fe(OH)3 sol in the cement paste.
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Further, in order to determine the possible chemical bonds formed between the
molecules of the protein foaming agent and the injected sols, infrared Fourier
spectroscopy of the following model systems was carried out: “aqueous solution of
the protein foaming agent” and “aqueous solution of the protein foaming agent—
the injected sol” (Figures 5 and 6).
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tion of the iron-protein complex formed, as shown in Figure 7b.
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Figure 5.
IR spectra: No. 1, the system “aqueous solution of the protein foaming agent.”No. 2, the system “aqueous solution
of the protein foaming agent—SiO2 sol.”
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concerning the formation of hydrogenous and covalent chemical bonds in the
composition of the stabilizing silicon- and iron-protein complexes.

Further, it was assumed that the appearance of chemical bonds and spatial
stabilizing complexes should increase the thickness and strength of the foam film,

Figure 6.
IR spectra: No. 1, the system “aqueous solution of the protein foaming agent—Fe(OH)3 sol.” No. 2, the system
“aqueous solution of the protein foaming agent.”

Figure 7.
Spatial stabilizing complexes formed by the introduction of various sols into the solution of protein foaming
agent: (a) silicon-protein complex and (b) iron-protein complex.

Figure 8.
Electron microscopy of the foam concrete samples of the medium density D600: (a) control sample and (b)
sample based on foam stabilized with SiO2 sol.
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which results in the increase of the foam stability. For this purpose, electron
microscopy of samples of the foam concrete with medium density D600 was carried
out: a control sample and a sample prepared on the basis of the foam stabilized
with the SiO2 sol (Figure 8).

From the pictures it can be seen that the thickness of the foam film in the control
sample is �450 nm and in the sample based on the stabilized foam is �3.5 μm, i.e.,
increase by one order. This result can explain the stabilizing effect and the increase
in foam stability as well as confirm the assumptions made.

4. Research of the foam concrete properties of various average
densities on the basis of the stabilized foam

Further the possibility of receiving heat-insulating non-autoclaved foam
concrete of average density D200 on the basis of the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol
was investigated.

For light thermal insulating non-autoclaved foam concrete, one of the significant
problems is the reduction of the volume of the foam concrete mixture because of
the mixture destruction, which results in the deviation from the projected average
density and uneven structure of the material and exerts a negative influence on the
properties of thermal insulating foam concrete.

It was assumed that a more stable foam will allow to avoid the destruction of the
mixture, to provide the necessary density of the foam concrete, and to obtain a
reduced thermal conductivity coefficient.

The composition of the foam concrete with medium density D200 is shown in
Table 4. Portland cement CEM 42.5 was used as a binder, dolomitized limestone
was used as a filler, protein foaming agent “Foamcem”was used as a foaming agent,
and SiO2 sol of industrial production was used as a stabilizer (SITEC company).

To assess the stability of the foam concrete mixture, the volume instability of the
foam concrete (mm) was measured at different contents of the dispersed phase of
the sol in the foam. Volume instability was measured after 24 hours of the foam
concrete hardening (Figure 9). From the figure it is seen that the use of the
stabilized foam reduces the volume instability up to 0 when the concentration of
the dispersed phase of sol in the foam is at least 0.2%. The coefficient of thermal
conductivity of foam concrete of average density D200 at the design age was
λ = 0.04 W/(m∙°C); for comparison, λair = 0.029 W/(m∙°C).

Further the physical-technical and thermal insulating properties of foam
concrete and its products after the introduction of the stabilized foam into its
composition were evaluated.

The compositions of the foam concrete mixtures of different average densities
are shown in Table 5. During the preparation of foam concrete mixtures, 3%
aqueous solution of foam on a protein basis stabilized with different sols was used.
The samples were being solidified under normal conditions for 28 days.

During the experiment it was expected that a more stable foam will allow to use
the electrolyte additives to activate the hardening of cement and to obtain the
improved physical and mechanical characteristics of foam concrete and its prod-
ucts. In the case of using a conventional foam solution, such additives destroy the

Cement (kg) Filler (kg) Water (l) Foaming agent (l) Stabilizer (SiO2 sol) (kg)

125 45 102 2.52 0.3

Table 4.
Consumption of the materials for 1 m3 of foam concrete of average density D200.
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was investigated.

For light thermal insulating non-autoclaved foam concrete, one of the significant
problems is the reduction of the volume of the foam concrete mixture because of
the mixture destruction, which results in the deviation from the projected average
density and uneven structure of the material and exerts a negative influence on the
properties of thermal insulating foam concrete.

It was assumed that a more stable foam will allow to avoid the destruction of the
mixture, to provide the necessary density of the foam concrete, and to obtain a
reduced thermal conductivity coefficient.

The composition of the foam concrete with medium density D200 is shown in
Table 4. Portland cement CEM 42.5 was used as a binder, dolomitized limestone
was used as a filler, protein foaming agent “Foamcem”was used as a foaming agent,
and SiO2 sol of industrial production was used as a stabilizer (SITEC company).

To assess the stability of the foam concrete mixture, the volume instability of the
foam concrete (mm) was measured at different contents of the dispersed phase of
the sol in the foam. Volume instability was measured after 24 hours of the foam
concrete hardening (Figure 9). From the figure it is seen that the use of the
stabilized foam reduces the volume instability up to 0 when the concentration of
the dispersed phase of sol in the foam is at least 0.2%. The coefficient of thermal
conductivity of foam concrete of average density D200 at the design age was
λ = 0.04 W/(m∙°C); for comparison, λair = 0.029 W/(m∙°C).

Further the physical-technical and thermal insulating properties of foam
concrete and its products after the introduction of the stabilized foam into its
composition were evaluated.

The compositions of the foam concrete mixtures of different average densities
are shown in Table 5. During the preparation of foam concrete mixtures, 3%
aqueous solution of foam on a protein basis stabilized with different sols was used.
The samples were being solidified under normal conditions for 28 days.

During the experiment it was expected that a more stable foam will allow to use
the electrolyte additives to activate the hardening of cement and to obtain the
improved physical and mechanical characteristics of foam concrete and its prod-
ucts. In the case of using a conventional foam solution, such additives destroy the
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foam. Sodium chloride (NaCl) in an amount of 5% by weight of cement was used as
a hardening activator. The obtained characteristics of foam concrete are shown in
Table 6.

Figure 9.
Dependence of the volume instability of the foam concrete mixture on the content of the dispersed phase of SiO2
sol in the foaming agent solution.

Class by average
density

Cement
(kg)

Filler
(kg)

Water
(l)

Foaming agent
(l)

Stabilizer (l)

SiO2 sol Fe(OH)3 sol

D400 330 50 152 2.1 1.5 6.1

D500 370 100 183 1.98 1.44 5.7

D600 400 170 211 1.75 1.3 5.0

Table 5.
Consumption of materials per 1 m3 of foam concrete of different average densities.

Class by
average
density

Foam
type

Stabilizer Compressive
strength,
MPa/%

Bending tensile
strength, MPa/%

Thermal
conductivity, λ,
W/(m∙°C)/%

D400 Control — 0.8/100 0.45/100 0.100/100

Stabilized SiO2 sol 1.2/150 0.76/169 0.086/86

Fe(OH)3
sol

1.2/150 0.66/147 0.09/90

D500 Control — 1.3/100 0.69/100 0.120/100

Stabilized SiO2 sol 1.9/146 1.14/165 0.101/84

Fe(OH)3
sol

1.7/131 0.88/128 0.107/89

D600 Control — 1.7/100 0.88/100 0.140/100

Stabilized SiO2 sol 2.3/135 1.38/158 0.117/84

Fe(OH)3
sol

2.2/129 1.15/131 0.132/94

Table 6.
Physical and mechanical characteristics of foam concrete samples of average density D400–D600 prepared on the
basis of the stabilized foam.
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When assessing the physical and mechanical characteristics of the foam concrete
samples obtained on the basis of a stabilized foam, the following results were got:

• The use of electrolytes does not destroy the stable foam.

• The compressive strength of the samples with medium density D400–D600 at
the age of 28 days of normal hardening increases up to 50% compared to the
control sample, and the tensile strength at bending increases up to 69%.

• The thermal conductivity coefficient of the samples with additives decreases
up to 16% in comparison with the control sample.

Also, for samples of foam concrete of average density D600, a study of their frost
resistance was carried out. It showed an increase in the class of frost resistance from
F15 to F35, as shown in Table 7.

5. Physicochemical studies of the composition of the obtained foam
concrete and its porous structure

At the next stage of the work, physical and chemical studies of samples of foam
concrete with medium density D500, prepared on the basis of stabilized foam and
NaCl additives, were carried out: X-ray phase and differential thermal analysis.
Three samples of foam concrete were studied: No. 1, control; No. 2, based on the
foam stabilized with SiO2 sol and with the addition of NaCl; and No. 3, based on the
foam stabilized with Fe(OH)3 sol and with the addition of NaCl.

In all samples X-ray phase analysis showed the presence of reflexes
corresponding to β-SiO2 with d/n (interplanar spacing) = (3.337, 2.447, 2.280, 2.119,
1.657; 1.539) Å, as well as reflexes corresponding to Ca(OH)2, d/n = (3.114, 2.625,
1.926, 1.675) Å, low-basic hydrosilicate C6S6H d/n = (3.030, 2.033, 1.95) Å, and
hydrosilicate C2SH2 (d/n = (3.030, 2.765, 1.830, 1.565) Å). In the X-ray spectra of
samples No. 2 and No. 3, new lines belonging to the low-basic hydrosilicate C3S2H3

(d/n = 2.88; 2.766; 2.152; 1.973; 1.793; 1.627 Å) appear. The radiographs of samples
No. 2 and No. 3 show the lines characterizing the dolomitized limestone. Alite
analytical line (C3S, d/n = 1.76 Å) is present only in the control sample; in other
samples, it does not manifest itself, which indicates a deeper degree of cement
hydration in them. The formation of additional low-basic hydrosilicates with
increased strength, as well as the absence of an analytical line of alite on the
radiographs, can explain the increase in the strength of foam concrete samples No. 2
and No. 3.

The derivatographic analysis, Table 8, confirmed the data of X-ray phase anal-
ysis and showed that the total mass loss of samples based on the stabilized foam and

Stabilizer Class of frost resistance

— F15

Sol SiO2 F35

Sol Fe(OH)3 F35

All studies were conducted in accordance with GOST 25485-89.

Table 7.
Frost resistance samples of the foam concrete of average density D600 prepared on the basis of the stabilized
foam.
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foam. Sodium chloride (NaCl) in an amount of 5% by weight of cement was used as
a hardening activator. The obtained characteristics of foam concrete are shown in
Table 6.
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• The compressive strength of the samples with medium density D400–D600 at
the age of 28 days of normal hardening increases up to 50% compared to the
control sample, and the tensile strength at bending increases up to 69%.

• The thermal conductivity coefficient of the samples with additives decreases
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Also, for samples of foam concrete of average density D600, a study of their frost
resistance was carried out. It showed an increase in the class of frost resistance from
F15 to F35, as shown in Table 7.

5. Physicochemical studies of the composition of the obtained foam
concrete and its porous structure

At the next stage of the work, physical and chemical studies of samples of foam
concrete with medium density D500, prepared on the basis of stabilized foam and
NaCl additives, were carried out: X-ray phase and differential thermal analysis.
Three samples of foam concrete were studied: No. 1, control; No. 2, based on the
foam stabilized with SiO2 sol and with the addition of NaCl; and No. 3, based on the
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NaCl additives increases by 20%; besides that, a new phase of low-basic
hydrosilicate C3S2H3 (endothermic effect in the region of 350–400°C) appears in
the samples, which also confirms the increase in the strength of the foam concrete
samples.

Then, in order to assess the porous structure of foam concrete based on the foam
stabilized with SiO2 sol, porosity of the samples was investigated by means of
mercury porometry (Figure 10).

The figure shows that the specific surface area of the pores in the sample based
on the stabilized foam is twice that of the control sample. This may be due to the
fact that such a foam is more stable in preparing a foam concrete mixture and in
subsequent hardening the fine porous structure of the material is retained. The
studies of the macroporous structure of foam concrete confirm this conclusion, as
shown in Figure 11.

No. Stabilizer Endothermic effects, °C Total mass
loss on the
effects, mg

The total mass
loss by the
sample, mgMass loss, mg

Additive (130–
170)

(350–
400)

(520–
580)

(750–
880)

(930–
960)

1. — 88 — 24 14 — 126 179

2. Fe(OH)3 sol 86 16 20 33 28 183 213

NaCl

3. SiO2 sol 90 18 19 40 30 197 227

NaCl

Table 8.
Derivatographic analysis of foam concrete samples of average density D500.

Figure 10.
The total specific surface of pores of foam concrete with average density of D500: (1) a control sample, (2) a
sample based on the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol.
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Figure 11.
Macroporous structure of samples: (a) a control sample and (b) a sample based on the stabilized foam.

Figure 12.
Distribution of macropores according to their size for the control sample of foam concrete.
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Figure 11.
Macroporous structure of samples: (a) a control sample and (b) a sample based on the stabilized foam.

Figure 12.
Distribution of macropores according to their size for the control sample of foam concrete.
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Figures 12 and 13 show the distribution of large pores according to their size for
the foam concrete samples of average density D600; the study was conducted by
means of the electron microscopy.

As it can be seen from the figures, the peak of the pore distribution according to
their size in the case of a foam concrete sample based on a stabilized foam is shifted
toward a smaller pore diameter (Dav = 520 μm). The number of such pores is 18%,
the half-width of the peak is 0.44 mm. For the control sample, the peak corresponds
to Dav = 600 μm, the number of pores of the average diameter is 15%, and the half-
width of the peak is 0.52 mm.

Thus, it can be concluded that the stabilization of foam with SiO2 sol influences
both the micro- and macropores of foam concrete. This increase in the foam con-
crete pore dispersion during the stabilization of foam explains the decrease in its
thermal conductivity (Table 5).

6. Production of foam concrete on the basis of the stabilized foam in
industrial conditions

The results obtained by our group were tested in the industrial conditions in
accordance with the technological specifications for the production of foam con-
crete by cutting technology. In this technology the cutting process begins when a
foam concrete mass develops a certain cutting strength. The time of cutting
strength attainment can be 17–20 h depending on the composition of the foam
concrete. To reduce the time of this technological stage is important from an
economic point of view besides that it can improve the productivity of the
enterprise.

The studies of samples obtained on the basis of the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol
in production conditions also showed that the foam was not destroyed by the
introduction of NaCl additives. The compressive strength of foam concrete prod-
ucts increases up to 38%, and the coefficient of thermal conductivity decreases and

Figure 13.
The distribution of macropores according to their size for the foam concrete sample on the basis of foam
stabilized with SiO2 sol.
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corresponds to the foam concrete the class of which is one class lower by the
average density. At the same time, the duration of the cutting strength attainment
reduces by 7 hours, which significantly speeds up the technological process.

In addition, the shrinkage value of the foam concrete samples was estimated in
drying. It was stated to decrease by 18% compared to the control sample, as shown
in Table 9.

Class by
average
density

Additive The time of cutting
strength attainment, hour

Thermal conductivity,
λ, W/(m∙°C)/%

Shrinkage in
drying, mm/m

D500 — 17 0.117/100 3.4

NaCl 10 0.094/80 2.8

Table 9.
Physical and technical characteristics of industrial samples of non-autoclaved foam concrete of average density
D500.

Figure 14.
The number of concrete products of the first quality category: (1) control products, (2) products based on the
stabilized foam and NaCl additives.

Figure 15.
Foam concrete products based on the stabilized foam and NaCl additives.
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stabilized with SiO2 sol.
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corresponds to the foam concrete the class of which is one class lower by the
average density. At the same time, the duration of the cutting strength attainment
reduces by 7 hours, which significantly speeds up the technological process.

In addition, the shrinkage value of the foam concrete samples was estimated in
drying. It was stated to decrease by 18% compared to the control sample, as shown
in Table 9.

Class by
average
density

Additive The time of cutting
strength attainment, hour

Thermal conductivity,
λ, W/(m∙°C)/%

Shrinkage in
drying, mm/m

D500 — 17 0.117/100 3.4

NaCl 10 0.094/80 2.8

Table 9.
Physical and technical characteristics of industrial samples of non-autoclaved foam concrete of average density
D500.

Figure 14.
The number of concrete products of the first quality category: (1) control products, (2) products based on the
stabilized foam and NaCl additives.

Figure 15.
Foam concrete products based on the stabilized foam and NaCl additives.
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Figure 14 shows the number of foam concrete products of the first quality
category which increases by 23% compared to the control products made of foam
concrete. These figures confirmed the earlier assumptions.

The quality category of products was evaluated in accordance with the specifi-
cations (GOST 21520-89). According to its requirements for the blocks of the first
quality category the limit deviations in height can be �1 mm, in length, thickness
and deviation from the rectangular shape it can be �2 mm. Damage to the corners
on one block with a depth of no more than 5 mm, damage to the ribs on one block
with a total length of no more than twice the length of the longitudinal edge and a
depth of no more than 5 mm are limited by the specifications.

Figure 15 shows the industrial samples of foam concrete products of average
density D500.

7. Conclusions

1.For the first time it is proposed to use SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols to stabilize the
construction foam on a protein basis in order to obtain high-quality non-
autoclaved foam concrete.

2. It is shown that the stability of the foam stabilized with SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols
increases up to four times and the coefficient of resistance of the foam in the
cement paste increases from 0.9 to 0.98.

3.The method of IR Fourier spectroscopy shows that the mechanism of the foam
stabilization is connected with the formation of various chemical bonds
between the molecules of the protein foaming agent and sols: hydrogenous in
the case of using SiO2 sol and covalent in the case of Fe(OH)3 sol.

4. It is established that the new chemical bonds result in the formation of spatial
stabilizing complexes in the foam film. This leads to an increase in its thickness
by one order, which is confirmed by electron microscopy.

5.Heat-insulating foam concrete of average density D200 with thermal
conductivity coefficient 0.04 W/(m∙°C) was obtained on the basis of the foam
stabilized with SiO2 sol.

6.On the basis of the foam stabilized with SiO2 and Fe(OH)3 sols and NaCl
additive, high-quality foam concrete of medium density D400–D600 was
obtained. Compressive strength increases up to 50%, tensile strength in
bending increases up to 69%, shrinkage in drying decreases by 18%, the
coefficient of thermal conductivity decreases by 16%, and frost resistance
increases by 20 cycles.

7.Studies of the porous structure of foam concrete based on the stabilized foam
have shown that the specific surface area of the pores increases twice and the
average pore diameter decreases from 600 to 520 μm.

8.Industrial testing of the developed foam concrete of the average density D500

has been made. The use of the foam stabilized with SiO2 sol and the additive of
NaCl in its composition allows to reduce the time of cutting strength
attainment by 7 hours and to increase the number of products of the first
quality category by 23%.
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Chapter 7

CO2 Foam for Enhanced Oil 
Recovery Applications
Ahmed Farid Ibrahim and Hisham A. Nasr-El-Din

Abstract

CO2-foam yields improved sweep efficiency in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) 
applications over that of polymers to avoid potential polymer-induced formation 
damage. In addition to carbon sequestration in underground formations, CO2 foam 
has low water content, which also reduces formation damage in water-sensitive 
formations and allows for fast cleanup. However, foam stability diminishes in harsh 
environments such as those with high salinity and temperature and when in contact 
with crude oil. This chapter highlights the different foam-generation mechanisms 
and the deterioration effect of crude oil on CO2-foam stability. More specifically, 
this chapter investigates using nanoparticles and viscosifiers to improve foam 
stability. Further, the effects of different nanoparticles, including aluminum oxide, 
copper oxide, and low-cost nanoparticles such as silicon dioxide, will be demon-
strated. Field applications of viscoelastic surfactants and polymers in foam systems 
are also reviewed. The controlling factor for these different systems is the foam 
stability and improved oil recovery.

Keywords: CO2 foam, crude oil effect, foam stability, EOR, nanoparticles, 
viscoelastic surfactants

1. Introduction

Gas injection has been used widely for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applica-
tion. Carbon dioxide (CO2) gas injection was started for EOR applications in the 
1950s to improve oil recovery and provide for carbon sequestration in under-
ground formations [1, 2]. However, CO2 injection proved impractical at that time 
due to its low viscosity compared to formation fluids, leading to viscous finger-
ing and early breakthrough [3]. Hence, the sweep efficiency and recovery factor 
were low [4]. Polymer flooding was introduced to reduce the mobility ratio of the 
displacing fluid to the displaced fluid [5]. The mobility ratio can be calculated 
using Eq. (1):

  M =    λ  displacing   _  λ  displaced     =     ( k  e   / μ)   displacing   _ 
  ( k  e   / μ)   displaced  

  ,  (1)

where M is the mobility ratio of the displacing fluid to the displaced fluid,  λ  is 
the fluid mobility,   k  e    is the effective fluid permeability, and  μ  is the fluid viscos-
ity. Using polymer flooding increases the displacing fluid viscosity. As a result, 
the mobility ratio decreases, and the viscous fingering is reduced. Hence, sweep 
efficiency improved, as shown in Figure 1. However, polymer flooding is associated 
with formation damage due to physical adsorption of the high-molecular-weight 
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polymer on the rock surface and mechanical trapping within the smaller-diameter 
pore throats [6, 7].

CO2 foam was introduced in the 1960s as a replacement for polymers to avoid 
formation damage [8]. Foam has low water content, which reduces formation 
damage in water-sensitive formations and allows fast cleanup [9]. Foam is a 
dispersion of a gas (nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or methane) as a non-wetting 
fluid in a continuous wetting phase. The wetting phase is water that contains 
surfactant at a particular concentration that is above the critical micelle con-
centration (CMC). The liquid film separates the gas phase from each other, the 
outer membranes of the gas bubbles, called foam lamellae. The first surfactant 
families selected for EOR method were petroleum and synthetic aromatic 
sulfonates [such as alpha-olefin sulfonate (AOS)] because of their availability, 
lower adsorption on porous rocks, high compatibility with hard water, and good 
wetting and foaming properties [10, 11].

Bulk foam can be characterized by several properties such as quality, tex-
ture, stability, and foam density [12]. Foam quality is the volume percent of gas 
within foam at a specified pressure and temperature [13]. Foam quality for EOR 
applications is typically 75–90%. Foam texture is a measure of the average gas 
bubble size. Foam stability depends on the chemical and physical properties of 
the surfactant-stabilized water film separating the gas bubbles (lamellae). Foams 
are metastable systems; accordingly, all foams will eventually break down. Foam 
stability is measured by the half-life time, which is the time required to lose 50% 
of the foam volume [14]. In general, as a foam texture becomes finer, the foam will 
be more stable and will have greater resistance to flow in matrix rock. Foam flow 
resistance in porous media is measured by the mobility reduction factor (MRF). 
MRF is defined as the ratio of total mobility of CO2/brine to foam mobility. When 
foams become more stable, more resistance to flow is expected and leads to a higher 
mobility reduction [15].

2. Foam generation

Foam generates in porous media through three different mechanisms: (a) snap-
off, (b) lamella division, and (c) leave-behind [16, 17].

In the snap-off mechanism, lamellae are created in gas-filled pore throats as a 
result of the capillary pressure difference between the pore body and the pore neck 
[16]. Figure 2a shows the foam-generation process by the snap-off mechanism. As 

Figure 1. 
Areal sweep efficiency, (a) low sweep efficiency and early breakthrough due to viscous fingering at unfavorable 
mobility ratio values (M < 1) and (b) high sweep efficiency at favorable mobility ratio (M > 1).
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the gas phase displaces the liquid zone, the difference in capillary pressure between 
the pore body and the pore throat forces the wetting phase (water) to flow back and 
then snap-off the gas phase.

Lamella division generally occurs when a foam lamella that is larger than that 
of the pore body approaches a “branching point” and divides into two or more 
bubbles (Figure 2b). If the lamella is at a branching point with more than one path 
that requires the same pressure for the lamella to flow, the lamella divides into two 
bubbles or lamellae [18].

Leave-behind occurs when the gas enters a porous medium that is initially 
saturated with a liquid or when two gas fronts approach a pore space that is filled 
with liquid; these processes squeeze the liquid into a lamella (Figure 2c). The leave-
behind mechanism typically forms a weak foam because the generated lamella is 
parallel to the flow direction [17, 18].

3. Experimental evaluation methods

3.1 Bulk foam stability and microscopic analysis

Foams are generally described in terms of their foamability, which is the 
ability of a foaming solution (water in the presence of foaming agents) to form a 
foam. Bulk foam stability or formability tests are static tests that can be used for 
screening different parameters such as foaming agents, concentrations, salinity, 
and effect of crude oil [20]. At ambient conditions, foamability of a solution can 
be studied by performing a shake test [21]. At high-pressure/high-temperature 
(HP/HT) conditions, foam can be generated by gas sparging into an HP/HT 

Figure 2. 
Foam lamella generation mechanisms: (a) snap-off mechanism, (b) lamella division, and (c) leave-behind 
(after [19]).
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polymer on the rock surface and mechanical trapping within the smaller-diameter 
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bubbles (Figure 2b). If the lamella is at a branching point with more than one path 
that requires the same pressure for the lamella to flow, the lamella divides into two 
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saturated with a liquid or when two gas fronts approach a pore space that is filled 
with liquid; these processes squeeze the liquid into a lamella (Figure 2c). The leave-
behind mechanism typically forms a weak foam because the generated lamella is 
parallel to the flow direction [17, 18].
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Foams are generally described in terms of their foamability, which is the 
ability of a foaming solution (water in the presence of foaming agents) to form a 
foam. Bulk foam stability or formability tests are static tests that can be used for 
screening different parameters such as foaming agents, concentrations, salinity, 
and effect of crude oil [20]. At ambient conditions, foamability of a solution can 
be studied by performing a shake test [21]. At high-pressure/high-temperature 
(HP/HT) conditions, foam can be generated by gas sparging into an HP/HT 
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visual graduated cell [22, 23]. The foam half-life time can be measured by moni-
toring the foam height over time.

Additionally, bubble-scale experiments can be conducted under an optical micro-
scope to investigate the foam stability [24]. The foam bubbles are allowed to stabilize 
and are then placed on a microscope slide. The foam texture and the thin liquid films 
(lamellae) are then monitored with time to investigate the foam decay rate [23]. 
Figure 3 shows a microscopic image for an AOS foam system in contact with a crude oil.

3.2 Macroscopic sweep experiments

Different flood experiments can be conducted to evaluate the foam performance 
in porous media. Glass bead packs or cores can be used to represent the porous 
media. Three distinctly different modes are used for foam injecting: (1) alternative 
injection of gas and liquid with foaming agents, (2) co-injection of the gas and the 
liquid phase at the same time, and (3) injection of pregenerated foam. Foam stabil-
ity usually quantified by the oil recovery and MRF. The MRF can be calculated by 
comparing the pressure drop across the core during foam injection to the pressure 
drop after gas injection [15], as described in Eq. 2:

  MRF =    μ  f   _  μ  b     =   
  [  kA∆p _ QL  ]   

f
  
 _ 

  [  kA∆p _ QL  ]   
b
  
   =    ∆p  f   _  ∆p  b    ,  (2)

where Q is the total flow rate, k is the absolute core permeability, A is the 
cross-section area of the core, L is the core length, μ is the viscosity, ∆p is 
the pressure drop across the core, and the subscripts “f ” and “b” represent the 
experiments with and without foam, respectively. The pressure buildup along 
the porous medium indicates foam-generation and gas mobility reductions [25]. 
A higher pressure drop signifies viscous foam and considerable resistance to gas 
mobility in porous media.

Dual coreflood experiments can be conducted to evaluate the divergent ability 
of foam systems within heterogeneous systems [23]. The foam is injected in two 
parallel cores with different permeabilities. The stable foam will be generated in the 
high-permeability formation and divert the flow toward the low-permeability core 
that improves the sweep efficiency and increases the oil recovery.

Macroscopic sweep experiments are usually combined with X-ray computed 
tomography (CT) measurements. CT scan analysis can be used to determine the 
porosity, oil distribution, and foam propagation inside the porous medium.

Figure 3. 
Microscopic image of AOS foam in contact with a crude oil (5×) [23].
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4. Deterioration effect of crude oil

The instability effect of crude oil on the CO2-foam system is another challenge 
for the use of this foam in EOR applications [26]. Crude oil composition, especially 
the presence of light components, decreases foam stability [27]. Foam stability 
decreases in contact with crude oil as a result of direct surface interactions between 
oil and foam. These interactions are governed by three main mechanisms: entry 
of oil droplets into the gas–liquid interface, spreading of oil on the gas–liquid 
interface, and formation of an unstable bridge across lamellae [27–30]. These three 
mechanisms can be quantified as a function of the interfacial tensions between oil, 
gas, and water by evaluating the entering coefficient (E), spreading coefficient (S), 
and bridging coefficient (B) [26]. E, S, and B can be calculated as follows (Eqs. 3–5):

  E =  σ  gw   +  σ  ow   −  σ  go    (3)

  S =  σ  gw   −  σ  ow   −  σ  go    (4)

  B =  σ  gw  2   +  σ  ow  2   −  σ  go  2    (5)

where   σ  gw   ,   σ  ow   , and   σ  go    are the interfacal tensions between CO2 and water, oil and 
water, and oil and CO2, respectively. Figure 4 presents a flowchart to predict the 
foam stability when in contact with oil, as indicated by the E, S, and B coefficients 
[27]. The oil droplets should be able to enter the gas-water interface to destabilize 
the foam. Once the entry condition is achieved (E is positive) and the oil droplets 
spread on the gas–liquid interface (S is positive), the gas/water interface will 
expand. As a result, the foam lamellae become thin and rupture, thus weakening 
the foam. If there is no spreading (S is negative) and the oil droplets form an emul-
sion at the gas/water interface, the foam film may rupture once oil droplets bridge 
between both surfaces of the lamellae (B is positive).

Ibrahim and Nasr-El-Din [23, 24] found that the AOS foam in contact with oil 
became unstable and decayed very fast, dissolving completely in 30 min compared 

Figure 4. 
Flowchart to predict foam stability from E, S, and B coefficients.
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to more than 5 h in the absence of oil [24]. Two reasons account for the adverse 
effect of crude oil on foam decay. First, oil droplets tend to spread along with the 
gas/liquid interface. As a result, the stable gas/liquid interface becomes unstable, 
which accelerates the rupture of the foam lamellae. Second, oil forms an emulsion 
in the foam lamellae. The oil droplets in the unstable emulsion agglomerate and 
accelerate the drainage of the foam lamellae; hence, the foam decays faster [28].

In Figure 3, the crude oil forms layers in the interface between the gas and 
liquid phases, and an emulsion forms inside the AOS foam lamellas. Figure 5 shows 
microscope images for AOS foam lamellae in the presence of oil. The oil droplets in 
the unstable emulsion agglomerate and accelerate the drainage, where the lamella 
thickness decreases over time. Hence, the foam becomes unstable and decay faster.

Figure 6 plots the foam height over time that gives indication for the decay rate 
from a visual cell experiment in which the foam lamellae were in contact with crude 
oil. At room temperature, the initial AOS foam height was 20 cm; then the foam 
decayed over time to reach 10 cm after 15 min (foam half-life = 15 min). In contact 
with oil, the foam decayed faster, and the half-life time decreased to 3 min.

Figure 7a shows the change of the normalized foam half-life as a function of 
temperature. The normalized half-life time is the half-life time for the foam system 
divided by the half-life time of AOS system at room temperature without crude oil. 
With increasing temperature, the foam became unstable and decayed more quickly 
than at room temperature. The half-life for the AOS system in the absence of crude 
oil at 150 ° F  also decreased to 0.13 of its value at 77 ° F . As the temperature increases, 

Figure 5. 
Microscopic images for AOS foam to track the unstable emulsion and draining of the foam lamellae over time 
when in contact with the crude oil (20×) [23].
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Figure 6. 
Normalized foam height for AOS foam system in the absence and presence of crude oil as a function of time at 
77°F and 800 psi.

Figure 7. 
Effect of 1 vol% crude oil in foam stability, (a) foam stability at different temperatures at 800 psi for 0.5 wt% 
AOS foam system and (b) foam half-life time reduction percent for different surfactant systems.
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Figure 8. 
Effect of oil density and viscosity on foam stability [29].

the liquid viscosity decreases, which leads to faster drainage. As a result, gas bubbles 
coalesce faster [31]. In contact with crude oil, the AOS was not able to generate 
stable foam, where the half-life was 3.9 and 0.45 min at 77 and 150 ° F , respectively.

The E, S, and B coefficients for the AOS system at 150 ° F  and 800 psi were found 
to be 7.96, 6.68 mN/m, and 231.74 (mN/m)2. Based on the flowchart in Figure 4, the 
generated foam is not stable. Increasing the pressure to 1200 psi, the values for the 
three coefficients slightly decreased to 6.67, 5.38 mN/m, and 141.29 (mN/m)2, still 
greater than zero. A positive E value indicates that the oil-entering condition was 
initially favorable. However, once the oil entered the foam system as an emulsion 
on the AOS and AOS/SiO2 foam lamellae, it started to spread on the surfaces of the 
foam bubbles (S > 0) and generated unstable bridges (B > 0) that quickly broke 
the lamellae and destabilized the foam. The microscopic images of the AOS foam 
system in contact with crude oil in Figures 3 and 5 confirm this behavior.

Similar results were observed by Simjoo et al. [27]. Adding 1 vol% crude oil 
to different surfactant systems decreases the foam stability and the half-life time. 
Figure 7b shows the change in the foam half-life time due to the presence of crude 
oil. Regardless of the surfactant type, adding crude oil to the foam increases the 
lamella drainage and decreases the foam stability.

The previous experimental results demonstrate the detrimental effect of crude 
oil on foam stability [29]. However, regardless of the surfactant used, crude oil with 
higher hydrocarbon chain lengths has a lower effect on foam stability. Figure 8 
shows the half-life of Coco/SDS (a foam system with a 1:1 mixture of cocobetaine 
and sodium dodecyl sulfate surfactants) in contact with different crude oils with 
different densities and viscosities at room temperature. These data show that the 
higher the density and viscosity, the lower the effect of crude oil on foam stability.

5. Improving foam stability using nanoparticles

The previous section shows the instability of foam systems in contact with crude 
oil at high temperature. Nanoparticles have been examined extensively as a means to 
stabilize foams used in oil-production operations, including those in high-salinity and 
high-temperature environments [9, 20–25, 32, 33]. This behavior is due to the nanopar-
ticles’ adsorption to the interface between the gas and liquid phases and minimizes the 
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contact area between them; as a result, they can build a strong barrier that prevents 
bubble coalescence. Figure 9a shows a microscopic image for SDS foam system that 
was stabilized with Al2O3 nanoparticles [32]. It shows the nanoparticle adsorption 
at the lamella surface. Hence, the nanoparticle-stabilized foams are expected to be 
durable and highly resistant to unfavorable reservoir conditions including high salinity, 
high temperatures, and the presence of crude oil. Silica nanoparticles are currently 
regarded as most effective for improving foam stability [20–25].

Nanoparticles’ size greatly affect the foam stability. Different experimental 
results for the usage of silica nanoparticles showed that the smaller the nanoparticle 
size, the higher the foam stability [32]. The small particle will move faster to the 
gas–liquid interface compared to the larger nanoparticle size. Hence, the nanopar-
ticle adsorption and concentration in the lamella surface increase and the foam 
become more stable. This behavior of foam stability with nanoparticle size greatly 
depends on foam quality, salinity, and nanoparticle hydrophobicity. Larger-size 
nanoparticles improve the foam stability at foam quality of 70–80%, while smaller 
size nanoparticles improve the foam stability at quality of 50–60% [9]. In addition, 
140 nm silica nanoparticles with contact angle of 86 °  increased the foam stability 
greater than 100 nm silica nanoparticles with contact angle of 54 °  [21].

Emrani et al. [21] studied the effect of adding 140 nm silica nanoparticles to AOS 
foam system. This work achieved a stable foam with an MRF of 8, which was four 

Figure 9. 
Foam stability improvement by nanoparticles, (a) microscopic image for SDS/Al2O3 foam system [32] and  
(b) MRF for 0.5 wt% AOS solutions in the absence and presence of 0.1 wt% nanoparticles at 77°F [21].
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bubble coalescence. Figure 9a shows a microscopic image for SDS foam system that 
was stabilized with Al2O3 nanoparticles [32]. It shows the nanoparticle adsorption 
at the lamella surface. Hence, the nanoparticle-stabilized foams are expected to be 
durable and highly resistant to unfavorable reservoir conditions including high salinity, 
high temperatures, and the presence of crude oil. Silica nanoparticles are currently 
regarded as most effective for improving foam stability [20–25].

Nanoparticles’ size greatly affect the foam stability. Different experimental 
results for the usage of silica nanoparticles showed that the smaller the nanoparticle 
size, the higher the foam stability [32]. The small particle will move faster to the 
gas–liquid interface compared to the larger nanoparticle size. Hence, the nanopar-
ticle adsorption and concentration in the lamella surface increase and the foam 
become more stable. This behavior of foam stability with nanoparticle size greatly 
depends on foam quality, salinity, and nanoparticle hydrophobicity. Larger-size 
nanoparticles improve the foam stability at foam quality of 70–80%, while smaller 
size nanoparticles improve the foam stability at quality of 50–60% [9]. In addition, 
140 nm silica nanoparticles with contact angle of 86 °  increased the foam stability 
greater than 100 nm silica nanoparticles with contact angle of 54 °  [21].

Emrani et al. [21] studied the effect of adding 140 nm silica nanoparticles to AOS 
foam system. This work achieved a stable foam with an MRF of 8, which was four 

Figure 9. 
Foam stability improvement by nanoparticles, (a) microscopic image for SDS/Al2O3 foam system [32] and  
(b) MRF for 0.5 wt% AOS solutions in the absence and presence of 0.1 wt% nanoparticles at 77°F [21].
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times the MRF for AOS foam system. Adding nanoparticles creates a fine texture foam 
that increases the apparent viscosity and the MRF (Figure 9b). Similarly, in a bulk 
stability test, adding nanoparticles to the AOS foam system tripled the half-life of its 
original value without nanoparticles [24]. In addition, nanoparticles are adsorb on the 
interface between the gas and liquid phases, creating thick, solid films that provide a 
barrier to film thinning and inter-bubble diffusion. Hence, in the presence of crude oil, 
the spreading of the oil droplets along the foam lamellae decreases and prevents bridge 
formation. Interfacial tension (IFT) measurements for silica nanoparticle foam system 
showed that the spreading and bridging coefficients have negative values (−0.69, 
−4.43 at 1200 psi and 150 ° F ), thus evidencing improved foam stability.

Nanoparticle concentration in the interface between the liquid and gas phases 
is a critical parameter and should increase to a certain threshold to stabilize the 
foam [34]. Figure 10 shows the change in foam half-life time with increasing silica 
nanoparticle concentrations. At low concentrations, the liquid/gas interface is not 
saturated, and low foam stability is generated. With increased nanoparticle concen-
tration, foam stability increases. However, at higher concentration, nanoparticles 
agglomerate and form bigger particles that negatively impact the foam stability. 
Zeta potential measurements in Figure 10 show a reduction of the absolute zeta 
potential value with increasing nanoparticle concentration from 0.1 to 0.2 wt%, 
which indicates a stable suspension. At nanoparticles’ concentration higher than 
0.2 wt%, nanoparticles become unstable and agglomerate which is indicated by 
increasing the zeta potential value.

Coreflood experiments by Ibrahim and Nasr-El-Din [23, 24] compared EOR 
results using an AOS foam system versus a silica-nanoparticle system. Figure 11 
shows total oil recovery after tertiary recovery using different foam systems. A 
water-assisted gas (WAG) system was able to increase the oil recovery to 60%. 
AOS generated a weak foam with a similar MRF to that of the CO2/water system, 
and oil recovery increased by 1.8%. Adding silica nanoparticles to the foam system 
increased oil recovery to 68.2%.

In a high-salinity environment, the absolute zeta potential for suspensions will 
decrease [35]. As a result, nanoparticles will have a high affinity to agglomerate. 
To prevent the instability of nanoparticles in a high-salinity environment, surface-
modified nanoparticles were used to provide steric repulsion between particles.

Figure 10. 
Effect of silica nanoparticle concentrations on foam stability.
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Nanoparticle surface wettability is another critical parameter of foam stability. 
Generally, nanoparticle surfaces should be hydrophilic enough to disperse in water 
but hydrophobic enough to accumulate at the interface between the water and gas. 
Nanoparticles coated with 50% SiOH dichlorodimethylsilane generated a stable 
foam compared to polyethylene glycol (PEG)-coated nanoparticles or dichloro-
dimethylsilane-coated nanoparticles with higher SiOH% even at 8 wt% NaCl salt 
concentration [36].

In addition to silica, other types of nanoparticles can also be used to improve foam 
stability. About 0.1 wt% Fe2O3 nanoparticles were able to increase the AOS foam 
half-life time from 1 to 7 h at 75 ° F  and 300 psi [37]. However, these nanoparticles 
tend to aggregate due to their large surface area, which is confirmed by low absolute 
zeta potential values. An experimental work by Bayat et al. [38] compared the foam 
stability using SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, and CuO nanoparticles. They found that the optimum 
concentration for these nanoparticles was 0.008 wt%. Figure 12 shows the recovery 
factor and foam half-life for the four different systems. SiO2 foam had the highest foam 
stability and oil recovery compared to the other nanoparticles.

Figure 11. 
Total oil recovery for different foam systems with adding 0.5 wt% AOS surfactant and 0.1 wt% silica 
nanoparticles.

Figure 12. 
Effect of nanoparticle type on the foam stability and oil recovery factor.
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6. Improving foam stability using viscosifiers

The addition of thickeners such as polymers or viscoelastic surfactant (VES) 
to CO2 foam improves foam stability by increasing lamella viscosity that delays 

Figure 13. 
CT scan scans for Boise and Berea cores during the dual-core flood experiment after oil saturation, 
waterflooding, and foam-flooding stages.
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the lamella drainage effect at high temperature and in contact with crude oils 
[23, 33, 39, 40].

A dual coreflood experiment was conducted by Ibrahim and Nasr-El-Din 
[23, 24] to investigate the divergent ability of VES-stabilized foam in heteroge-
neous formations (with permeability contrast of 700/100). The VES was able to 
increase the foam stability and improve the sweep efficiency. The oil recovery 
after the waterflooding stage was 19 and 55% from the low and the high-perme-
ability cores, respectively. Low sweep efficiency in the low-permeability cores 
was found where the residual oil saturation was 36 vol% compared to 31 vol% in 
the high-permeability core. When injecting VES into the foam system, the sweep 
efficiency improved, and the residual oil saturation decreased to 23 and 27 vol% 
in the low- and the high-permeability cores, respectively. The total oil recovery 
after foam injection was found to be 50 and 62 vol% of the original oil in place 
(OOIP).

Figure 13 shows oil saturation distribution along the two cores after the 
foam-flooding stage compared to the oil-saturated and the waterflooded cases. 
For the high-permeability core, most of the oil was produced during waterflood-
ing, and the recovery factor increased only by 10% after foam flooding. The 
slight change in distribution of the red areas in Figure 13 indicates oil recovery 
from the waterflooded and the foam-flooded cases. In the case of low-permeabil-
ity core, most of the reduction in the red color distribution happened after foam 
flooding.

Figure 14 shows the results of using polymers as a thickener to improve 
the foam stability [41]. Wei et al. [41] used xanthan gum (molecular weight of 
50–100 × 104) to improve the foam stability for a sulfobetaine-based surfactant 
foam system at 90 ° C  and 1450 psi. As the polymer concentration increases, the 
liquid phase viscosity increases. As a result, lamella drainage decreases, and 
foam-stability half-life increases. However, an increase in polymer concentration 
also increases the surface-tension forces and thus decreases the system foam-
ability. Stable foam with a higher half-life increases the apparent viscosity for 
the displacing fluid that improves the sweep efficiency. The oil recovery for the 
polymer-foam system was 43.2%, compared to 21.8% in the case of the polymer-
free foam system.

Figure 14. 
Effect of polymer concentration on the generated foam volume and its half-life.
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7. Summary

This chapter reviews the application of CO2 foam in enhanced oil recovery and 
establishes the following main points:

1. Foam lamellae can be generated by a snap-off, lamella division, and leave-be-
hind mechanisms. The foam generated by the leave-behind mechanism is weak 
because the lamellae are parallel to the flow direction.

2. Crude oil has a negative impact on foam stability, and its deterioration effect 
can be determined by calculating entering, spreading, and bridging coeffi-
cients as a function of oil/gas/water interfacial tension.

3. In harsh environments such as those with high salinity or high temperature, 
nanoparticles can be used to improve foam stability. SiO2 with the modified 
surface was found to be the more effective and popular nanoparticles in foam-
stability applications.

4. At high-temperature conditions, VES can be used as a thickener to decrease the 
rates of lamella drainage and foam decay.

CO2 foam can be used to improve the oil recovery in EOR process. However, 
surfactant-based foam provides unstable, and low sweep efficiency will be observed. 
As a result, nanoparticles or viscosifiers should be used to improve the foam stability.
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